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Abstract

Biological systems are the quintessential complex systems of nature, with emer-

gent phenomena at multiple length scales. While the theoretical physicist’s ultimate

goal would be to understand the complexities of life under a unified framework, there

is still much work to be done in understanding the rules that dictate the rich emergent

phenomenon at each scale. Many fields of biology are in need of mathematical models

that can explain the vast amount of experimental data regarding their specific target

phenomena.

In this dissertation, five biological phenomena are studied with the aid of math-

ematical models and methods from statistical physics: autophagy dynamics and its

effect on amyloid-b peptide levels; aggregation of amyloid-b in Alzheimer’s disease;

entrainment of the circadian system and recovery by light treatment; energy expendi-

ture during gradient walking; and the behavioral dynamics of interceptive walking. For

each topic, we provide background information on the topic at hand, discuss a model

developed to understand the system, report the results of the model, and discuss the

meaning of the results.
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autophagy, amyloid-beta, Alzheimer’s disease, size distribution, growth model, sleep-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Biological systems are nature’s quintessential complex systems. Complexity emerges

at all length and time scales, from the scale of the molecular building blocks of life

(e.g. the fractal nature of DNA packing) to the scale of organisms (e.g. language and

movement) and further on into collective systems. More than any other type of system

observed, countless emergent phenomena arise. To understand these systems with a

unified framework may be one of the great tasks of theoretical physics. In order to

reach this lofty goal, however, more work needs to be done to elucidate the workings

of the large variety of systems within even a single organism.

This dissertation presents four chapters each detailing a modeling study of a spe-

cific biological phenomena. Chapters 2, 4, 5, and half of chapter 6 are reprints of

publications by the author with a few modifications [1, 2, 3, 4]. These are all studies

of human biology, although some of the results are general across a range of species.

They are presented in terms of increasing length scale, ranging from the cellular scale

to the behavioral scale.

We begin with a study of the effects of autophagy on amyloid-b (Ab ) monomer

concentration and aggregation in the brain [1]. Autophagy (from the Greek, autos, or

“self”, and phagein, “to eat”) is an evolutionarily conserved catabolic pathway whose

primary function is to degrade cytoplasmic constituents such as proteins and organelles
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in the lysosome and recylce them for energy [5, 6, 7]. However, it is becoming increas-

ingly clear that autophagy interacts with various processes in complex ways, playing

a roles in regulating protein quality, energy balance, metabolic homeostasis, and even

cell death and survival [6, 7, 12, 8]. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and amino acids

are produced by the recycling process, which in turn regulate the consecutive steps of

the autophagy process, i.e., sequestration (or autophagosome formation), autophago-

some maturation (autolysosome formation), and intralysosomal hydrolysis, via mam-

malian target of rapamycin (mTOR) (for amino acids) and AMP-activated protein ki-

nase (AMPK) pathways (for ATP) [9, 10, 11, 76]. Neurons are especially vulnerable

to autophagy dysfunction because they rely heavily upon autophagy for preventing

the accumulation of toxic substances such as damaged proteins and protein aggre-

gates [13, 14, 15]. For this, the brain is considered to be the most severely affected or-

gan by the autophagy dysfunction [14, 15]: It is particularly related to the development

of neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s dis-

ease (PD) [13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

In chapter 3, we model the aggregation of Ab peptides into polymers, which is a

key process implicated in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The amyloid hypothesis posits

that amyoid aggregation plays a causal role in the disease [21, 22]. While the hypoth-

esis is under debate, there is no doubt that understanding the mechanics behind the

formation of Abmonomers into oligomers and fibrils and further into plaques is key to

gaining a full understanding of the pathology of AD. We build a model for the aggre-

gation of Ab by building a model based on key in vitro observations, in particular the

existence of a critical aggregation concentration and a skewed size distribution [24].

Hence, we develop a model that pays special attention to the size distribution of the

aggregates, based on the growth model from statistical physics [25].

In chapter 4, we move to a macroscopic description of the brain in order to study

the entrainment of the circadian system, its disruption under abnormal circumstances,

and its subsequent recovery via light treatment [2]. The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN),
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located in the hypothalamus, plays the role of a central pacemaker in the brain [26].

Under normal circumstances, the SCN is entrained to the light-dark cycle of the en-

vironment via photica nad non-photic influences. However, under pathological condi-

tions it may fail to be entrained to the environment. This often coincides with sleep

disorders [27] as well as psychiatric disorders such as depression [28] and bipolar dis-

order [29], as well as neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease [30]. In

all of these cases, the causal relation is not clear. Here, we study the potential effects of

the neurotransmitter orexin on circadian treatment, and the prospect for recovery via

light treatment.

In the chapter 5, we examine a whole-body phenomenon: the energy expenditure

during walking on gradient surfaces [3]. Physical inactivity, despite its well-known

health risks [31, 32], continues to be a serious public health issue [33]. Recently, var-

ious wearable devices, including wristbands and mobile phones, have offered a way

to track physical activity throughout the day. Such devices can be used in ambulatory

conditions by individuals or in clinical settings to monitor patients’ physical activity.

Many of these devices use an accelerometer-based method to predict energy expen-

diture [34, 35, 36]. However, these methods are limited in precision [37]. In order to

begin adressing this, we propose a model based on simple physical arguements, and

the model parameters are fit to data from a treadmill experiement.

Finally, we explore the behavioral dynamics of interceptive walking [4, 38]. In

particular, we use the model to examine the behaviors of pedestrians crossing a road

between moving vehicles. This problem is one of public health interest, as pedestrian

accidents take up a large proportion of traffic-related accidents, particularly in areas of

high population density [39, 40]. A quantitative study of the behavioral dynamics of

road crossing may help develop strategies to prevent accidents [40, 41, 42]. A model

for simple interceptive walking is proposed based on the principle of least action from

Lagrangian mechanics. The model is used to extract statistical information from the

data, and implications for pedestrian safety are discussed.
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Biological systems are inherently unpredictable and contain a high degree of ran-

domness. Order that does emerge can be described by mathematical models that ignore

irrelavent details. Such models inherently have high uncertainty, but they are valuable

in that they can capture the essential features of a phenomena.

The five topics under study all ask vastly different questions, and the models are

taylored to describe specific phenomena at different scales. However, we observe some

connections between the studies. The behavioral study of interceptive walking (chap-

ter 6) assumes that effort is proportional to the metabolic energy consumption. The

predictive model of energy consumption during walking in chapter 5 tells us that the

metabolic energy consumption is proportional to v
2, where v is the walking speed. This

suggests that the effort function might change when the walking surface has a slope,

and this connection can guide generalizations of the behavioral model. In chapter 4,

we explore macroscopic oscillations of the brain that lead to the 24 hour sleep-wake

cycle. The autophagy model of chapter 2 also exhibits intracellular oscillations mod-

ulated by up- and down-regulation of autophagy depending on stress levels. In real

systems, these oscillations are linked and interacting. As both autophagy and sleep is

linked to a myriad of diseases, a study of their interactions may provide hints towards

understanding each. In particular, sleep disorders have also been linked to neurodegen-

erative disease such as AD.

The connections between the models studied reflect the flow of information be-

tween multiple scales in biological systems. When a renormalization group is applied

to a model, information about relavent parameters is preserved while those about ir-

relavent parameters are lost [43]. A unified understanding of biology requires an un-

derstanding of how information flows not only from one component of the system to

another, but also how it flows through a wide range of spatial and temporal scales.
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Chapter 2

Autophagy and its effect on amyloid-b peptide levels

2.1 Background

In this chapter, we explore the effect of autophagy on amyloid-b (Ab ) levels in the

extracellular fluid of the brain. Autophagy efficiently delivers toxic substances along

the unusually large architectures of axons and dendrites to lysosomes, which are con-

centrated in the cell body, while old (deteriorated) neurons have reduced autophagic

degradation efficacy. It is becoming increasingly evident that the autophagic degrada-

tions of aggregate-prone proteins in neurons are highly substrate-selective [44]. This

specificity seems to rely on the specific interactions between substrates and autophagy

receptors/adaptors to sequester certain substrates within autophagosomes, and then

the substrates proceed to the same degradation machinery as non-selective (bulk) au-

tophagy [45, 46, 47, 48]. The modulation of substrate–receptor/adaptor interactions

has been suggested as a new therapeutic strategy for neurodegenerative disorders [44].

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, and it is expected

to become for prevalent with the aging population [49, 50]. The neuropathological

hallmarks include deposition of extracellular plaques and formation of intracellular

neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), which predominantly consist of amyloid-b peptides

(Ab ) and tau proteins, respectively [51]. According to the amyloid hypothesis, an
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accumulation of Ab is the primary factor for the onset and progression of AD and the

rest of the process including the NFT formation is the secondary effects of the Ab

toxicity [22, 52, 53]. Increased intracellular Ab level is observed prior to the onset of

extracellular plaque formation.

Ab consists of 36 to 43 amino acids and is intracellularly generated by specific pro-

teolytic cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), an integral membrane protein

which is concentrated in the synapses of neurons. An altered balance between gener-

ation, degradation, secretion (from the intra to the extracellular space of a neuron),

and clearance (from the extracellular space) of Ab is responsible for the intracellular

accumulation and extracellular plaque formation. It has been reported that the Ab gen-

eration rate is abnormally high in the early and late stages of AD [54]. Ab is degraded

preferentially via autophagy; yet during late stages of AD autophagosomes fail to fuse

with lysosomes [54]. In addition, the Ab secretion rate depends on the autophagy ac-

tivity [55, 56, 57]: the secretion rate is reduced in mice lacking autophagy-related gene

7 (Atg7) [56]. On the other hand, the autophagic activity is influenced by the intracel-

lular Ab concentration [54, 59, 60, 61]. The Ab clearance rate in the extracellular space

varies with the Ab concentration in a biphasic manner [62]. The AD patient is associ-

ated with a decrease in clearance by roughly 30%, which may lead to toxic levels of

Ab accumulation in the extracellular space over about 10 years [63].

Although many individual mechanisms have been studied for decades, the associ-

ation of Ab kinetics with autophagy activity and the roles of autophagy in the patho-

genesis of AD remain elusive. In this study, we develop a mathematical model for

autophagy with respect to Ab kinetics, integrating various individual molecular and

cellular data sets, in hope of providing a unified framework for understanding the

complex dynamics between autophagy and Ab pathways. Simulations are performed

to identify the quantitative relationship between autophagy activity and Ab kinetics,

including the intra and extracellular levels, secretion, clearance, and autophagic degra-

dation. This may provide a starting point for understanding the effects of autophagy
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on the pathogenesis of AD and implications of pharmacological autophagy modulation

for AD therapy and prevention.

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the model system. The rounded rectangles with

white borders illustrate the four compartments of the model: intracellular protein, au-

tophagosome, autolysosome, and extracellular Ab peptide.

2.2 Mathematical model

The model assumes a four-compartment description of the autophagy process, includ-

ing 1) intracellular protein (including normal/abnormal protein and intracellular Ab ),

2) autophagosome, 3) autolysosome, and 4) extracellular Ab compartments (Fig. 2.1).

The model includes a nonlinear relationship between autophagy activity and in-

tracellular and extracellular Ab levels. Autophagy degrades intracellular Ab and influ-

ences the Ab secretion from the inside to the outside of the neuron (i.e., extracellu-
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lar space) and the concentration-dependent biphasic Ab clearance in the extracellular

space. Conversely, the intracellular Ab level regulates the autophagy induction step

(i.e., autophagosome formation or protein sequestration). The dynamics of these rela-

tions are described by twelve coupled differential equations which are solved via the

5th order Runge-Kutta method for very high precision.

Dynamic equations Intracellular proteins are classified as resident proteins S1 which

conduct normal functions in a cell, abnormal proteins S2 including damaged proteins

and those abnormally transcribed or translated, and Ab peptide S3. We write the equa-

tions for the dynamics of their respective concentrations CS1, CS2, and CS3 as follows:

dCS1

dt
= (1� ↵)RS � �CS1 �Rg1CS1 �Rd1 � �CS1, (2.1)

dCS2

dt
= ↵RS + �CS1 �Rg2CS2 �Rd2, (2.2)

dCS3

dt
= �CS1 �Rg3CS3 �Rd3 �RsecCS3, (2.3)

where RS represents the (total) protein synthesis rate (from DNA) and ↵ is the fraction

of S2, namely, S1 and S2 are produced at the rates of (1–↵)RS and↵RS , respectively. �

is the rate constant for deterioration of S1 (i.e., transformation from S1 to S2). Rgi and

Rdi represent the specific rates of autophagosome formation and the non-autophagic

degradation of Si (for i = 1, 2, and 3), respectively. � denotes the rate constant for Ab

generation and Rsec is the Ab secretion specific rate from the intra to the extracellular

space. The dynamics of the Ab concentration in the extracellular space CES3 reads:

CES3

dt
= RsecCS3 �RclrCES3, (2.4)

where Rclr denotes the specific clearance rate for Ab in the extracellular space.

Variations of the intracellular autophagosome concentration with time are determined

by the difference between the autophagosome formation specific rate Rgi and the au-

tolysosome formation specific rate Rli (i = 1, 2, and 3 for S1, S2, and S3, respectively).
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With Cgi denoting the concentration of autophagosome originating from Si (i = 1, 2,

and 3), the dynamics of the concentration is governed by the following equation:

dCgi

dt
= RgiCSi �RliCgi. (2.5)

The intracellular concentration Cli of autolysosomes originating from Si (i = 1, 2,

and 3) is determined by the difference between Rli and the intralysosomal hydrolysis

specific rate Rhi (i = 1, 2, and 3). The equation governing the dynamics takes the

form:

dCli

dt
= Rli(t� ⌧)Cgi(t� ⌧)�RhiCli. (2.6)

Note that the autolysosome concentration at time t is affected by the autophago-

some concentration at time t–⌧ , earlier by the delay time ⌧ , which is taken to be eight

minutes (⌧ = 480 s) [64, 65, 66].

The dynamics of intracellular amino acids, the concentration of which is denoted

by Ca reads:
Ca

dt
= µaRhi

3X

i=1

Cli + µd

3X

i=1

Rdi +Ra � µsRS . (2.7)

The first and second terms on the right-hand side correspond to the supply of amino

acids due to the autophagic intralysosomal hydrolysis and non-autophagic protein

degradation, respectively, with appropriate constants µa and µd describing the average

numbers of amino acids produced from autophagic and non-autophagic degradation,

respectively. The third term represents the rate of amino acid supply from extracellular

fluid into cells that is assumed to be proportional to the metabolic demand (i.e., protein

synthesis rate RS) and the loss of protein (i.e., secretion rate of Ab , given by RsecCS3)

such that Ra = µcRS + µ�RsecCS3 with appropriate constants µc and µ� . The last

term describes the reduction of amino acids due to protein synthesis with the constant

µs, the average number of amino acids in a protein molecule.
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The dynamic equation for intracellular ATP concentration CA reads:

CA

dt
= ⌫aRhi

3X

i=1

Cli + ⌫d

3X

i=1

Rdi +RA � ⌫sRS . (2.8)

where ⌫a and ⌫d are the average numbers of ATP molecules produced from autophagic

degradation and from non-autophagic degradation, respectively. The net intracellular

ATP generation rate RA is assumed to be RA = ⌫cRS + ⌫�RsecCS3 that is associated

with the metabolic demand and the loss of protein, with appropriate constants ⌫c and

⌫� . The last term corresponds to the reduction of ATP due to protein synthesis, where

µs gives the average number of ATP molecules in a protein.

An average protein molecule in a cell is assumed to be composed of 500 amino acid

residues; in other words, 500 amino acids are consumed in unit protein synthesis (i.e.,

µs = 500). Considering that elongation of one amino acid during translation requires

approximately four ATP molecules, we have assumed that 2000 ATP molecules are re-

quired for the synthesis of a protein (⌫s = 2000). However, the numbers of amino acids

and ATP molecules per degradation of one protein via autophagic or non-autophagic

protein degradation have been set to be less than those required in the protein synthe-

sis, because the efficacy of protein recycling is expected to be less than 100%; this

yields µa = µd = µ� = ⌫a = ⌫d = ⌫� = 300, µc = 200, and ⌫c = 1700.

Details of the autophagy-related rates in Eqs. (2.1) to (2.8) are given in the follow-

ing subsections. The parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Autophagosome formation

We take the autophagosome formation specific rates Rgi from Si (for i = 1, 2, and 3),

which depend on the intracellular concentrations CS3 of Ab [54, 59, 60, 61], CA of
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ATP [67, 62], and Ca of amino acids [69] as follows:

Rg1(CS3, Ca, CA) =rg1(!gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1)

C
4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

a
8
g

C8
a + a8g

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
, (2.9)

Rg2(CS3, Ca, CA) =rg2(!gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1)

C
4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
, (2.10)

Rg3(CS3, Ca, CA) =rg3(!gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1)

C
4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
, (2.11)

where rgi is the rate constant for autophagosome formation from Si (for i = 1, 2, and

3), with appropriate constants !g, ⇣g,  g (for Ab ), kg, pg (ATP), ag, �g, and ⇠g (amino

acids). Intracellular Ab affects the mTOR signaling, which negatively regulates au-

tophagy induction, exhibiting a nonlinear relationship: The mTOR activity increases

(i.e., suppressing autophagosome formation) with the Ab level until reaching a certain

threshold ( 0.5 µM ) and then the activity gradually decreases (restoring autophago-

some formation) above the threshold concentration [54, 59, 60, 61]. This nonlinear

relationship has been included in Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11) as a simple algebraic equation in

the form of !gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1.

The remaining part of the right-hand side contains the ATP and amino acid depen-

dency of the autophagosome formation step. Under normal conditions, it appears that

S2 and S3, abnormal proteins and Ab , are preferentially degraded by autophagy. How-

ever, as the intracellular energy/nutrient reduces due to, e.g., starvation or increased

metabolic demand, all the proteins (S1, S2 and S3) are degraded non-selectively for the

rapid supply of essential energy molecules (e.g., ATP) and metabolic building blocks

(i.e., amino acids) [48, 47, 70, 71]. Therefore, it is assumed in this model that the au-

tophagosome formation rate from resident proteins S1, which is lower than that from

abnormal proteins and Ab (S2 and S3) under normal conditions, becomes gradually

equal to those of S2 and S3 as the amino acid concentration is decreased [72, 73, 74,
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75].

Autolysosome formation and intralysosomal hydrolysis

The autolysosome formation specific rate Rli reads (i = 1, 2, and 3 for S1, S2, and S3)

Rli(CA) = rli
C

4
A

C
4
A + k

4
l

p
1
l 2

C
1
A2 + p

1
l 2

, (2.12)

where rli denotes the rate constant for autolysosome formation from Si with appropri-

ate constants kl and pl for ATP, based on biological experiments [67, 68].

The intralysosomal hydrolysis specific rate Rhi is taken as a function of the intra-

cellular ATP concentration (i = 1, 2, and 3):

Rhi(CA) = rhi
C
�h
A

C
�h
A + k

�h
l

, (2.13)

with appropriate exponent �h and constant kh for ATP, where rhi is the rate constant for

intralysosomal hydrolysis [67, 68]. Further details of the equations for autolysosome

formation and intralysosomal hydrolysis can be found in literature [12, 76, 77, 78].

Secretion and clearance of amyloid-b

Considering that Ab secretion from the intra to extra cellular space of a neuron is

positively correlated with the autophagy induction level [55, 56, 57], we assume the Ab

secretion specific rate Rsec to be proportional to the degree of amino acid- and ATP-

dependent autophagosome induction, as defined in Eqs. (9)-(11), with an appropriate

constant rsec:

Rsec(Ca, CA) = rsec
C

4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
. (2.14)

The concentration-dependent biphasic Ab clearance rate Rclr in the extracellular

space is assumed, on the basis of biological experiments [62, 63, 79], to take the form:

Rclr(CES3) = rclr(CES3 + !ext), (2.15)
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where rclr denotes the rate constant for Ab clearance, with an appropriate constant

wext. The rate of Ab clearance varies with the concentration according to the measure-

ment on Alzheimer’s mouse model [62]: While the half-life is very short at high con-

centrations of extracellular Ab , it grows longer as the concentration decreases. Equa-

tion (15) captures qualitatively this biphasic nature of Ab clearance and its value lies

within a reasonable range consistent with the state-of-the-art measurements [63, 79].

Protein synthesis and non-autophagic degradation

The (total) protein synthesis rate RS which depends on intracellular concentrations Ca

of amino acids and CA of ATP reads [80]

RS(Ca, CA) =

8
><

>:

rs
Ca

Ca+ks
exp[CA]�1

exp[C
(m)
A ]�1

for CA < C
(m)
A

rs
Ca

Ca+ks
for CA < C

(m)
A

(2.16)

th appropriate constant ks for amino acid, where C
(m)
A is the ATP concentration

corresponding to the maximal protein synthesis rate and rs denotes the rate constant

for the protein synthesis. Further details of the protein synthesis can be found in liter-

ature [12, 76, 77, 78].

The non-autophagic protein degradation machinery such as the ubiquitin-proteasome

system has been considered in the model. We assume that the amount of protein degra-

dation by autophagy constitutes 80% of the total amount of protein degradation and

the non-autophagic protein degradation machinery is responsible for the remaining

20% [81]. Accordingly, we take the rate of non-autophagic degradation Rdi (i = 1, 2,

and 3) to be 25% of autophagic degradation:

Rdi =
1

4
RhiCli. (2.17)
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Parameter Value Unit Description

r
(0)
gi 1.12⇥ 10�5 s�1 Rate constant for autophagosome formation of Si (i = 1, 2,

3) (normal value)

↵ 1.00⇥ 10�2 1 Fraction of S2 in protein synthesis rate RS

�(0) 5.56⇥ 10�10 s�1 Rate constant for Ab generation (normal value)

� 4.00⇥ 10�7 s�1 Rate constant for deterioration of S1

!g �9.43⇥ 10�1 mM�0.1 Constant for autophagosome formation (Ab dependency)

⇣g 1.00⇥ 10�1 1 Constant for autophagosome formation (Ab dependency)

 g 1.01⇥ 102 mM�1 Constant for autophagosome formation (Ab dependency)

kg 2.83 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (ATP dependency)

pg 3.00 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (ATP dependency)

ag 4.50 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (amino acids de-

pendency)

ag 4.50 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (amino acids de-

pendency)

⇠g 7.49⇥ 10�2 mM�1 Constant for autophagosome formation (amino acids de-

pendency)

r
(0)
li 2.47⇥ 10�5 s�1 Rate constant for autolysosome formation of Si (i = 1, 2,

3) (normal value)

kl 2.43 mM Constant for autolysosome formation (ATP dependency)

pl 3.00 mM Constant for autolysosome formation (ATP dependency)

r
(0)
hi 1.39⇥ 10�5 s�1 Rate constant for intralysosomal hydrolysis of Si (i = 1, 2,

3) (normal value)

� 7.24⇥ 10�1 1 Exponent for intralysosomal hydrolysis (ATP depen-

dency)

kh 2.99 mM Constant for intralysosomal hydrolysis (ATP dependency)

rs 1.48⇥ 10�5 mM · s�1 Rate constant for protein/organelle synthesis

ks 1.77⇥ 101 mM Constant for protein/organelle synthesis (amino acids de-

pendency)

C
(m)
A 2.00 mM ATP concentration corresponding to maximal pro-

tein/organelle synthesis rate

rsec 4.67⇥ 10�9 s�1 Rate constant for Ab secretion

rclr 2.23⇥ 10�1 mM�1 · s�1 Rate constant for Ab clearance

!ext 6.34⇥ 10�5 mM Rate constant for Ab clearance

Table 2.1: Nominal parameters for the autophagy model describing the essential au-

tophagy dynamics of a neuron.
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2.3 Model dynamics

Ab kinetics under normal and pathological conditions

In Fig. 2.2, the relation of intracellular (CS3) and extracellular (CES3) Ab levels with

the respective Ab fluxes under normal conditions (i.e., for basal parameter values) are

shown, providing kinetic and dynamic insights into the Ab regulation. As illustrated

in Fig. 2.1, CS3 (the second row of the first column) is determined by the difference

between influx (i.e., Ab generation flux, denoted by Fgen, the concentration of Ab

generated per unit time given in units of mM/s) and efflux rates such as autophagic

sequestration Fseq (the concentration of intracellular Ab sequestered into autophago-

somes per unit time, i.e., Fseq = Rg3CS3 ), non-autophagic degradation Fnap (the

concentration of intracellular Ab degraded via the non-autophagic mechanism per unit

time, i.e., Fnap = Rd3), and secretion Fsec (the concentration of intracellular Ab se-

creted from the inside to outside of a neuron per unit time, i.e., Fsec = RsecCS3).

CES3 (the third row of the second column) is governed by Fsec and the clearance flux

Fclr (the concentration of Ab removed from the extracellular space per unit time, i.e.,

Fclr = RclrCES3).

Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 compare values of CS3 and CES3, respectively, under the nor-

mal, early stage (i.e., abnormal increase in Ab generation), and late stage AD (i.e.,

increased Ab generation together with decreased autophagic lysosomal degradation)

conditions [54]. The simulations have been performed with the basal value �(0) of the

Ab generation rate constant, i.e., � = �
(0), for the normal condition, while data for the

early and late stage AD conditions have been obtained at an extremely high Ab gener-

ation rate, � = 100⇥ �
(0). Further, in the late stage case, the specific rate constants of

autolysosome formation and intralysosomal hydrolysis have been set to be 10% of the

basal values.

It is observed that CS3 and CES3 are significantly higher in AD conditions than in

the basal condition—CS3 is higher at the early stage than at the late stage AD (Fig.
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Figure 2.2: The basal steady-state Ab concentrations and fluxes.
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Figure 2.3: Intracellular Ab concentrations under normal and pathological conditions.

The intracellular Ab concentration CS3 displays oscillatory behaviors depending on

the parameters.
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Figure 2.4: Extracellular Ab concentrations under normal and pathological conditions.

The extracellular Ab concentration CES3 displays oscillatory behaviors depending on

the parameters.
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2.3) while CES3 is higher at the late stage AD (Fig. 2.4). In both pathological con-

ditions, autophagy induction (i.e., a 20-fold increase in the autophagosome formation

rate constant: rg3 = 20⇥rg3) significantly reduces CS3 and CES3. In addition, the early

and late stage AD exhibit asymmetric oscillating patterns. CS3 increases gradually and

then drops rapidly; conversely, CES3 increases rapidly and drops gradually. Under the

basal condition they exhibit relatively symmetrical oscillation patterns.

Figure 2.5: Ab secretion and clearance fluxes in normal and pathological conditions.

Fsec and Fclr denote the Ab secretion flux (from the intracellular to the extracellular

space) and Ab clearance flux in the extracellular space, respectively. The results in

the second column have been obtained under 20-fold increase in the autophagosome

formation rate constant, with other parameters kept unchanged.

Both Ab secretion flux Fsec and clearance flux Fclr are significantly promoted in

the early and late stage AD cases compared to those in the basal condition (the first
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column of Fig. 2.5). The peaks of Fsec in early AD are sharper and higher but stay

at the near-zero rate for a longer period than in late AD. In contrast, Fclr exhibits

higher peaks in late AD than in early AD. Autophagy induction (i.e., rg3 = 20⇥ rg3)

significantly reduces those fluxes, close to the basal levels. In what follows, autophagy

dynamics corresponding to the normal and AD conditions are presented, including

steady-state concentrations of autophagosome, autolysosome, and autophagic fluxes.

Dynamics of autophagy and implications in the Ab regulations

Protein sequestration (i.e., autophagosome formation) flux Fseq, autophagosome mat-

uration (i.e., autolysosome formation) flux Fmat, and intralysosomal hydrolysis flux

Fhyd in both early and late stage AD are significantly increased compared with those

on the basal condition (the first, third, and fifth rows of Fig. 2.6). The peaks of Fseq

and Fmat in early stage AD are sharper and higher than those in the late stage. The

steady-state concentrations of autophagosomes and autolysosomes, Cg3 and Cl3, in

the AD cases are greater than those in the basal condition case: the values at the late

stage of AD are about ten times greater than those at the early stage (the second and

fourth rows of Fig. 2.6).

In the cases of early and late stage AD, autophagy induction significantly decreases

Fseq and Fmat, while it increases Fhyd (Fig. 2.6). The steady-state autophagosome

concentration Cg3 is decreased while the autolysosome concentration Cl3 is increased

upon autophagy induction (the second and fourth rows of the second and third columns

of Fig. 2.6). Under the basal condition, the oscillatory patterns of autophagic fluxes

and steady-state concentrations of autophagosomes and autolysosomes are not signif-

icantly affected by the autophagy induction, compared to the AD cases.

As shown above, autophagy induction (i.e., rg3 = 20 ⇥ rg3) significantly reduces

CS3 and CES3. Increasing rg3 beyond this rate further reduces the Ab levels until they

reach basal levels. However, the required value of rg3 to bring the basal levels may

vary depending on the stage of AD and the activities of the other autophagic steps.
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Fig. 2.7 presents a three-dimensional surface plot, exhibiting step-specific and

combined effects of the autophagy pathway on Ab levels for a moderately high Ab

formation rate �/�(0) = 10 (first column) and an extremely high formation rate

�/�
(0) = 100 (the second column). The vertical axis measures the autophagosome

formation rate relative to its normal value (i.e., rg3/r
(0)
g3 ) and the two horizontally

placed axes represent the autolysosome formation and the intralysosomal hydrolysis

rates relative to the normal values, spanning the range from highly induced activity

(rl3/r
(0)
l3 = rh3/r

(
h30) = 30 ) to normal (rl3/r

(0)
l3 = rh3/r

(
h30) = 1 ) and extremely

reduced activity (rl3/r
(0)
l3 = rh3/r

(
h30) = 0.1 ). The surfaces designate time-averaged

intracellular Ab concentration hCS3i (top) and extracellular Ab concentration hCES3i

(bottom) for basal parameter values (i.e., under normal conditions); regions above and

below the surface correspond to Ab concentrations lower and higher than the basal

values, respectively.

For both Ab synthesis rates (�/�(0) = 10 and 100), hCS3i and hCES3i decrease

with rg3 in a log-normal manner,

hCi(rg3/r
(0)
g3 = x) = (�/(x�

p
2⇡)) exp a[�(log xµ)2/2�2, (2.18)

where hCi denotes hCES3i or hCES3i and �, �, and µ are adjustable parameters (Fig.

2.8). When rl3 is decreased from 1 to 0.1, hCS3i decreases while hCS3i increases. In

contrast, when rl3 > 1, the concentrations are relatively independent of rl3. The effects

of rh3 generally follow the trend.

The surface shape of Fig. 2.7 reflects the combined effects of the three-autophagy

steps. A greater vale of rg3 is required to return to basal values in the case �/�(0) =

100 compared with the case �/�(0) = 10. At rl3/r
(0)
l3 < 1 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 < 1 both

concentrations change greatly compared with the case rl3/r
(0)
l3 > 1 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 > 1,

indicating that reduction of autolysosome formation and/or intralysosomal hydrolysis

has greater impact on the Ab concentrations than promotion of these steps. Above

rh3/r
(0)
h3 = 45.21 (for �/�(0) = 10) and rh3/r

(0)
h3 = 11.1 (for �/�(0) = 10),

the oscillations of proteins (CS1, CS2, CS3, CES3), ATP (CA), and amino acids (Ca)
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Figure 2.6: Ab concentrations depending upon activities of three autophagy steps. The

surfaces specify time-averaged intracellular Ab concentration hCS3i (first row) and

extracellular Ab concentration hCES3i (second row) for basal parameter values; regions

above and below the surfaces correspond to Ab concentrations lower and higher than

the basal values. The first and the second columns correspond to �/�(0) = 10 and

�/�
(0) = 100, respectively. Computations were performed with rl3/r

(0)
l3 and rh3/r

(0)
h3

varied in increments and the mixed cubic and quintic spline interpolation applied. On

the surfaces in purple the Ab concentrations display oscillations while oscillations are

absent on the green surfaces.
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disappear, converging to stationary values (green surfaces in Figs. 2.7 and 2.9). In the

stationary region, the effects of rl3/r
(0)
l3 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 are minimal, as manifested by

the flatness of the green surface.

Figure 2.7: Log-normal relations between average Ab concentrations and rg3/r
(0)
g3 .

Log-log plots of hCS3i (top) and hCES3i (bottom) versus rg3/r
(0)
g3 for rl3/r

(0)
l3 =

rh3/r
(0)
h3 = 1 (left column) and 0.1 (right column). Data were obtained at �/�(0) = 10.

Squares indicate average values obtained via simulations and lines depict the least

square fit of the log-normal relation.

2.4 Discussion of the autophagy model

In this chapter we have investigated via modeling and simulations how autophagy

activity affects Ab kinetics such as the intra and extracellular levels, secretion, clear-

ance, and autophagic degradation. The mathematical model is extended from the multi-

compartment autophagy model originally developed by Han and Choi [12, 76, 77, 78]
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Figure 2.8: Effects of rl3 and rh3 on Ab concentrations. Average intracellular Ab con-

centration hCS3i (first and third rows) and extracellular Ab concentration hCES3i (sec-

ond and fourth rows) at �/�(0) = 10 (upper two rows) and �/�(0) = 100 (lower two

rows), depending upon changes of rl3/r
(0)
l3 (first column), rh3/r

(0)
h3 (second column),

and rl3/r
(0)
l3 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 together (third column). At data points in purple, oscillations

of Ab concentrations are observed; at green data points, concentrations are stationary.
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to incorporate Ab kinetics, accommodating the current working hypothesis and the

experimental mechanistic studies on the relationship between autophagy activity and

Ab kinetics. Such multi-compartment frameworks are especially useful for testing

biological hypotheses regarding the selective autophagy including Aggrephagy (i.e.,

autophagic degradation of protein aggregates), Mitophagy (for mitochondria), and

Xenophagy (for microbes) [82] because the model can be easily modified to incorpo-

rate new substrates for selective degradation in each compartment. This approach can

be further improved by including detailed mathematical descriptions of autophagy-

related cellular signaling pathways, which have been extensively explored in recent

years [84, 84, 85, 86, 87].

In the examination of autophagy dynamics under normal and pathological condi-

tions (Fig. 2.6), the autophagic fluxes and the concentrations of autophagosome and

autolysosome in both early and late stage AD are significantly increased than in the

basal condition. Cg3 and Cl3 are about ten times greater in late stage AD than in early

stage AD. This implies that at the late stage AD the increased concentrations due to

reduced maturation and intralysosomal hydrolysis may clog neurons, which would fur-

ther reduce the autophagic Ab degradation efficacy. Under normal conditions the basal

autophagy level is sufficient for removing intracellular Ab as the mTOR activity is

tightly regulated. However, during early and late stage of AD, an increase in soluble

Ab levels leads to mTOR hyperactivity, which should in turn suppress autophagosome

formation (i.e., reduced Ab sequestration) (for details see Autophagosome formation

in Mathematical model). Reduced autophagosome formation would increase further

the Ab levels, creating a vicious cycle.

The influence of each autophagic step on the intracellular and the extracellular

Ab concentrations (CS3 and CES3) was examined, providing insight into disease and

potential effects of drugs targeting specific steps in the autophagic pathway. The au-

tophagosome formation activity plays a significant role in regulating average values

of CS3 and CES3 via a log-normal relation: promoting the autophagosome formation
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step decreases both Ab levels. As the autolysosome formation and intralysosomal hy-

drolysis rates are decreased, as expected in late stage AD, CS3 decreases but CES3

increases. It is thus disclosed that the progress from early to late stage AD leads to

higher CES3 levels, which could contribute to the deposition of extracellular plaques.

On the other hand, CS3 decreases along the pathway to late stage AD (i.e., autophagic

Ab degradation is defective in addition to the increased Ab generation).

The model successfully reproduced the oscillatory behavior of autophagy activity

concerning the autophagy-related fluxes and the concentrations of Ab , autophago-

some, and autolysosome (Figs. 2.2-6). Such simulated “autophagy oscillations” are

qualitatively similar to those observed via biological experiments [88, 89, 90, 91, 94,

93, 94, 95, 96, 97]. However, mechanisms underlying the phenomena have only be-

gun to be explored [96, 97, 98]; the oscillations may be tightly controlled via the

autophagy-related signaling pathways to keep the autophagy activity within physio-

logical levels that is important for cellular homeostasis. The simulations presented

here exhibit two interesting features: 1) In the early and late-stage AD asymmetric os-

cillating patterns of CS3 and CES3 are exhibited, while symmetrical patterns were seen

under the basal condition. 2) Above certain activity levels of autolysosome formation

(rl3) and intralysosomal hydrolysis (rh3) for Ab , the oscillations of proteins (CS1,

CS2,CS3, and CES3), ATP (CA), and amino acids (Ca) disappear.

These findings are expected to be useful for the design of future studies and may

give insight to maintaining physiological regulation of the Ab levels. Defects arising

in different steps of the autophagy process would influence in a different way the Ab

kinetics, which will give rise to distinct AD pathology. This suggests that pharmaco-

logical modulations of the different autophagy steps may have different implications

for AD therapy and prevention.

There is much room for refinement of the model. While the current model de-

scribes autophagy in the general neuron, for a more complete picture of the role of

autophagy in neurodegenerative disorders, cell type-specific modeling must be done.
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Different types of neurons may respond differently to stress. Moreover, non-neuronal

cells such as microglia cells and astrocytes may have drastically different autophagic

responses to stress compared to neurons, and they may play a crucial role in pathol-

ogy [99]. Microglia in particular can contribute to Ab clearance by digesting extra-

cellular Ab via endocytosis, and an impaired microglial response may be a factor in

AD [100]. A complete picture of the effects of autophagy on Ab levels will thus in-

clude such factors. We leave this to a future study.
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Chapter 3

Aggregation of amyloid-b peptides in Alzheimer’s dis-

ease

3.1 Background

Although Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has many contributing factors, the amyloid hy-

pothesis currently stands as the dominant model of AD pathogenesis [101, 102, 21,

22, 23]. According to this model, the key initiating event in AD is the aggregation

of the amyloid-b peptide (Ab ), a naturally occuring peptide consisting of 36 to 43

amino acids generated from proteolytic cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein

(APP). AD-causing mutations in APP and in presenilins 1 and 2 alter the active cleav-

age sites of APP, elevating the relative levels of the more aggregate-prone species

Ab42 [103, 104, 105]. The apolipoprotein E (ApoE) ✏4 allele, the strongest known

genetic risk factor for AD [106], exhibits an increase in amyloid plaques and de-

posits [107, 108], likely due to chronically impaired Ab clearance [109]. ABCA7,

a more recently found risk factor [110], has also been shown to be involved in Ab

clearance [111]. Ab dyshomeostasis and its subsequent aggregation is thus a central

process in AD, and understanding the precise aggregation features of Ab is important

in identifying therapeutic targets.
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A large part of the difficulty in studying the precise pathological mechanisms of

Ab is its diverse structure [112] The AD-relevant Ab42is more hydrophobic and ag-

gregate prone compared to Ab40and forms soluble oligomers through a distinct path-

way [113]. While the highly ordered fibrillar structures were thought to be necessary

for amyloid toxicity, mounting evidence points towards soluble oligomers as the pri-

mary toxic species [114, 53] Ab42oligomers can lead to a decrease in synapse density

and cause memory loss [115, 116]. Plaque cores isolated from AD brains and washed

do not impair long term potentiation, but the diffusible Ab42oligomers that are released

from them do [117]. A separate study has also shown that plaques have a penumbra

of soluble Ab oligomers in which the synaptic density is low [118]. While the plaque

sizes do not seem to change over time [119], plaque-associated toxicity has also been

shown to increase over time [120]. A recent study of the nanoscale structure of amy-

loid plaques also found a higher concentration of soluble oligomers around plaques of

autosomal dominant AD patients [121].

In systems containing elements across multiple length scales, size distributions

contain information about the underlying formation process [122, 25]. In vitro studies

of of oligomer size distributions have reported skewed distributions, sometimes fit to

log-normal curves [113, 24]. Interestingly, skewed size distributions in large plaques

in post mortem brains also exhibit a skewed distribution [123, 119] Mouse models also

exhibit skewed plaque size distributions [124].

The previous chapter examined the relation between the autophagy process of a

generic neuron and the secretion of Ab in to the extracellular space. This chapter seeks

to characterize the aggregation of Ab into oligomers by modeling the size distribution

of aggregates.
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3.2 Merging model

We define the size distribution function f(x, t), defined as the concentration of oligomers

of size x at time t. The time evolution of f(x, t) is given by

df(x; t)

dt
= [Rsec(g(t))g(t)�Rclr(f(1; t))f(1; t)]�(x� 1)

+
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(3.1)

Here Rsec is the secretion rate of Ab into the extracellular space, Rclr is the clearance

from the extracellular space, �(↵, x) is the merging rate of polymers of size x with

those of size (↵ � 1)x. The summation is over all ↵ such that ↵x spans all positive

integers (in numerical integrations, up to some maximum size Nmax. r(�, x) is the

disossiation rate from polymers of sizes x to sizes of �x and (1� �)x.

�(↵, x) = �0e
�(↵�1)x/A (3.2)

r = r0e
B(��1)

We first consider the case in which we begin with a solution of only monomers,

and observe their aggregation. We assume negligible disossiation rate r(�, x) = 0 and

no secretion or clearance, hence having

df(x; t)

dt
=

X

↵
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↵� 1
f

✓
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With initial condition f(x, t = 0) = c�(x � 1). The rate constants are set to �0 =

0.01 mM/h, r0 = 0.1 mM/h, A = 20.0 mM, B = 20.0 (Table 3.1). This results in the

distribution described in Figure 1.

The figure also shows fits of the Weibull and lognormal distributions to the nu-

merical solution. The log-normal fit parameters are µ = 4.4662 ± 0.0002, � =
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Parameter Description Value

�0 rate of association 0.01 nM/h

A exponential factor of association 0.01 nM/h

r0 rate of disassociation 0.0 nM/h

B exponential factor of disassociation 0.0 nM/h

xn fibril nucleus size 6

cn ”critical concentration” 90nM

Table 3.1: Table of Ab aggregation model parameters.

0.5026± 0.0002. The log-normal distribution is given by

f(x) =
A

x�
p
2⇡

e
�(log x�µ)2/�2

(3.3)

We find that the merging/disassociation model gives rise to a distribution very close

to a log-normal distribution, as found in [24]. This model is structurally similar to the

binary fission model [25], which in the simplest case results in a Weibull distribution.

Interestingly, the addition of multiple ratios b and �, along with the exponential forms

in Eq. 3.2, result in a distribution closer to the log-normal distribution. The log-normal

distribution also emerges from a self-replicating growth process.

3.3 Toxicity of aggregate size distributions

Recent studies suggest that the toxic amyloid species are middle-sized oligomers. Fig-

ure 3.2 shows the resulting distribution after 10 years of monomers secreted by a neu-

ronal cell as established in chapter 2. The magenta points inicate basal autophagy rates.

The red points indicate early AD, while the blue indicate late AD. We observe a slight

shift towards larger oligomers in late AD compared to early AD, and a significant shift

towards larger species for both early and late AD when compared with the basal levels.
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Figure 3.1: Numerical solution of model in equations 1 and 2, along with Weibull and

log-normal curve fits (left). Data curves of solutions at times t = 10, 50, 100 hs (right).

When autophagy is induced during this time, we have the distribution plotted in

green Figure 3.3. This exhibits a significant shift towards small, non-toxic oligomeric

species. This indicates the potential clinical effects of autophagy induction in reducing

Ab42buildup.

3.4 Size distribution of plaques

The merging model was fit to in vitro data and describes oligomer formation. This

resulted in a log-normal distribution, as found in experiments. Ab oligomers and fibrils
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Figure 3.2: Size distribution of a monomer population after ten years in basal, early

AD, and late AD conditions.
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Figure 3.3: Autophagy shifts the distribution away from the toxic species.

further aggregate into plaques, dense macroscopic structures composed of entangled

fibrils and oligomers.

Here we use Equation (3.1) to mimic an in vivo situation in which there is Ab

secretion and clearance. The delta function in the first line of Eq. (3.1) indicates that

only monomers are subject to secretion and clearance. It should be noted that in reality,

oligomers up to a certain size can be subject to clearance by proteolysis or microglial
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endocytosis. However, aggregates beyond a certain size are no longer able to be re-

moved. The current model serves as a first approximation of such a situation.

We assume that Ab secretion and clearance levels are such that f(1, t) is constant,

with the value 0.00019 mM in the basal case and 0.0022 mM in AD with higher Ab

production, according to the results of the previous chapter. The results are shown in

Figure (3.4). Here we see a log-normal-like peak in the higher sizes superposed with

decaying curve starting from the monomer population.

3.5 Discussion: Towards a multi-scale model of Alzheimer’s

disease

Despite great efforts to treat Alzheimer’s disease by targeting Ab aggregation, such

therapeutic methods have seen limited efficacy [129]. This has led to some researchers

to turn to other targets. While it is important to explore other avenues treatment, our

understanding of the effects of Ab is incomplete, and gaining a better understanding

of Ab aggregation could lead to new ways to target aggregation.

While preliminary, the results of this chapter provides a starting point to quanti-

tatively model the aggregation of Ab into oligomers and further on into plaques. The

form of Figure (3.4) represents a complete size distribution including oligomers and

larger aggregates, albeit with a simplified model. Future studies should used data from

in vivo samples that analyze the size distribution more completely than found in pre-

vious studies, which focus either on oligomers or plaques and rarely both.

Future work will also seek to perform Monte Carlo simulations of aggregation.

While the current merging model can compute size distributions, it does not comtain

information about aggregate morphology. Simulations can reveal how microscopic ag-

gregation mechanics lead to the range of structures seen in postmortem histology data

(e.g. diffuse plaques, dense core plaques, etc.).
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Chapter 4

Disruption of the circadian rhythm and recovery via

light treatment

4.1 Background

As a result of the 24 hour light-dark cycle of the earth, organisms have evolved to

have biological oscillations that are collectively termed circadian rhythms [130]. In the

case of mammals, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), located in the hypothalamus,

orchestrates these circadian rhythms, playing the role of a central pacemaker [26]. The

SCN has an intrinsic cycle of near-24 hours with some individual variation. It gives

various cues throughout the brain, acting as a master clock.

The evolutionary advantage of the circadian pacemaker is its ability to allow the

body to anticipate periodic events of the environment. While period of the SCN is

not exactly 24 hours, it adjusts its phase in response to the environment, becoming

entrained to the daily cycle in normal circumstances. While entrainment can be due to

multiple environmental cues, one of the most significant ones is the light-dark cycle.

Information on light intensity is transmitted via the retinohypothalamic tract to the

SCN [132, 133]. With a strong enough light-dark cycle, the SCN is locked to the 24-h

cycle of the environment, ensuring that we are active during the day and at rest during
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the night [134, 135]. One of the most significant ways in which the SCN regulates

the body is surely its influence on the sleep-wake cycle. The SCN apples increasing

sleep pressure as the clock approaches subjective night [131]. The monoamine nucleus

(MA), ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO), homeostatic (H) regulators including

adenosine, and orexenergic (ORX) neurons along with the SCN interact to consolidate

a stable 24-hour sleep-wake cycle [136, 137, 138, 139, 131].

The SCN may, however, fail to be entrained to the environment. This often co-

incides with sleep disorders [27]. When the SCN is desynchronized with the envi-

ronment, one may experience drowsiness during the day and sleeplessness during the

night. These sleep disorders are associated with psychiatric disorders such as depres-

sion [28] and bipolar disorder [29], as well as neurodegenerative disorders such as

Alzheimer’s disease [30].In all of these cases, the causal relation is not clear. In order

to model the phenomenon of circadian entrainment and how it may fail, we model

the brain at a macroscopic scale. We consider the essential regions of the brain in-

volved in the regulation of the sleep-wake cycle and circadian rhythm, and quantita-

tively model their interactions with physiological evidence. Indeed, for centuries such

mathematical models for sleep-wake dynamics have accompanied experimental dis-

coveries [140, 141, 142]. For our purposes, we borrow the framework of the Phillips-

Robinson (PR) model [143, 144], which models the sleep-wake system as a flip-flop

switch between mutually inhibiting neuronal populations [138]. The PR model has

been used to successfully describe the main features of sleep, and can be fit to quanti-

tative observations. Previous studies have examined esponses of the model to external

impulses [145] and noise [146]. The model has been extended to stud specific phe-

nomen including sleep deprivation [147], caffeine [148], narcolepsy [149], and shift

work [150].

In this chapter, we extend the PR model to incorporate the effects of both orexin

and a circadian oscillator. We show the interdependent effects of both an imbalanced

orexin level and insufficient light on the stability of the 24-h period lock. This pro-
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vides a way to examine the effects of orexin and light on the circadian system together,

whereas previous research has focused on the effects of just one or the other. The ef-

fects of orexin on sleep stability was examined by a previous study [149] but did not

explore the question of entrainment. A circadian oscillator model was developed to

study circadian disregulation in a shift work setting, but physiological factors such as

orexin were not considered [150]. This combined model allows us to examine the ef-

fects of orexin, a neurotransmitter implicated in many of the aforementioned disorders,

together in and conjunction with light. We also simulate light treatment, and seek to

offer a more complete picture of the efficacy of such procedures, providing insight into

optimal treatment.

4.2 Model of the sleep-wake system coupled with the circa-

dian oscillator

We base our model on the PR model [143]. At the center of the model is the flip-

flop switch consisting of two mutually inhibiting neuronal populations, the VLPO and

the MA. The dynamical variables Vv and Vm of the model represent the average cell

body potentials of the VLPO and MA, respectively. In addition, ORX neurons are

incorporated with cell potential Vo, following the previous model of narcolepsy [149].

The MA represents the ascending arousal system; when it is activated, it sustains the

wake state. The VLPO’s role is to measure sleep pressure and, when it is high enough,

inhibit the MA, thereby causing sleep. The ORX plays a role in stabilizing the wake

state by exciting the MA neurons during wake, preventing random fluctuations causing

a transition into sleep. The following coupled differential equations describe their time
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evolution:

⌧v
dVv

dt
= �Vv + ⌫vmQm + ⌫vhH + ⌫vcC +Av

⌧m
dVm

dt
= �Vm + ⌫mvQv + ⌫moQo +Am (4.1)

⌧o
dVo

dt
= �Vo + ⌫ovQv + ⌫ocC +Ao

Here, ⌧j is the characteristic time of population j (= v,m.o) and ⌫ij (for i, j =

v,m, o, c, h) total strength of the connection between j to i, with its sign indicating

whether it is an excitatory or inhibitory connection [151]. ⌫ij is hence proportional to

the average number of synapses from neurons of region j to neurons of region i [152].

In particular, ⌫mo is positive; this reflects the stabilizing effect of orexin by exciting

the MA, thus promoting wake. ⌫mo, dubbed the orexin level, is interpreted to be the

amount of orexin neurotransmitters in the brain.

The firing rate Qj of population j has the form

Qj =
Qmax

1 + exp[(⇥� Vj)/�]
, (4.2)

where Qmax is the maximum firing rate, ⇥ the mean firing threshold, and (⇡/
p
3)�

the standard deviation of the firing threshold. In Eq. (4.1), Av, Am, and Ao are con-

stants while H and C denote the homeostatic sleep drive and the circadian sleep drive,

respectively.

The homeostatic sleep drive H is described by

�
dH

dt
= �H + µm

Q
2
m

⌘h +Q2
m

(4.3)

where � is the characteristic time of its decay. Hence, H increases during wake (when

Qm large) and decreases during sleep (when Qm is close to zero). The second term

on the right-hand side describes the saturation behavior of H for larger values of Qm,

with appropriate constants µm and ⌘h [149].

The sleep-wake switch is coupled with the SCN, which has previously been mod-

eled with a modified van der Pol oscillator subject to photic and non-photic influ-

ences [153]. A previous work combined this with the PR model to study adaptation to
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shift work [150]. The equations for the circadian oscillator are

1

⌦

dx

dt
= xc + �

✓
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◆
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1

⌦

dxc
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= qBxc � x

�
�
2 + kB

�
, (4.4)

which can be derived via the Liénard transformation of the Van der Pol equation [153].

Here x is the component directly related to the circadian sleep drive while xc is a

complementary variable. Their ratio gives the circadian phase �x according to the

formula tan�x = x/xc. ⌦, the characteristic frequency, scales the equation to the

24-hour period. � is the oscillator’s stiffness constant while q and k are constants

modulating the strength of the effect of light via B. Finally, � represents the intrinsic

period of the oscillator relative to 24 hours. We here set the intrinsic circadian period to

24.2 h [154], or � = (24⇥3600)/(24.2⇥3600⇥0.997) = 0.994, where the correction

factor 0.997 accounts for the nonlinearity of the oscillator.

The sleep drive C is defined simply to be C = x while the photic and non-photic

influences B and Ns on the circadian oscillator are

B = G↵(1� n)(1� ✏x)(1� ✏xc)

Ns = ⇢

✓
1

3
� s

◆
[1� tanh(rx)]. (4.5)

Here G, ✏, and r are constants and dynamical variable n is the fraction of photore-

ceptor cells that are activated. The first equation in Eq. 4.5 characterizes the varying

sensitivity of the circadian oscillator to light throughout a day. Here ⇢ is the rate con-

stant while s is a binary state variable indicating wake (s = 1) or sleep (s = 0). Hence

s = ✓(Vm � V
th
m ), where ✓ is the Heavyside step function and V

th
m = �2mV is the

threshold mean potential above which the system is defined to be in the waking state.

The rate of conversion of the photoreceptors from the ready to the activated state

is given by
dn

dt
= ↵(1� n)� �n (4.6)
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where I is the light intensity and

↵ = ↵0

✓
I

I0

◆p
I

I + I1
, (4.7)

where � is the rate of conversion from the activated state to the ready state. The form

of ↵ and constants ↵0, I0, I1, and p are borrowed from [153], in which they were

calibrated to fit the intensity response curve in a wide range of intensities. At low

intensities, ↵ increases with the light intensity in proportion to I
3/2, and it intensities

much higher than I1 it does in proportion to I
1/2. The light intensity I(t) affecting the

photoreceptor cells is a function of the environmental light eI(t) along with the gating

effect:

I(t) = seI(t). (4.8)

The photic driving force is thus gated by the sleep-wake state. The tilde sign on eI will

henceforth be omitted for simplicity.

It should be noted that Eqs. (4.4) to (4.8) are not present in Ref. [149], which as-

sumed a fixed sinusoidal sleep drive C. This is reasonable when modeling narcolepsy,

a state of unstable sleep-wake patterns. The purpose of the current model is to probe

the effects of orexin on a different kind of instability, circadian disruption, and hence

the addition of a circadian oscillator is necessary. The oscillator model adopted accu-

rately describes the human phase-response curve to light [153], and we have found

that the phase-response curve remains nearly unchanged in the integrated model. The

above model is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.1, which exhibits the components of

the model and interconnections between them.

Nominal Parameters and Light Input

Table 1 displays the nominal parameters of the model. We have taken parameters

involving the sleep-wake switch and homeostatic sleep drive from Ref. [149] and

those involving the circadian oscillator from Ref. [150], with a few adjustments, e.g.

� = 40 h to produce a stable 8-hour daily sleep bout with the 24-hour period.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the connections between compenents of the model.

Pointed-ends represent excitatory connections, while flat-ends represent inhibitory

conncetions.
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Sleep-Wake Switch Circadian Pacemaker

Parameters Values Units Parameters Values Units

Qmax 100.00 s�1 ⌦ 7.2722⇥ 10�5 s�1

⇥ 10.000 mV � 0.13000 �

� 3.000 mV q 0.60000 �

⌫vm �2.1000 mVs k 0.51000 �

⌫mv �1.8000 mVs � 0.9944 �

⌫vc �0.3000 mV � 0.0070000 s�1

⌫vh 1.0000 mV ↵0 0.100000 s�1

⌫oc 1.0000 mV p 0.5 �

⌫mo 0.30000 mVs I0 9500 lux

⌫ov �1.0000 mVs I1 100 lux

⌧v , ⌧m 10 s G 2220.0 s

⌧o 120 s ⇢ 0.032000 �

� 40.000 h ✏ 0.40000 �

µm 17.000 � r 10.000 �

⌘h 2.3000 s�2 Id 600 lux

Av �8.5000 mV In 150 lux

Am 0.52000 mV Td 11.000 h

Ao 1.0000 mV

Table 4.1: Nominal parameter values of the sleep-wake model.

The environmental light is described by a simple square wave,

I(t) =

8
><

>:

Id for 12 h � Td/2  t
⇤
< 12 h + Td/2

In otherwise,
(4.9)

where t
⇤ is defined to be tmodulo 24 h and corresponds to the day time. I(t) is given

by a 24 h-periodic square function with Td hours of daylight of intensity Id and 24 �

Td hours of dim light of intensity In. The dynamical equations then exhibit periodic

oscillations, corresponding to the 24-hour day-night cycle. For our nominal parameter

set, we select Id = 600 lux, In = 150 lux, and Td = 11 h (see Table 4.1).

Figure 4.2 exhibits the resulting oscillations of the seven dynamical variables: the

fraction n of activated photoreceptor cells, circadian oscillator variables x and xc,
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Figure 4.2: Limit-cycle dynamics of the model for nominal parameters, plotted for

48 h. Entrainment due to the light input I (in units of lux) is exhibited as seen in the

period-locked oscillations of cell potentials Vv, Vm, and Vo (in units of mV) as well as

the seven dynamical variables n, x, xc, and H (unitless).
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sleep drive H , and cell potentials Vv, Vm, and Vo of VLPO, MA, and ORX neurons,

respectively, are plotted, together with the input light intensity I .

The circadian phase is related to the core body temperature (CBT) minimum via [153]

tCBT,i = t�,i + td, (4.10)

where tCBT,i is the time of the CBT minimum on the ith day and t�,i is the time at

which the circadian phase takes the value �x = �170.7� on the same day i. The time

lag between the two is given by td = 0.97 h. We then define the average phase shift

between CBT minima of successive days to be

� ⌘ 1

N � 1

N�1X

i=1

[tCBT,i+1 � tCBT,i] , (4.11)

where N is the number of days under calculation.

4.3 Period Locking Zone

We now study the dynamics of the model by means of simulations, employing the

4th-order Runge-Kutta method. Numerical integration of the equations describing the

model with the nominal parameters in Table 1 results in a stable 24-hour limit cycle,

which is interpreted as successful light entrainment: The circadian oscillator is coupled

well to the light Zeitgeber, via the term B in Eq. (4.4), and the circadian oscillator in

turn fixes the sleep-wake cycle [Eq. (1)], so that sleep occurs during the dark phase

and wake occurs during the light phase.

Performing simulations in the absence of light (Id = In = 0), we find that the

system exhibits a limit cycle with a period of 24 hours and 22 minutes. Hence if the

strength of light is weakened, the intrinsic period of the system will overcome the

effects of light and there will be a constant phase delay. The critical daylight intensity

at which the stable state disappears corresponds to the period-locking bifurcation point.

On the other hand, when the orexin level ⌫mo is varied, this intrinsic period is

altered by the change in the phase and length of the non-photic influence Ns: A higher
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values of ⌫mo leads to a longer period. This is an alternate way in which stability can

disappear.

We carry out simulations of the model using a range of values of ⌫mo and Id. To

be specific, we sweep the ⌫mo-Id parameter space, and take values of ⌫mo ranging

from 0.2 mV s to 0.35 mV s with increments of 0.0002 mV s and of Id from 150 to

16,000 lux with increments of 10 lux. For each pair of parameters, simulations have

been performed for the duration of 60 weeks, of which the data for the first 20 weeks

are discarded for equilibration. Accordingly, the average phase shift � in Eq. (4.11)

is obtained via averaging over the last 40 weeks (i.e., N = 280 days). The resulting

heatmap plot of the phase shift � is given in Fig. 4.3a. The red region indicates the

period-locked zone, where no phase shift arises (� = 0).

The boundaries of this zone are depicted in Fig. 4.3(b) for two different values

of daytime duration Td. When the total exposure to bright light is low as in winter

(Td = 9 h), the stability region is observed to be reduced appreciably. On the other

hand, extended duration of daytime (Td = 11 h) tends to widen the stable region.

Figure 4.3 manifests that there are three routes to the loss of the 24-h period: (1) by

decreasing the daytime duration Td, which shrinks the area of the period-locked zone;

(2) by lowering the daylight intensity Id, which amounts to moving left on the ⌫mo-Id

parameter plane; and (3) by changing ⌫mo, which corresponds to moving up or down

on the parameter plane.

The sleep-wake system maintains a stable 24-hour cycle by means of its phase-

resetting response to light. When daylight is insufficient, the photic driving force is

not enough for entrainment to occur. This is the case in routes (1) and (2) above.

However, route (3) shows that an imbalance in orexinergic neurons can cause circadian

disruption even when daylight is typically sufficient. The mechanism by which this

occurs is due to the wake-promoting nature of ORX. When ⌫mo is increased, sleep

and wake onset times are delayed with respect to the phase of the circadian oscillator.

Due to the gating effects present in the photic drive B, this causes more light to enter
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Figure 4.3: (a) � (average shift of the CBT minimum) obtained via simulations with

Td = 11 h, in the ⌫mo-Id parameter space. (b) Period-locking zone boundaries for

Td = 9 h and 11 h. Circle indicates the point representing normal conditions, square

indicates seasonal disorder, and triangle indicates non-seasonal disorder. The arrows

indicate shifts from the normal state to the disordered states. Note that in simulations

the shift to seasonal disorder (leftward arrow) is accompanied by a change in Td from

11 h to 9 h. The area enclosed in the the dotted box is enlarged in the inset.
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the system at subjective night and less to enter in the subjective morning. The human

phase response curve is such that morning light causes phase advance and evening

light causes delay. In consequence the increase in ORX causes phase delay. Similar

effects are observed when a constant excitatory stimulation term is added to ORX; this

may be achieved simply by increasing the constant Ao.

4.4 Diseased States and Light Treatment

 0
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 28

 35

 42
12:00 0:00 12:00

d
ay

time of day

ORX inc.   
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Figure 4.4: Simulations of non-seasonal affective disorder: black lines indicate daily

sleep times and colored dots indicate CBT minima. On day 7, ORX is increased, as

indicated by an arrow, causing instability. Morning light treatment of 10,000 lux for

1.5 hour daily is administered starting on day 14, also indicated by an arrow. Periods

of light treatment are labeled yellow. Note the gradual return to normal phase.

The above results show that both lack of daylight and high orexin levels can cause

destabilization in the timing of the onset of sleep. The former is thought to be the case
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in seasonal affective disorder while the latter is regarded as a possible mechanism for

non-seasonal affective disorder. Here we examine the effects of light treatment on such

diseased states.

We first simulate bright light treatment in the case of insufficient light, which con-

sists in artificial exposure to strong white light for a short time (e.g., 1.5 h). Simulations

begin in the limit cycle of the model with nominal parameters; then the daylight length

Td and intensity Id are reduced linearly, from 11 to 9 hours and from 600 to 520 lux,

respectively. This is intended to simulate a rapid change into winter light conditions,

inducing circadian phase shifts to become increasingly misaligned with the light input.

We then consider the treatment by applying light of intensity Itr in addition to

the underlying (environmental) light in Eq. (4.9). During four days into full winter,

light treatment is applied daily by taking Itr = 10, 000 lux for an hour and half each

day. Light treatment protocols vary across studies; here the intensity and duration of

light has been adopted from the study of light treatment as an antidepressant [155].

Treatment begins at time t0 of each day, which we set to 7 am unless stated otherwise.

If the time tCBT of the CBT minimum drifts towards a stable time within an hour from

its initial value, we consider the system to be recovered.

In winter simulations, the wake onset time is retarded under the winter conditions

and becomes desynchronized with light in the absence of light treatment. When light

treatment is applied, the wake onset is advanced from the delayed phase and settles

into the value near its initial phase of 10 pm, indicating recovery.

Next, we simulate a diseased state under normal light circumstances, where the

instability is caused by an abnormal value of ⌫mo. We see in Fig. 4.3 that there are

two ways in which this can happen: one by a large value of ⌫mo, where sleep timing

is constantly delayed, and the other by a low value of ⌫mo, where sleep is advanced.

Here we illustrate the former case only.

Figure 4.4 presents the result of the non-seasonal case. Starting on day 10, we raise

⌫mo from 0.3 to 0.31 mV s, which lies above the stable zone in Fig. 4.3(a), while keep-
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ing Id and Td in their nominal values. As in the seasonal case, stability is restored when

light treatment is applied and the system returns to a normal sleep-wake cycle. Thus

the model shows that light treatment has stabilizing effects even when the instability

does not arise from the lack of environmental light.

Optimal Light Treatment Times

We now explore how the efficacy of bright light treatment depends on the timing of

treatment. Figure 4.5(a) demonstrates the sensitive dependence of the recovery time

tr, i.e., the time duration of treatment required for a return to the initial phase, on

the beginning time t0 of light treatment in the case of non-seasonal depression, for

two values of ⌫mo. Note that in the case of ⌫mo = 0.31mV s, recovery occurs in the

two limits of the treatment timing: one in the morning and the other in the afternoon.

When ⌫mo = 0.315mV s, the recovery time for morning recovery is increased while

afternoon recovery ceases to work.

It is suggested in Fig. 4.5(a) that in the case of phase-delay instability, both morn-

ing and evening bright light treatments are effective although morning treatment will

be efficacious in a larger range of parameters. To make clear the difference in the ef-

ficacy between morning and afternoon treatments, we select two representative values

of t0 corresponding to morning (t0 = 7:00) and afternoon (t0 = 15:00) treatments.

For each treatment time, we calculate the light treatment intensity Itr at which recovery

occurs for varying orexin levels.

This leads to a phase diagram on the Itr-⌫mo plane, which is shown in Fig. 4.5(b). It

is observed that for all values of ⌫mo, the required treatment intensity is much larger for

afternoon treatment. It is also observed that the required treatment intensity Itr grows

rapidly with ⌫mo. Specifically, at ⌫mo = 0.32mV s, the intensity Itr becomes unreal-

istically large, indicating that only morning treatment is feasible. As ⌫mo is increased

further, e.g., to ⌫mo = 0.34mV s, this light treatment scheme becomes unfeasible at

any intensity.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Recovery time tr (in days) verses treament timing t0. tr indicates the

number of days of treatment required for recovery from the circadian instability caused

by orexinergic imbalance. Plotted for two values of ⌫mo. Interpolation has been used

to produce a smooth curve. (b) Itr-⌫mo phase diagram for morning treatment (t0 = 7

am) and afternoon treatment (t0 = 3 pm). Recover occurs above the curves.
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Effects of Noise

Noise is an important aspect of a realistic biological system. Here we consider the

effects of noise by modifying the VLPO and MA equations of Eq. (4.1) in the following

way:

⌧v
dVv

dt
= �Vv + ⌫vmQm + ⌫vhH + ⌫vcC +Av +D⇠v(t),

⌧m
dVm

dt
= �Vm + ⌫mvQv + ⌫moQo +Am +D⇠m(t), (4.12)

where the added terms ⇠j (j = v,m) are Gaussian white noise characterized by

h⇠j(t)i = 0 and h⇠j(t)⇠j(t0)i = �(t � t
0) with noise strength D. Following existing

studies [149, 156], we choose not to add noise to the ORX equation; we expect that

doing so would bring additional noise in the MA neurons and not affect significantly

the results.

Starting from the periodic solution, we perform simulations for 90 days, so as

for the circadian system to settle possibly into its new equilibrium. We then simulate

additional 40 days and observe whether circadian phase shifts occur. This process

is repeated 50 times with new random seeds. Initially, the noise level is taken to be

D = 0.01mV, and the entire process is repeated with D increased in increments of

0.01 mV.

Figure 4.6(a) shows the distribution of the CBT minimum time tCBT,i over the last

40 days of simulations for the range of D considered. It is observed that the circadian

phase shifts to earlier timings as the noise level is increased. Moreover, noise tends

to provoke the CBT timing (specified by tCBT,i) to spread: For instance, the standard

deviation of tCBT,i takes the value of about 7 minutes at D = 0.1mV. When the noise

level is low (D < 0.21mV), the system settles into a new equilibrium within 90 days

and the distribution of tCBT,i does not change significantly over the next 40 days. In

other words, periodicity, albeit fluctuating, is preserved. At D = 0.21mV, however,

there appears a slight advance, which, for D > 0.21mV, increases substantially; this

indicates that circadian disruption occurs at D = 0.21±0.01mV. When D is increased
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Figure 4.6: (a) Core body temperature minimum time tCBT,i versus noise level D,

obtained from simulations. The averages and standard deviations are plotted for the

90th, 110th, and 130th days (blue, green, orange) for D = 0.01mV to 0.25 mV. (b)

Light treatment simulations for ⌫mo = 0.33mV s, treatment time t0 = 7:00, and

Itr = 10, 000 lux, in the presence of noise D = 0.1mV. As in the case without noise,

recovery to the normal phase is observed.
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further to the order of 1 mV, noise dominates the sleep-wake switch and drives the

system to switch erratically between sleep and wake.

Due to the phase advance effect described above, we expect the stability land-

scape of Fig. 4.6(a) to change with the introduction of noise. Setting D = 0.1mV,

we perform simulations with ⌫mo varied about its nominal value in increments of

0.001 mV s, and find that circadian entrainment occurs in the range 0.244 mV s 

⌫mo  0.321 mV s, below/above which continuous phase advance/delay is observed.

This range is to be compared with that in the absence of noise (D = 0mV), namely,

0.229 mV s  ⌫mo  0.305 mV s. Such a shift of the stability region toward higher

orexin levels indicates that the addition of noise offsets some of the phase-delaying ef-

fects of orexin. Finally, we simulate morning bright light treatment with D = 0.1mV,

⌫mo = 0.33mV s, t0 = 7:00, and Itr = 10, 000 lux, to find that the system undergoes

recovery to the normal phase [see Fig. 4.6(b)].

4.5 Discussion

The results of the integrated sleep-wake model provides a mathematical basis for many

results established as to circadian entrainment. For example, many blind individuals

experience a cyclic sleep disorder: They experience normal sleep-wake behavior for

days to weeks at one time, followed by difficulty in sleeping at night and staying awake

during the day for a period of time. Observation of such patients discloses that they

experience continuous phase delay [157, 158]. Such patients are not entrained to light

because they lack stimulation via the retinohypothalamic tract. Assuming nominal pa-

rameters otherwise, we should expect behavior corresponding to the upper left-most

region in Fig. 4.3(a), which does indicate continuous phase delay.

In sighted individuals, failure of entrainment results in non-24-h sleep-wake syn-

drome, similar to the above case. On the other hand, there are cases where the circa-

dian phase is period-locked but at an abnormal time. This is the case in delayed sleep
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phase syndrome or advanced sleep phase syndrome, where the patient has a 24-hour

circadian rhythm but with a phase significantly late or early relative to the socially ac-

ceptable time. Namely, the system locates on the right of the curves in Fig. 4.3, but has

a late or early phase due to an abnormal orexin level or inadequate exposure to light.

Previous studies reported that delayed sleep phase syndrome arises in both circadian

and sleep homeostatic systems [159]; our model offers a way to examine the interplay

of those contributions, and although this issue is not explicitly explored in this study,

it should be explored in the future.

Circadian rhythm disruption is known to be important in seasonal affective disor-

der, where change in the intensity and duration of light exposure is involved [160, 28].

In our model, we have seen that this corresponds to moving to the left on the parameter

plane of Fig. 4.3(b) and shrinking the period-locking curve. The restoration of entrain-

ment via bright light treatment as seen in our model is a possible mechanism behind

the reported efficacy of bright light treatment as an antidepressant in seasonal affective

disorder [160, 161]. Note here that lack of light exposure is not the only cause of circa-

dian instability and that there is there is also evidence for the effectiveness of the bright

light therapy in treatment of nonseasonal mood disorders [162, 163]. Relatedly, ORX

neurons are implicated both in sleep disorders and in mood disorders [164]; our model

study has shown that circadian disruption is a channel through which these effects may

occur.

Our results thus demonstrate two different channels through which circadian dis-

ruption can occur: lack of light and orexin imbalance. Moreover, it shows that bright

light treatment can be effective in restoring a normal circadian rhythm in both cases.

In the case of orexin imbalance, Fig. 4.4 shows that the there are two time windows

during which bright light treatment is effective, with morning treatment being effective

for a wider range of circumstances. This result is consistent with the fact that morn-

ing bright light treatment is generally more effective than evening treatment in clinical

studies. For example, Ref. [165] studied changes in the Hamilton Rating Scale for De-
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pression (HRSD) scores after bright light treatment in winter depression, and found

that morning treatment resulted in significantly higher remission rates compared with

evening treatment. With refinement, our approach can be used to predict the efficacy of

bright light treatment in specific circumstances and to guide practical applications. In

that regard, it would be desirable to have more rigorous fitting to experimental results,

based on, e.g., systematic investigation of the noise effects on entrainment conditions

and the efficacy of bright light treatment.
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Chapter 5

Predicting expenditure during gradient walking

5.1 Background

Physical inactivity, despite its well-known health risks [31, 32], continues to be a seri-

ous public health issue [33]. Recently, various wearable devices, including wristbands

and mobile phones, have offered a way to track physical activity throughout the day.

Such devices can be used in ambulatory conditions by individuals or in clinical settings

to monitor patients’ physical activity. Many of these devices use an accelerometer-

based method to predict energy expenditure [34, 35, 36]. However, these methods are

limited in precision [37]. A basic, common assumption used is that the calorie con-

sumption rate is proportional to the walking velocity. A GPS tracker can then be used

to measure the walking distance and then compute the total energy consumption. How-

ever, this method is limited in accuracy and may not be feasible indoors.

The energetics of human locomotion has been closely studied for decades. Early

studies focused on energy expenditure during walking [166, 167, 168, 169, 170] and

running [171, 172, 173, 174], and made comparisons with the energy expenditures of

other animals [175]. Most relevantly, studies on walking energetics found a propor-

tional relationship between energy expenditure and the square of the velocity. These

early studies showed that reasonable accuracy can be attained with simple relations,
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despite the complexity of the act of walking. More recently, detailed models of walk-

ing dynamics have been presented that examine more closely the mechanics of walking

[18-24][176, 177, 178, 179, 180, ?, 182]. These biomechanical models aim to explain

human gait patterns via energy minimization. Also studied have been movements of

the arm [183, 184] and the head and trunk [185], as well as gait patterns in special

groups of interest [186, 187]. Such models have also been used in the field of robotics

in developing walking robots [188]. Previous studies were primarily of academic in-

terest, although inexpensive commercial devices have recently been made available for

personal or clinical use. Such devices offer noninvasive ways to measure daily caloric

consumption, and they have been assessed by numerous validation studies in the litera-

ture [189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194]. The most common types of commercially available

products include the wrist-worn accelerometer and devices based on heart rate moni-

tors. Although these devices are good predictors of the number of steps and heart rate,

accurate prediction of energy expenditure is yet to be achieved [195]. These validation

studies test for various settings; however, they usually lack a discussion of the model

or algorithm used in their predictions.

This study proposes a model of walking energetics applicable to a range of slopes.

The model is based on a simple equation and uses data from a wearable device. The

method uses a foot monitoring system that can sense footsteps, which allows for direct

measurement of step frequency. We found that a high-accuracy model can be devel-

oped for a range of upward and downward slopes. The fact that it is based on a direct

measurement of footsteps allows the device to be versatile and applicable to diverse

walking situations. The ability to track expenditure while walking on sloped surfaces

is helpful for sloped outdoor ground and also indoor use of stairs or sloped treadmills.
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5.2 Data collection

For model development and validation, an experiment was devised in which 73 healthy

participants (34 female, 39 male) walked on a treadmill. The participants had a mean

age of 43.6 (SD 15.0) years, mean height of 168.3 (SD 10.5) cm, and mean weight of

68.1 (SD 12.1) kg. Participants were selected from healthy volunteers (age 20 to 60

years) who registered in the department of Sport Science, Pusan National University,

Busan, Korea. We excluded participants who had cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, or

neurological disorders to avoid any confounding factors or biases. The participants

were asked to walk on a treadmill at various values of the incline angle, ✓, and speed,

v. Specifically, the angle was taken to be 0° (indicating no incline); 4°, 9°, and 14°

(uphill); and �4°, �9° , and �14° (downhill). It was observed that calorie consumption

took approximately 30 seconds to stabilize to a linear rate while walking. Each walking

measurement lasted approximately 5 minutes to ensure a sufficiently long sample.

Calorie consumption was measured with a COSMED K4b2 portable gas analyzer

system. This indirect calorimetry, based on the gas analyzer system, measures oxygen

consumption, from which energy expenditure is computed. This method has been val-

idated as an accurate measure through numerous comparative studies [196, 197, 198]

and is used as a criterion measure in many validation studies [189, 190, 191, 193, 194,

195]. The gas analyzer was worn during the treadmill experiment, and it recorded a

time series of cumulative calorie consumption. To eliminate noise associated with the

beginning and end of the experiment, we discarded data for the first 50 seconds and

the final 10 seconds before computing the energy consumption rate. Then the basal

metabolic rate [199] was subtracted to obtain the energy expenditure associated with

walking, which is denoted by P .

Each participant also wore a foot monitoring system, consisting of shoe insoles

equipped with eight pressure sensors. The insole used was a prototype developed by 3L

Labs (Seoul, Korea), and provided to us for research purposes. A Fitbit Surge, a wrist-

worn accelerometer device, was also worn by each participant to compare the accuracy
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of its caloric consumption prediction. This study was approved by the Institutional

Review Board of Pusan National University, Busan, Korea. All participants provided

written informed consent (PNU IRB/2015 33 HR).

A value of 0, 1, or 2 indicated the pressure on each of the pressure sensors and

was recorded with a frequency of 10 Hz, which resulted in an array of 16 integers for

each time step of 0.1 s. A snippet from example data is shown in Fig. 5.1. From the

pressure sensor data, we were able to extract the step frequency, f . We performed this

by examining the sum of the pressure sensor values at each time step. An example is

shown in Fig. 5.2.

Although it is natural to consider the foot to be off the ground when this sum is

0, this can result in erroneous results if one or more of the pressure sensors remain

at a value above 0 throughout the entire step cycle, either due to a faulty sensor or

residual pressure. We found that better accuracy was achieved when high and low

thresholds were used. This was done by first assigning the on-ground status to the first-

time step, and then sequentially assigning either the on-ground or off-ground status to

each following time step. If the previous time step was on-ground and the pressure

sum was below the lower threshold, we assigned the off-ground status to that time

step; if the threshold was not crossed, the time step was left in on-ground status. If

the previous status was off-ground, the on-ground status was assigned if the pressure

sum was above the upper threshold, and the off-ground status was assigned otherwise.

Threshold values between 1 and 10 were tested and compared with manually assigned

steps. Lower and upper threshold values of 2 and 5, shown in Fig. 2., were found to

produce accurate results.

After assigning a status to each time step, we counted the number of transitions

from the on-ground to off-ground status and divided it by the time interval to obtain

the frequency. As with the gas analyzer data, we omitted data for the first 50 s and the

final 10 s. Only one shoe insole is required to calculate the step frequency; however,

we used the average of both sides in this study.
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Figure 5.1: A sample of 4 seconds of raw data from the pressure sensors. The vertical

position of each number of the array indicates the time, ordered from top to bottom at

an increment of 0.1 seconds. Each column denotes a sensor, with left foot and right

foot separated. The colored portions indicate when our algorithm decided the foot was

off the ground.
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Figure 5.2: Graph of total pressure from the left foot sole over an interval of 10 seconds

obtained from the foot monitoring system from the same data as presented in Fig. 5.1.

The two dashed lines indicate the upper and lower thresholds used to calculate the step

frequency.

5.3 Model construction

Our model was constructed from considering the energy changes involved in walking.

Suppose a participant with body mass M is walking with average speed v on a surface

inclined by ✓ from the horizontal. The participant is swinging their legs with frequency

f . The energy consumption rate, P , is given by

P =

8
><

>:

�PK + b0PU + P0 if✓ � 0

�PK + b0PU + b1P
�1
0 P

2
U + P0 if✓ < 0

(5.1)

Here positive and negative values of the slope, ✓, of the walking surface correspond

to walking uphill and downhill, respectively. PK and PU are rates of changes in the

kinetic energy and in the potential energy, respectively, whereas coefficients �, b0, b1,

and P0 are parameters to be determined empirically from the data. The energy change
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rates for PK and PU are given by

PK = 2Mv
2
f, (5.2)

PU = Mgv sin ✓ (5.3)

In the following, we give an explanation of each term in consideration of energy.

Kinetic energy component

We first consider walking on a horizontal surface (ie, ✓ = 0). When walking on a

treadmill, the upper body moves in a relatively constant velocity, with the moving legs

supporting this movement. The legs swing back and forth relative to the upper body’s

position, undergoing an acceleration-deceleration cycle. We postulated that the energy

expenditure was proportional to the kinetic energy change of the legs. The work done

on the legs during each walking cycle is given by

W = 4⇥ 1

2
mv

2
0 (5.4)

Here m is the mass of each leg, v0 is the maximum speed of each leg’s center of mass,

and the factor of 4 accounts for the two legs each undergoing acceleration and then

deceleration. This differs from the assumption that the legs swing like a pendulum, in

which case gravity would do the work.

Since we usually have no way to easily measure leg mass or leg velocity, we de-

fined two ratios: (1) the ratio ↵ of the leg mass, m, to the body mass, M ; and (2) the

ratio � of the maximum velocity, v0, of the leg to the average walking speed, v, as

follows:

↵ ⌘ m

M
, � ⌘ v0

v
(5.5)

This allowed us to rewrite Eq. 5.3 as W = 2↵�M2
v
2, giving an expression for

the work done per cycle. Assuming that the human body converts chemical energy

into kinetic energy with efficiency ⌘K , the energy consumption rate due to the kinetic
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energy is given by
1

⌘K
Wf = 2�Mv

2
f = �PK . (5.6)

In writing the right-hand side of Eq. 5.5, the measurable terms are grouped into

PK as in Eq. 5.2, whereas the rest are grouped into dimensionless coefficient �, given

by

� ⌘ ↵�
2

⌘K
(5.7)

Potential energy component

When walking on a horizontal surface perpendicular to the direction of gravity, there

is no net change in potential energy. It changes when the subject is walking up or

down a slope. We first considered upward inclines. When one walks up a slope of

angle ✓ at speed v parallel to the surface, their potential energy, U , changes at a rate
dU
dt = PU , given by Eq. 5.2. For simplicity, we further assumed that when walking up a

slope, additional energy proportional to this term is required. Accordingly, the energy

expenditure rate associated with the changing potential energy is given by b0PU , where

b0 is the inverse of the efficiency, ⌘U , (Eq. 5.7) with which the body converts stored

energy to potential energy.

One might consider simply using the same formula for downhill inclines, in which

case the term b0PU = b0Mgv sin ✓ becomes negative. This would imply that when

walking downslope, the change in potential energy can be converted into kinetic en-

ergy, thereby subtracting from the total energy cost. However, this leads to a nonsen-

sical result for higher slopes, as it can lead to negative energy consumption. When a

downhill slope is steeper than a certain angle, the subject would need to exert a fric-

tional force to prevent from falling forward or walking too fast. Therefore, b0PU does

not provide an adequate description of the energy expenditure in this case.

Figs. 5.3 present scatterplots of the data in the three-dimensional space (PK , PU ,

P ) for women and men, respectively. This visualization shows that P first decreases

then increases as PU is decreased from zero. Such a parabolic shape indicates the
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presence of a quadratic term; thus, we added to P a term proportional to P
2
U . The

energy expenditure associated with potential energy in the case of downhill walking

is given by Eq. 5.8. The second term is multiplied by P
�1
0 so that the coefficient b1

is kept dimensionless. In other words, b1 is the coefficient of the quadratic term in the

case of downhill walking in units of P0. This leads to the full model, described by

Eq. 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Three-dimensional scatterplot of data (dots) and model prediction (lines)

of P versus PU and PK for (a) women and (b) men.
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Figure 5.4: Boxplots of the percent errors of predictions made by the model and Fitbit

Surge. Errors have been estimated via Eq. 5.9.
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Figure 5.5: Step frequency f multiplied by height h plotted against average walking

speed v. Least squares fit line fh = 0.52v + 1.02 (m/s) is also shown.
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Coefficient Units Women Men

� 1 0.662 0.517

b0 1 1.591 1.694

b1 1 0.575 1.086

P0 kcals/s 0.0042 0.058

RMSD kcals/s (kcal/min) 0.016 (0.96) 0.016 (0.96)

Table 5.1: Coefficients for the full model reported with the RMSD on comparison with

data.

Linear Regression

The preceding model described leaves parameters �, b0, b1, and P0 to be determined.

We obtained these parameters by first taking data for flat and uphill surfaces (✓ �

0) and performing multiple linear regression through the use of the first equation in

Eq. 5.1 with �, b0, and P0 as fitting parameters. The adjusted R
2 value for the fits of

both women and men was .83. Then b1 was obtained via fitting the second equation

of Eq. 5.1 to flat and downslope data (✓  0). During this secondary fit, �, b0, and

P0were set constant at the values obtained earlier.

5.4 Fitting results

The full set of coefficients, obtained through linear regression, is given in Table 5.1.

The dependency of P on PK and PU is represented by the surfaces in Fig. 5.3. Due

to the piecewise functional form of the model (Eq. 5.1), the prediction plane has no

curvature for PU > 0 but does in the region PU < 0.

in a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.96 kcal/min for both women and

men. A boxplot of the percentage errors of all trials is given in Fig. 5.4, in which

the errors have been calculated according to Eq. 5.9. Here P is the prediction by the
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method whereas P 0 is the standard given by the gas analyzer. The median errors were

16.9% for women, 11.2% for men, and 12.4% for both groups. These errors are sub-

stantially lower than those found in a validation study for multiple commercial devices,

which yielded median accuracies of 28.6% to 35.0% across devices for walking [195].

The predictions made by Fitbit Surge had an RMSD of 2.58 kcal/min (2.7 times

that of the model) and a median percent error of 37.3% (3 times that of the model).

However, this high error was mostly due to inaccuracies in sloped walking. When

restricted to flat surfaces, the Fitbit Surge’s accuracy increased dramatically, whereas

the model’s accuracy increased moderately. The Fitbit Surge’s RMSD on flat surfaces

was 1.82 kcal/min (2.3 times that of the model, 0.79 kcal/min), and the median percent

error was 18.4% (1.6 times that of the model, 11.2%). Distributions of percent errors

are portrayed with boxplots in Fig. 5.4.

Before discussing the implications of these results, we note that the variables v and

f are not independent. If l is the average length of a step, then v = fl. Assuming the

approximate relation h ⇡ l, where h is the subject’s height, we obtain

v ⇠ fh. (5.8)

This relation was observed in the data, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

Equation 5.7 implies that ⌘U = 0.547 for women and 0.596 for men. In principle,

� depends on ↵, �, and ⌘K . We assumed the average value of ↵ = 0.185 for women

and 0.165 for men, obtained from an anatomical reference [200], and that ⌘K = ⌘U .

Taking these values and the fitting result for �, we obtained from Eq. 5.6 the ratio

� with values 1.47 for women and 1.36 for men. This difference in the average may

reflect the difference in the average height between women and men. Specifically,

Eqs. 5.4 and 5.10 imply � = v0/v ⇠ v0/fh. The ratio of the value of � for women

to that for men equaled 1.08, whereas the ratio of the average height of men to that of

women equaled 1.11.
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5.5 Discussion

We developed a model based on rates of change in kinetic and potential energies. In

general, it predicts linear dependence of the energy consumption on these rates; in par-

ticular, it predicts quadratic dependence of the energy consumption on the potential

energy change in the case of downhill walking. The method, used in conjunction with

a foot monitoring system, predicts energy expenditure with an RMSD of 0.98 kcal/min

and a median percent error of 12.4%, lower than those of wrist-worn commercial de-

vices in predicting energy expenditure for walking. With one simple piecewise func-

tion, the model adequately predicts energy expenditure for walking in a wide range of

the gradient. Notice the differences in parameter values between women and men. The

appreciable difference in the value of b1 between men and women may result from

the difference in walking posture; this is beyond the scope of this work and left for

future study. In principle, the parameters are fit for each individual and should vary by

subject. Thus, Table 1 presents average values of the coefficients within each gender.

Even so, it is remarkable that a high degree of accuracy is observed.

Although the model accounts for varying body mass and step frequency (cadence),

this does not account for additional individual variations in parameter values due to

walking gait and body dimensions. There may be ways to account for such variations

without complicating the model. In addition, because the treadmill incline lies between

14° uphill and 14° downhill, we are not able to validate the model for more extreme

slopes [201]. In addition, the method has not been tested and calibrated for outdoor

walking or variable temperatures and altitudes. However, we believe that our pilot

study provides a groundwork for follow-up studies under more ambulatory conditions.

Prior studies have noted the strong correlations between P and v
2 for level walk-

ing [168]. The authors have also similarly considered additional energy expenditure

when walking uphill, attributing it to vertical lift work. In contrast, our study proposes

a simple formula that predicts energy consumption reasonably well for horizontal, up-

hill, and downhill surfaces within a unified framework. In addition, Ref. [167] made
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use of individual measurements, including resting metabolic rate and leg length. Our

model shows that high accuracy can be achieved via reasonable assumptions used in

conjunction with a wearable, mobile device.

Other existing studies have studied energy expenditure during uphill and down-

hill walking [201, 202]. The authors reported a minimum energy cost when walking

10° downhill, which is consistent with our results. These studies did not incorporate

varying walking speed and body weight, and relied on regression analysis with those

variables kept constant. Our study offers a simple formula that applies to various walk-

ing speeds and subjects, while also accounting for the surface gradient.

Our method fits separately for women and men. Prior validation studies have found

differences in the accuracy of devices between the two genders. A comparative vali-

dation study found that gender was one of the strongest predictors for accuracy, with a

rate significantly higher for men than for women [195]. Our results suggest that similar

error rates for both genders can be achieved.

In conclusion, we have developed a model that predicts energy expenditure during

walking on a gradient surface between 14° uphill and 14° downhill, with an RMSD

of 0.98 kcal/min. The model has been used in conjunction with a wearable device,

the foot monitoring system, which directly measures footsteps. Thus, it offers an ac-

cessible method of measuring energy expenditure in realistic walking settings, where

gradient walking is common. Future work may test Eq. 5.1 in a wider range of val-

ues in the PK`PU space. Testing the method on outdoor walking is also desirable for

further validation. Although not yet explored, the device could also be used in con-

junction with other activity monitoring devices, such as wrist-worn ones, to produce

more accurate measures of energy expenditure.
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Chapter 6

Behavioral dynamics of interceptive walking

6.1 Background

In this chapter, we explore the walking trajectories of pedestrians crossing a road be-

tween vehicles. When pedestrians cross a road with moving vehicles, a situation that

can commonly arise in countries where traffic laws are not strictly obeyed, they are

intercepting a gap between the cars. Thus we may formulate the problem as one of

interceptive walking. This problem is one of public health interest, as pedestrian ac-

cidents take up a large proportion of traffic-related accidents, particularly in areas of

high population density [39, 40]. A quantitative study of the behavioral dynamics of

road crossing may help develop strategies to prevent accidents [40, 41, 42].

The crossing task involved an act of avoidance [41, 204] as well as intercep-

tion [205, 206, 207]. One possible strategy that people employ to intercept moving

objects is the constant bearing angle strategy [205, 206, 207], connected to how walk-

ing is visually controlled [214, 208, 209, 210]. In addition, the concept of affordance

has also been utilized in the study of such tasks, where affordance is the range of

possibilities for action constrained by the environment and physical conditions of the

actor [211, 212, 213]. Other studies have provided statistical analyses of pedestrian

inter-vehicle gap acceptance rates, which were shown to be related with the pedestri-
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ans’ perception of affordance [215]. However, these studies do not provide a dynamic

model of interceptive walking. We thus need an approach that describes the essential

components of walking. To do this, we look for inspiration in the principle of least

effort, a widely used idea in studies of human activity. It was first used to explain the

rank-frequency distributions of words in the English language[216], and subsequently

a diverse range of phenomena such as crowd behavior [217], and even mental ef-

fort [218]. These studies have found predictable patterns within the unpredictability of

human behavior. The principle of least effort has precendence in the principle of least

action in classical mechanics, and other such principles in theories of physics (e.g. in

quantum mechanics [219] and general relativity [220]). The interceptive walking task

considered here, while not without variability, is simple enough to reveal regularly

chosen crossing trajectories that can be modeled quantitatively. We may thus take the

approach of Lagrangian mechanics and perhaps model the individual trajectories of

pedestrians.

In the following section, we develop such a model by following the procedure of

Lagrangian mechanics. We define a Lagrangian and solve the resulting Euler-Lagrange

equation, which yields the path of stationary action. We postulate that the Lagrangian

is a function of effort (taking inspiration from the principle of least effort) as well

as a quantity we call security. Two specific forms of the Lagrangian are proposed

and their equations of motion are derived. We verify the model by fitting them to

positional time series data from a virtual reality crossing experiment. The experiment

simulates a road crossing situation in which a pedestrain crosses a road between two

moving vehicles [221, 42, 203]. We find that both forms of the model describe the data

accurately.

In the next section, we take one of the models and apply it to data from a wide

range of experimental parameters. The best fit parameters contain information about

the essential characteristics of each crossing event. We examine the dependence of the

average value of each parameter on the crossing conditions. We examine the effects
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of the gap size and the initial distance as well as the pedestrian’s age, vehicle speed,

and vehicle type. We also derive an inequality among the parameters that must be

satisfied for successful crossing to occur, hence describing the affordance [212, 213],

and also discuss the bearing angle hypothesis within the context of the model.

6.2 Model based on a least action principle

We take inspiration from Lagrangian mechanics, where the Lagrangian is defined as

L = T � U with kinetic energy T and potential energy U . Here, we consider a La-

grangian of the form

L = E � S, (6.1)

where E denotes the effort and S the security. It is well established that the energy

expenditure during walking is proportional to the square of the walking speed [167,

217, 3]. We thus assume that the effort for walking is proportional to v
2, and write, up

to multiplicative and additive constants,

E =

✓
v

vm

◆2

, (6.2)

where vm is a scaling constant, making E dimensionless. It will be seen that it is the

maximum walking speed.

We reason that security is related to the motivation of the pedestrian to reach a goal

while avoiding danger, depends on the walking speed and acceleration. The pedestrian

should feel safe when she or he can quickly crosses the gap. Measuring the speed in

units of vm, we thus assume that the drive to move forward is described by v/vm (< 1),

neglecting higher-order terms. We also assume a biomechanically preferred degree of

acceleration. The pedestrian thus feels unsafe at low accelerations and prefers either

to keep a constant speed or to accelerate quickly. This effect is taken into account by a

function g(a) (again up to multiplicative and additive constants), which we presume to

be a function with zeros at a = 0 and am which is convex in between so that g(a) < 0
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when 0 < a < am, thus preferring either zero or high accelerations. This results in

S =
v

vm
+ g(a). (6.3)

We discuss two different forms of g(a) below. The Lagrangian is then given by the

difference between Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.3).

The Lagrangian is naturally independent of the position y and depends only on

the speed ẏ ⌘ v, and of the acceleration ÿ ⌘ a. We may assume v > 0 without

loss of generality by choosing a reference frame in which the pedestrian is moving

forward. Further, we suppose that the pedestrian does not decelerate until crossing,

which implies a � 0.

We now derive a form of the Euler-Lagrange equation that will simplify the calcu-

lations of each specific Lagrangian form. The stationary path for a Lagrangian of the

form L = L(y, v, a) obeys the Euler-Lagrange equation

@L

@y
� d

dt

@L

@v
+

d
2

dt2

@L

@a
= 0. (6.4)

We use the fact that @L/@y = 0 and integrate with respect to time t, reducing Eq. (6.4)

to
@L

@v
� d

dt

@L

@a
+ c1 = 0 (6.5)

with an integration constant c1. The chain rule, together with the fact @L/@t = @L/@y =

0, yields dL/dt = @L/@t + v@L/@y + a@/L@v + ȧ@L/@a = a@L/@v + ȧ@L/@a ,

which we substitute into Eq. (6.5) to obtain

dL

dt
� ȧ

@L

@a
� a

d

dt

@L

@a
+ c1a =

d

dt


L�

✓
a
@L

@a

◆
+ c1v

�
= 0 (6.6)

Integrating Eq. (6.6), we have

L� a
@L

@a
+ c1v � c2 = 0, (6.7)

where integration constants c2 and c1 may respectively be absorbed into L as an overall

additive constant and as an multiplicative coefficient of the linear velocity term in
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Eq. (6.3). We may therefore set c1 = c2 = 0, which gives us

L� a
@L

@a
= 0. (6.8)

We next discuss two forms of g(a) and solve the resulting Euler-Lagrange equations.

Case 1: Quadratic form

We first consider a quadratic equation g(a) = (a/am)(1 � a/am), resulting in the

Lagrangian

L =

✓
v

vm

◆2

� v

vm
+

a

4am

✓
1� a

am

◆
, (6.9)

where we have included a factor 1/4 on the second term Substituting Eq. (6.9) into

Eq. (6.8) results in
dv

dt
= 2am

s
v

vm

✓
1� v

vm

◆
. (6.10)

Eq. (6.10) has fixed points at v = 0 and vm which are unstable. In the range 0  v 

vm, we have the solution

v(t) = vm cos2
✓

t

4⌧
� ⇡

4

◆
, (6.11)

where ⌧ ⌘ vm/4am. Eq. (6.11) oscillates between the fixed points and ⌧ corresponds

to the duration of each acceleration and deceleration region. With boundary conditions

such that the pedestrain begins at rest and intercepts a target at constant speed, the least

action path can be constructed as a piecewise functions with the two fixed points and

Eq. (6.11) during a time interval centered at time t = ta, resulting in:

v(t) =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

0, t� ta  �⇡⌧

vm cos2((t� ta)/4⌧ � ⇡/4), �⇡⌧ < t� ta < ⇡⌧

vm, t� ta � ⇡⌧

(6.12)
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Integrating Eq. (6.12) gives us

y(t) =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

y0, t� ta  �⇡⌧

y0 +
⌧vm
2

�
⇡ + t�ta

⌧ � 2 cos
⇥
t�ta
2⌧

⇤�
, �⇡⌧ < t� ta < ⇡⌧

y0 + vm(t� ta), t� ta � ⇡⌧

(6.13)

Eq. (6.12) and Eq. (6.13) obey the Euler-Lagrange equation at all points. However,

they exhibit singularities in the higher derivatives at times t = ta ± ⇡⌧ .
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Figure 6.1: (a) Dependence of the Lagrangian L on the speed v (in the absence of

acceleration, a = 0). (b) Dependence of L on a (for v = 0) for the quadratic form

(blue) and the logarithmic form (red).
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Figure 6.2: Top-down diagram of the crossing environment at time t = 0. The two

boxes on the road depict two vehicles facing the right, which move forward at a con-

stant speed. The circle depicts the pedestrian, who begins at rest and is facing in the

direction the arrow. Labeled are experimental parameters lg, y0, and the bearing angle

to the crossing point ✓c.

Case 2: Logarithmic form

As a second case, we take g(a) = (a/am) log(a/am), giving us

L =

✓
v

vm

◆2

� v

vm
� a

4am
log

✓
a

am

◆
, (6.14)

again with a factor of 1/4. Unlike the quadratic equation, this form of g(a) is asym-

metrical and steeper on the left side. Plugging into Eq. (6.8) results in the logistic

equation
dv

dt
=

4amv

vm

✓
1� v

vm

◆
, (6.15)

which carries the solution for the speed:

v(t) =
vm

2


tanh

✓
t� ta

2⌧

◆
+ 1

�
, (6.16)

where ⌧ is defined the same way as above and again measures the duration of accel-

eration, and the integration constant ta determines the timing of acceleration. Note in
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Eq. (6.16) that vm indeed corresponds to the maximum walking speed; further, differ-

entiation of Eq. (6.16) with respect to t manifests that the maximum acceleration is

given by am. Integrating Eq. (6.16) also gives the position as a function of time:

y(t) = y0 + vm⌧ log


1 + exp

✓
t� ta

⌧

◆�
. (6.17)

Unlike Eq. (6.13), Eq. (6.17) is free singularities. But the velocity never reaches exactly

0 or vm, and so has the disadvantage of being an approximation (albeit with an error

that decays exponentially).

Hamiltonian formulation

The definition of a Lagrangian immediately suggests that a Hamiltonian can also be

constructed. The proposed Lagrangian differs from those typical in classical mechanics

in that it contains a derivative of order higher than one. Lagrangians of such form have

been studied, and instabilities that arise from unavoidable linear terms in their Hamil-

tonian functions have been cited as reasons that nature is not described by higher-order

Lagrangians in fundamental theory[223, 224]. We appeal to the phenomenological na-

ture of the model and ignore these instabilities here. We construct a Hamiltonian by

using Ostrogradsky’s construction for third order Lagrangians:[222]

Q1 ⌘ x

Q2 ⌘ ẋ (A1)

P1 ⌘
@L

@ẋ
� d

dt

@L

@ẍ

P2 ⌘
@L

@ẍ
.

Then the Hamiltonian is obtained by performing the Legendre transform,

H(Q1, Q2, P1, P2) = P1Q2 + P2A(Q1, Q2, P2)� L(Q1, Q2, A), (A2)

where A is the acceleration function written in terms of the canonical coordinates.
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In the quadratic case, this results in a Hamiltonian of the form

H =
Q2

vm
� Q

2
2

v2m
+Q2P1 �

am

2
P2 � a

2
mP

2
2 +

3

16
, (A3)

while in the logarithmic case, we have

H =
Q

2
2

v2m
� 1

4
e
�4amP2�1 +Q2P1 �

2Q2
2

v2m
� 1

vm
. (A5)

The Hamiltonians obtained are indeed conserved quantities.

Data Collection

To verify the validity of each case of the model, we make a comparison with the data

obtained from a virtual reality road-crossing experiment. In this experiment, human

participants walked on a customized treadmill (of dimensions 0.67 m wide, 1.26 m

long, and 1.10 m high) with four magnetic counters that track movements. A Velcro

belt connected to the treadmill was worn for suppression of vertical and lateral move-

ments, and a handrail was placed for safety. Each participant wore a commercial virtual

reality headset connected to a standard desktop PC. The headset portrayed a realistic

view of a typical crosswalk in Korea in 1280⇥ 800 resolution stereoscopic visual im-

ages which shift in real time according to the participant’s steps and head turns. Sixteen

children (of age 12.2 ± 0.8 yrs, i.e., mean age 12.2 years and standard deviation 0.8

years) and sixteen adults (of age 22.8 ± 2.6 yrs) with normal or corrected-to-normal

vision were recruited for this experiment. Informed written consent was obtained from

every individual participant. The protocol was approved by the Kunsan National Uni-

versity Research Board. Details of the experiment can be found in Chung et al. [203]

Fig. 6.2 presents a schematic diagram of the crossing simulations viewed from

above. While the two parallel vehicles are moving at equal constant speed vc =

30 km/h, the pedestrian attempts to cross the road in the perpendicular direction. The

paths of the pedestrian and of vehicles intersect at the crossing point. The pedestrian

is instructed to cross between the two vehicles if possible. The empty space between
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the two vehicles, called the gap, is set to be lg = 25m in length. The distance between

the midpoint of the gap and the intersection point, denoted by xg, has the initial value

33.3 m, so that the gap center reaches the crossing point in 4 s. The position of the

pedestrian is measured by the distance y from the crossing point taken as the origin,

and is recorded to generate positional time series. The initial position y0 is set to be

�4.5m.

Fitting Results

Eq. (6.13) and Eq. (6.17) were fit to the data, making use of vm, ⌧ , and ta as fitting pa-

rameters. When Eq. (6.13) was fit to the data, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)

turned out to be 0.052 m on average, with the standard deviation 0.022 m and the max-

imum RMSD of 0.10 m. Meanwhile, when Eq. (6.17) was fit to the data, the RMSD

was 0.056 m on average, with the standard deviation 0.024 m and the maximum RMSD

of 0.12 m. It was thus concluded that each model function makes a description of each

individual crossing with high accuracy, and no significant difference between the two

was found. All time series are plotted in Fig. 6.4, which manifests that overall, data

(thin gray lines) fit closely to the model.

There were individual variations in the slope vm and the acceleration timing ta,

resulting in a spread of the data as seen in Fig. 6.4. Taking the average of the position

data in 0.25 s increments, we obtain the average behavior of each collective group, and

plot the averages and standard deviations also in Fig. 6.4. The thick red and blue lines

depict Eq. (6.13) and (6.17) fitted to the averaged position data, with the fitting param-

eters given in Table 6.3. Note first that the averaged data also display a good fit to both

cases of the model. By plotting the two age groups separately, we observe a differ-

ence in the slope. Accordingly, vm takes different fitting values: The adult group has a

higher value by 0.24 m/s (see Table 6.3). Other parameters do not differ significantly.
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Figure 6.3: Fitting results and data for (a) adults and (b) children, displaying the posi-

tion y (in meters) versus time t (in seconds). Circles and error bars indicate averages

and standard deviations of positions, respectively. Blue and red lines correspond to the

quadratic and logarithmic models fitted to the averaged data, respectively. The blue

and red lines overlap significantly. Individual data time series are plotted in grey and

rectangles represent vehicles.
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Model Age group vm (m/s) ⌧ (s) ta (s) am (m/s2)

quadratic
adults 1.94 0.54 1.50 0.90

children 1.70 0.59 1.55 0.72

logarithmic
adults 1.94 0.43 1.51 0.32

children 1.70 0.47 1.57 0.27

Table 6.1: Fitting parameters vm, ta, and ⌧ for the averaged data, together with La-

grangian constant am, using each model and fit to each age group.

Discussion of the model

We have presented a model for goal-directed human walking behavior, based on a prin-

ciple of least action. The approach can be considered as generalization of the princi-

ple of least effort, incorporating another term called security. Walking behavior results

from the assumption of three simple terms making up effort and security. The resulting

equations have been found to fit experimental data from a virtual reality road-crossing

experiments.

It is not conceivable that our simple model captures the full complexity of the com-

plex biomechanics and psychology involved in walking. The model treats the walker

as a self-propelling particle and thus provides rather a coarse approach compared with

biomechanical studies [225]. However, we presume that the form of Eq. (6.1) should

contain all the essential features of goal-directed walking, including psychological fac-

tors. This approach may thus be useful in the study of pedestrian trajectories.

In validating the model, an experimental setup was employed which imposed a

gap interception task on the participant. The results show that the participant choose

the path of least action as defined by the model. However, while the initial conditions

are constrained, the experiments force the participants not into a single point but into

a spatiotemporal range (the gap). Accordingly, there are individual variations in the
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end point the participant chooses. In addition, we expect that physiological differences

lead to differences in constants vm and am, which could result in variations in the least-

action path even with the same boundaries. This is made apparent in the difference in

vm between the age groups, which is manifested by different values of vm and am in

the Lagrangian.

One may note the limitations of using a treadmill, which may change walking be-

havior and also constrains the participant to walk in a straight line. Additional walking

simulations have been done in which the participants walk freely in a room, with sen-

sors used to detect their positions. The results were again consistent with the model

(data not shown). However, an additional dimension is added due to the freedom in

the walking direction. There were no interesting features in the dynamics of the angle,

which was generally held constant. The choice of the angle exhibits also individual

variations; this is beyond the scope of the current model.

The model has been also limited to the case of positive acceleration (a > 0).

The quadratic Lagrangian (Eq. (6.9)) can already describe negative accelerations, as a

piecewise function can be constructed with a deceleration event from velocity vm to 0

due to the oscillatory form of Eq. (6.11). For the logarithmic Lagrangian of Eq. (6.14),

if negative acceleration (a < 0) is allowed, we may assume that the security feeling of

the pedestrian should depend only on the magnitude (regardless of the sign), and put

the absolute value |a| in place of a in equation (6.3). This time-reverses the solution:

The speed begins at vm, then decreases to zero. These solutions describe the deceler-

ation event after the pedestrian has reached a destination. Under some experimental

conditions not shown here, the participant walked forward, stopped, and then acceler-

ated again to cross the gap. The stopping behavior between walking can be seen as a

deceleration event described by the model with a < 0. For simplicity, this is treated in

a later section.

We note that the present model has similarity with other models of pedestrian

behavior, e.g., in Guy et al,[217], which also defines effort as the metabolic energy
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Participant group Number of participant

Children 16

Young adults 16

Elderly 14

Experimental parameter Values used

y0 (initial distance) �3.5, �4.5, �5.5, �6.5 m

tg (gap time) 2.5, 3, 4 s

vc (vehicle speed) 30, 60 km/h

vehicle type sedan, bus

total configurations 48

Table 6.2: Table summarizing age groups and experimental parameters.

consumption. Our model differs from those previous models in that it includes addi-

tional terms (security) affecting the trajectory and also in that it produces an analytical

solution for the entire walking trajectory, which is possible due to the simplicity of the

walking task. Guy et al instead simulate collision avoidance in crowds by restricting

the direction of movement based on the environment at each simulation step.

There is much room for refinement of the present model. For instance, the model

may be extended further to include a second dimension and/or interactions with other

pedestrians. This is left for future study. A detailed examination of the effects of vari-

ous other crossing conditions (e.g. the initial position of the pedestrian, the gap length,

and the vehicle speed) on fitting parameters using one of the models developed here is

given next.
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6.3 Recasting the model to describe bearing angle and affor-

dance

The position and velocity data from the logarithmic form are here called the simple

crossing model. We use this to analyze the crossing data. The velocity is reproduced

below,

v(t) = vmax
exp[(t� ta)/⌧ ]

1 + exp[(t� ta)/⌧ ]
, (6.18)

which, upon integration, results in the position as a function of time:

y(t) = y0 + vmax⌧ log{1 + exp[(t� ta)/⌧ ]}. (6.19)

Equation (6.19) is plotted in Figure 6.4a (red line). Constants ta, ⌧ , vmax are fitting

parameters whose meanings can be understood as follows: The measurement begins

at time t = 0. Assuming ta � 2⌧ > 0, we have the initial position and velocity of the

pedestrian, y(t=0) ⇡ y0 (< 0) and v(t=0) ⇡ 0, respectively. Then, the pedestrian

accelerates smoothly until the maximum velocity vmax is reached. The parameter ⌧

then serves as a measure for the duration of this acceleration, the midpoint between

which is given by ta. Note that, at time t = ta�2⌧ , the velocity in Equation (6.18) be-

comes v(t = ta�2⌧) = vmax e
�2

/(1+e
�2) ⇡ 0.1 vmax. While Equation (6.18) never

gives v = 0 exactly, in practice, we may define td ⌘ ta � 2⌧ to be the time at which

the pedestrian begins to accelerate forward. If preferable, one may take alternatively

td ⌘ ta � 3⌧ , which corresponds to v(t = td) ⇡ 0.01 vmax.

A second model, called the two-step crossing model, is used to analyze crossings

that have more than one acceleration event and thus do not fit the simple crossing

model (Figure 6.4b). The two-step crossing model is discussed in the Appendix.

Each piece of data classified as a simple crossing is fit to Equation (6.19) by min-

imizing RMSD with respect to the fitting parameters. We probe the effects of gap

characteristics by examining how the distributions of parameters change with the vari-

ation of certain features of the gap, and discuss the results in Section 6.4. Those data
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displaying the two-step pattern are fitted separately to the extended model, and the

results are discussed in the Appendix.

Affordance

Affordance stands for the range of possible actions that the environment offers to the

acting agent. In the crossing task, the affordance is determined by how long the gap

overlaps with the participant’s walking trajectory. Assuming the simple crossing model

(i.e., Equations (6.18) and 6.19), the affordance of the gap is described by the inequal-

ity

tf�⌧ log[e(�y0�w/2)/vmax⌧ � 1] < ta

< tb � ⌧ log[e(�y0+w/2)/vmax⌧ � 1]. (6.20)

Here, tf ⌘ |x0 + lg/2|v�1
c corresponds to the time at which the back bumper of

the leading vehicle passes the intersection point and tb ⌘ |x0 � lg/2|v�1
c corresponds

to the time at which the front bumper of the trailing vehicle passes the point, while

w denotes the width of the vehicles and equals 1.5 m in our experiment. tf is hence

manifested in Figure 6.4a by the time coordinate of the right side of the box to the left

(2.5 s), while tb is by that of the left side of the box to the right (5.5 s). Equation (6.20)

thus describes the condition under which the pedestrian’s trajectory passes between the

two boxes in Figure 6.4a.

In general typical values of ⌧ are smaller than the time scale of crossing, e.g., com-

pared with (�y0 ± w/2)/vmax. (Note that y0 < 0 in our coordinate system.) Accord-

ingly, we may take the limit ⌧ ! 0, and reduce Equation (6.20) to

tf � 1

vmax

⇣
�y0 �

w

2

⌘
< ta < tb �

1

vmax

⇣
�y0 +

w

2

⌘
. (6.21)

This provides a simpler inequality involving two fitting parameters.
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Figure 6.4: Pedestrian position-time plots illustrating typical crossing patterns. Black

traces indicate example data; red traces indicate the corresponding model fits. Left

and right boxes indicate the temporal and spatial area that the leading and the trailing

vehicles occupy, respectively. Intersecting one of the box lines would indicate a col-

lision. In both examples, the conditions are described by y0 = �3.5 m, tg = 3.0 s,

and vc = 30 km/h, with the vehicle type set to be a sedan. (a) an example of the sim-

ple cross with a single acceleration event followed by constant speed walking; (b) an

example of the two-step cross with two acceleration events.
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Bearing Angle

Dynamics of interceptive movement are often described in terms of the bearing an-

gle [206, 207], which refers to the angle between the velocity vector of the human

subject and the line of sight between the subject and the object she/he hopes to in-

tercept. In brief, this model asserts that people intercept a moving object by choosing

such a trajectory that the bearing angle is kept constant.

Our case of crossing a road may be cast into an interception task: The pedestrian

must “intercept” the empty gap between the vehicles [221]. We may hence apply the

bearing angle approach to our crossing experiment and model. One difficulty with

this approach is that the gap is not a point but a moving area. As an obvious choice,

we may simply use the gap center xg(t), with respect to which the bearing angle is

✓g(t) = arctan [xg(t)/y(t)]. However, the pedestrian may not cross the gap center;

it is thus more appropriate to examine the bearing angle with respect to the point within

the moving gap that the pedestrian actually crosses. With t
⇤ denoting the crossing time,

we have y(t⇤) = 0 and let the position of the gap center at the crossing time be �x,

i.e., xg(t⇤) = �x. We then define the crossing point,

xc(t) = xg(t)��x = x0 ��x+ vct = vc(t� t
⇤), (6.22)

and consider the angle with respect to xc:

✓c(t) = arctan


xc(t)

y(t)

�
. (6.23)

Taking the time derivative of Equation (6.23) results in

✓̇c =
xcy

x2c + y2

✓
ẋc

xc
� ẏ

y

◆
. (6.24)

Assuming that y follows the simple crossing model (i.e., Equation (6.19)), |ẏ| is

small when t < ta. Considering the signs of variables (especially, xc < 0 and ẋc > 0),

we thus have that ✓̇c < 0, indicating a decreasing bearing angle. When t > ta + 2⌧ ,

the speed approaches the maximum: ẏ ⇡ vmax, so that we have

ẋc

xc
� ẏ

y
⇡ vc

vc(t� t⇤)
� vmax

vmax(t� t⇤)
= 0, (6.25)
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which, upon substituting into Equation (6.24), yields ✓̇c = 0 or a constant bearing

angle. The model thus predicts that the bearing angle should decrease at the first stage

of crossing and remain constant thereafter. The constant value ✓⇤c that the bearing angle

approaches can be estimated by

lim
�t!0

✓c(t
⇤��t) = lim

�t!0
arctan

✓
vc�t

vmax�t

◆

= arctan

✓
vc

vmax

◆
. (6.26)

6.4 Fitting results
Data Analysis

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the percentage of successful crossings in this group and the

proportions of two-step crossings to the total successful crossings. The success rate

drops significantly when the gap length is made small at 20.8 m but still stays above

80%. The highest proportion of two-step crossings occurs when the gap is the shortest

and the walking distance is the furthest.

Successful Crossings

y0 (m)

lg (m)
20.8 25 33.3

�3.5 88% 100% 100%

�4.5 100% 100% 100%

�5.5 100% 94% 100%

�6.5 82% 94% 100%

Table 6.3: Proportion of successful crossings to all crossing attempts for several values

of y0 and lg, when vc = 30 km/h and vehicle type is sedan.

Equation (6.19) was fit to simple crossings with an average RMSD of 0.068 m.
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Two-Step Crossings

y0 (m)

lg (m)
20.8 25 33.3

�3.5 42% 25% 6%

�4.5 31% 0% 0%

�5.5 0% 26% 0%

�6.5 15% 6% 0%

Table 6.4: Proportion of two-step crossings to all successful crossings for several val-

ues of y0 and lg, when vc = 30 km/h and vehicle type is sedan..

The low RMSD values indicate that the model accurately describes the majority of

crossings. Two-step crossings were also found to be accurate, and are discussed in the

Appendix. Examples of the model equations fit to simple and two-step crossing time

series are given in Figure 6.4a,b, respectively.

Behavioral Response to Gap Features

Restricting the analysis to simple crossings, we consider the variations of the parame-

ters to changing crossing conditions. Experimental parameters y0 and lg affect directly

the affordance of the gap by changing the temporal window of the gap or the distance

the pedestrian needs to traverse to reach the gap. Effects of the experimental param-

eters on the three fitting parameters vmax, ta, and ⌧ have been examined; only ta has

turned out to respond significantly. Figure 6.5 shows the distribution of ta obtained for

several values of y0 and lg. It is observed that ta generally increases as y0 approaches

zero. This can be understood intuitively as follows: Recall that y0 denotes the distance

the pedestrian must traverse to reach the gap. The larger the distance, the earlier they

must begin walking. However, when the initial position is farther, namely, when y0
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is made larger, this trend disappears and ta tends to stay at slightly over one second

(ta & 1 s). This is likely to result from the minimum response time. Namely, the pedes-

trian may not cross earlier than the earliest timing at which they can reasonably begin

to walk. On the other hand, an increase in the gap size appears to lower ta. This in-

dicates that, when the gap is accessible earlier, the pedestrian tends to cross earlier.

The distributions of the other two parameters vmax and ⌧ have also been examined.

While the average value of vmax tends generally to increase with y0, the trend is not

statistically significant. No significant trends have been observed for ⌧ .

Contrary to y0 and lg, the vehicle speed vc and the vehicle type are manipulated

without changing the gap affordance. These experimental parameters affect the visual

perception of the gap without changing its temporal window of availability. Figure 6.6

displays the effects of the vehicle speed and type on ta when the gap time tg is set to be

3 s and y0 to be �3.5 m. Doubling the vehicle speed results in a significant increase in

ta. Moreover, in several cases, buses resulted in a greater value of ta than sedans did.

On the other hand, when the same comparison is made for data with y0 < �3.5m,

there arises no significant shift in ta or td upon changing the vehicle type. For y0 <

�4.5m, no significant shift is observed upon changing the vehicle speed as well. This

suggests that, when the initial distance is sufficiently far, pedestrian’s judgement of the

gap is hardly affected by the vehicle type or speed.

Finally, we examine differences among age groups. According to the Mann–Whitney

U test, the difference in the distribution of vmax is found to be significant (p < 0.05)

when either the young adult group or the elderly group is compared with the child

group. Both the young adult and elderly groups consistently have higher average val-

ues of vmax across all crossing conditions, by about 0.3 m/s. While children have gen-

erally slightly lower values of ta, perhaps a sign of earlier start up times to compen-

sate for their lower speeds, the differences are not found to be statistically significant.

The young adult and elderly groups do not show significant differences.
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Figure 6.5: Distributions of parameter ta for varying y0 and lg. Here, vc = 30 km/h

and vehicle type is sedan. Columns indicate the average values of ta in the data for

given experimental conditions while error bars represent standard deviations. Pairs

of samples, marked with asterisks, are presumed to belong to different distributions

(p < 0.05) according to the Mann-Whitney U test. (Note here that not all such pairs

are marked.)
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Figure 6.6: Distributions of parameters ta (left) and td (right) for varying vehicle

speeds vc and for two vehicle types. Other parameters are set to tg = 3 s and

y0 = �3.5m. Columns indicate the average values in the data for given experimen-

tal conditions while error bars represent standard deviations. Pairs of samples, marked

with asterisks, are presumed to belong to different distributions (p < 0.05) according

to the Mann–Whitney U test.
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Parameters Fall within Affordance

Due to the accuracy of the simple crossing model, we expect Equations (6.20) and

(6.21) to hold for the fitting parameters derived from the data. Figure 6.7a presents

the affordance boundaries in the 3D parameter space. The curved surfaces depict the

boundaries specified by Equation (6.20), and each data point plots the parameters cor-

responding to a single crossing. For comparison, data for two-step crossings (crosses)

as well as simple crossings (circles) are displayed. It is observed that the circles, cor-

responding to simple crossings indeed lie within the volume between the boundaries.

In contrast, most of the crosses are located outside, above the higher surface. This in-

dicates that the subject is on route to collide with the leading vehicle and therefore

deceleration is necessary.

Plotting Equation (6.21) on the 2D parameter plane (vmax, ta) corresponds to the

projection of the 3D plot in Figure 6.7a onto the plane defined by ⌧ = 0. This re-

sults in Figure 6.7b, where two more cases have been included in addition to the case

of the gap length lg = 25m and the initial position y0 = �3.5m presented in Fig-

ure 6.7a. Namely, to probe how the distribution of parameter values shifts with lg and

y0, we consider the data for a larger gap lg = 33.3m and for a farther initial posi-

tion y0 = �6.5m. Accordingly, Figure 6.7b presents data for three sets of the gap

length and initial position together with the corresponding boundaries (lines instead

of surfaces in Figure 6.7a) determined by Equation (6.21). Specifically, the cases of

(lg = 33.3m, y0 = �3.5m) and (lg = 25m, y0 = �6.5m) are plotted in red and in

blue, respectively, as well as the case of (lg = 25m, y0 = �3.5m) plotted in black.

It is observed that, as the gap is widened, the average behavior (designated by red

triangles) shifts toward smaller ta and larger vmax. This reflects the tendency of the

pedestrian to cross early before the gap center when possible. On the other hand, in the

case that the initial position becomes farther from the intersection point, the pedestrian

must compensate by either beginning to walk earlier or walking faster. Data in blue

indeed exhibit on average a decrease in ta and a slight increase in vmax (which is,
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Figure 6.7: Data plotted with boundaries representing the affordance of the gap. (a)

data plotted with surfaces in the three-dimensional parameter space (⌧, vmax, ta) de-

fined by Equation 6.20. Data points for lg = 25m and y0 = �3.5m are plotted for all

age groups; dots represent simple crossings and crosses represent two-step crossings;

(b) data plotted with boundaries on the two-dimensional plane (vmax, ta) defined by

Equation 6.21. To illustrate the effects of a shift in affordance, data and boundaries for

lg = 25m and y0 = �3.5m (black) are plotted with those for lg changed to 33.3m

and for y0 changed to �6.5m are shown in red and in blue, respectively. Triangles

indicate average parameter values.
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however, not statistically significant). We remark that Figure 6.7b corresponds directly

to Figures 3C and 3D of [213] while Figure 6.7a is a generalization.

Bearing Angle Analysis

Finally, we examine the bearing angle of the data and compare it with the model pre-

dictions. Figure 6.8 shows the bearing angle as a function of time for two sets of data

(colored lines). The bearing angle tends to decrease in the first few seconds of cross-

ing and to remain constant thereafter, as predicted by Equation (6.26). In addition,

the analytical results given by Equation (6.23) are plotted with the average parameter

values (black line). Both the theory (analytical result from the model) and the experi-

ment (result computed from data) show that a constant bearing angle is held once the

pedestrian starts moving at a nearly constant speed. It is shown in Figure 6.8 that the

time interval during which the constant angle is observed is significantly shorter for

y0 = �3.5m (red) than for y0 = �6.5m (cyan). This reflects the smaller value of ta

in the latter case, when the initial position is farther from the interception point.

We note that the fluctuations of the data in Figure 6.8 are due to measurement error,

which is magnified immediately before the pedestrian meets the crossing point. This

can be seen in Equation (6.22) by considering that y(t) ! 0 as t ! t
⇤, causing the

error in the argument of the arctan function to become magnified.

6.5 Discussion

In this study, we have proposed a model for pedestrian crossing and utilized it to ex-

tract information from experimental data. The model fit the data with high accuracy,

allowing for applications of different methods. In particular, the model allows us to

visualize the affordance of each gap and see whether the data lies within it. The model

also predicts a constant bearing angle, which has been observed in the data.

The fitting parameters of the model, ta, vmax and ⌧ , provide a physically intuitive
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Figure 6.8: Time evolution of the bearing angle ✓c, defined by Equation 6.23. The gap

length is lg = 25m and the initial position is y0 = �3.5m and �6.5m for red and

cyan lines, respectively. Colored lines are computed from data, while black lines show

the analytical results using average parameter values. The time axis is given in terms

of time before crossing t� t
⇤, so that the zero point is equal to the intersection time of

the run (i.e., the time at which y(t) = 0).
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interpretation of the data. Analysis has revealed that pedestrians respond to shifting gap

affordances primarily by timing their accelerations, rather than changing their walking

speeds, as shown by the distributions of ta. Moreover, shifts in ta have been observed

in response to the speed of the gap and the size of the surrounding vehicles, even

if the gap affordance remains the same, indicating that these environmental factors

can change the visual perception of the gap. However, this trend disappeared when

the initial distance was greater, suggesting that a greater distance from the road tends

to offer a more accurate visual perception of the gap. It has also been observed that

children’s lower walking velocities indirectly shrank the affordances of the gaps and

in certain situations failed to compensate.

Due to the simplicity of the equations, this methodology offers a versatile method

to analyze pedestrian behavior. While the velocity equation does not necessarily need

to follow a logistic function in particular, the high accuracy with which the equation

fits the data and its ease of manipulation makes it an ideal tool for such an analysis.

It should be noted that the accuracy of affordance judgments in virtual environ-

ments has been questioned in previous studies [226]. In addition, it is not straight-

forward to measure walking speeds on treadmills, and a different method was pro-

posed [227]. These factors should be considered when interpreting the results, but we

expect them to affect neither qualitative results nor the efficacy of the model. More-

over, it would be desirable to include more general walking scenarios where the pedes-

trian is not constrained to walk in a straight line. This is left for future study.

Analysis of two-step crossings

In order to model two-step crossings in which there are two acceleration events (Fig-

ure 6.4b), we extend the model in the following way: We first take the acceleration

equation

ÿ =
ẏ

⌧

✓
1� ẏ

vmax

◆
, (A1)
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which is equivalent to Equations 1 and 2 with appropriate initial conditions. In the

two-step crossing, after acceleration (i.e., at time t > ta + 2⌧ ), the pedestrian will

decelerate at a point ys and stop until she/he accelerates again at time ts. This behavior

may be described by adding two terms in Equation A1, which leads to

ÿ =
ẏ

⌧

✓
1� ẏ

vmax

◆
� rsẏ exp


�(y � ys)2

�2s

�
✓(ts � t)

+ vs�(t� ts), (A2)

where the second and the third terms of the right-hand side represent repulsion and im-

pulse force, respectively. The repulsion is centered at position ys with range �s; ys may

be interpreted as the point beyond which the pedestrian perceives to be unsafe, due to

the incoming traffic. Accordingly, ys is the position of the flat region of the curve in

Figure 6.4b, i.e., ys = �2.3m in this example. The Heaviside step function ✓(ts � t)

effectively ”turns off” the repulsion force at time ts, thus removing the potential for

collision after the vehicle has passed. The parameter rs adjusts the overall strength of

the repulsion. The impulse term is necessary for the model to undergo sharp accelera-

tion from rest, so that the pedestrian starts to walk again at time ts. In the example of

Figure 6.4b, the time at which the subject begins the second acceleration is given by

ts = 2.0 s. The magnitude vs of the impulse is a fraction of vmax, and determines how

quickly the model regains the maximum velocity.

We fit Equation A2 to the data for the case y0 = �3.5m and lg = 25m, yielding

ys = �2.29±0.22m. This implies that participants who performed two-step crossings

walked forward about 1.2 m before stopping, which amounts to about 1.5 m from the

path of the vehicles. We also have the impulse magnitude vs/vmax = 0.67 ± 0.22

and time ts = 2.41 ± 0.26 s, which corresponds to the time for the pedestrian to

start walking again. This range includes the time (about 2.5 s) at which the leading

vehicle passes the interception point. Other parameters, repulsion strength rs and range

�s, which suffer from large fluctuations due to the very limited sample number, are

obtained as rs = 520± 480 s�1 and �s = 0.26± 0.24m. However, the sample size of
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two-step crossings was insufficient to derive statistically meaningful results. A possible

behavioral interpretation of this type of crossing is as exchanging the additional energy

required for deceleration and acceleration in favor of more safety or security.
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Abstract

Biological systems are the quintessential complex systems of nature, with emer-

gent phenomena at multiple length scales. While the theoretical physicist’s ultimate

goal would be to understand the complexities of life under a unified framework, there

is still much work to be done in understanding the rules that dictate the rich emergent

phenomenon at each scale. Many fields of biology are in need of mathematical models

that can explain the vast amount of experimental data regarding their specific target

phenomena.

In this dissertation, five biological phenomena are studied with the aid of math-

ematical models and methods from statistical physics: autophagy dynamics and its

effect on amyloid-b peptide levels; aggregation of amyloid-b in Alzheimer’s disease;

entrainment of the circadian system and recovery by light treatment; energy expendi-

ture during gradient walking; and the behavioral dynamics of interceptive walking. For

each topic, we provide background information on the topic at hand, discuss a model

developed to understand the system, report the results of the model, and discuss the

meaning of the results.

keywords: mathematical model, complex systems, biological systems, emergence,

autophagy, amyloid-beta, Alzheimer’s disease, size distribution, growth model, sleep-

wake switch, circadian rhythm, orexin, entrainment, energy expenditure, gradient

walking, behavioral dynamics, pedestrian, Lagrangian mechanics, principle of least

effort
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Biological systems are nature’s quintessential complex systems. Complexity emerges

at all length and time scales, from the scale of the molecular building blocks of life

(e.g. the fractal nature of DNA packing) to the scale of organisms (e.g. language and

movement) and further on into collective systems. More than any other type of system

observed, countless emergent phenomena arise. To understand these systems with a

unified framework may be one of the great tasks of theoretical physics. In order to

reach this lofty goal, however, more work needs to be done to elucidate the workings

of the large variety of systems within even a single organism.

This dissertation presents four chapters each detailing a modeling study of a spe-

cific biological phenomena. Chapters 2, 4, 5, and half of chapter 6 are reprints of

publications by the author with a few modifications [1, 2, 3, 4]. These are all studies

of human biology, although some of the results are general across a range of species.

They are presented in terms of increasing length scale, ranging from the cellular scale

to the behavioral scale.

We begin with a study of the effects of autophagy on amyloid-b (Ab ) monomer

concentration and aggregation in the brain [1]. Autophagy (from the Greek, autos, or

“self”, and phagein, “to eat”) is an evolutionarily conserved catabolic pathway whose

primary function is to degrade cytoplasmic constituents such as proteins and organelles
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in the lysosome and recylce them for energy [5, 6, 7]. However, it is becoming increas-

ingly clear that autophagy interacts with various processes in complex ways, playing

a roles in regulating protein quality, energy balance, metabolic homeostasis, and even

cell death and survival [6, 7, 12, 8]. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and amino acids

are produced by the recycling process, which in turn regulate the consecutive steps of

the autophagy process, i.e., sequestration (or autophagosome formation), autophago-

some maturation (autolysosome formation), and intralysosomal hydrolysis, via mam-

malian target of rapamycin (mTOR) (for amino acids) and AMP-activated protein ki-

nase (AMPK) pathways (for ATP) [9, 10, 11, 76]. Neurons are especially vulnerable

to autophagy dysfunction because they rely heavily upon autophagy for preventing

the accumulation of toxic substances such as damaged proteins and protein aggre-

gates [13, 14, 15]. For this, the brain is considered to be the most severely affected or-

gan by the autophagy dysfunction [14, 15]: It is particularly related to the development

of neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s dis-

ease (PD) [13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

In chapter 3, we model the aggregation of Ab peptides into polymers, which is a

key process implicated in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The amyloid hypothesis posits

that amyoid aggregation plays a causal role in the disease [21, 22]. While the hypoth-

esis is under debate, there is no doubt that understanding the mechanics behind the

formation of Abmonomers into oligomers and fibrils and further into plaques is key to

gaining a full understanding of the pathology of AD. We build a model for the aggre-

gation of Ab by building a model based on key in vitro observations, in particular the

existence of a critical aggregation concentration and a skewed size distribution [24].

Hence, we develop a model that pays special attention to the size distribution of the

aggregates, based on the growth model from statistical physics [25].

In chapter 4, we move to a macroscopic description of the brain in order to study

the entrainment of the circadian system, its disruption under abnormal circumstances,

and its subsequent recovery via light treatment [2]. The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN),
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located in the hypothalamus, plays the role of a central pacemaker in the brain [26].

Under normal circumstances, the SCN is entrained to the light-dark cycle of the en-

vironment via photica nad non-photic influences. However, under pathological condi-

tions it may fail to be entrained to the environment. This often coincides with sleep

disorders [27] as well as psychiatric disorders such as depression [28] and bipolar dis-

order [29], as well as neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease [30]. In

all of these cases, the causal relation is not clear. Here, we study the potential effects of

the neurotransmitter orexin on circadian treatment, and the prospect for recovery via

light treatment.

In the chapter 5, we examine a whole-body phenomenon: the energy expenditure

during walking on gradient surfaces [3]. Physical inactivity, despite its well-known

health risks [31, 32], continues to be a serious public health issue [33]. Recently, var-

ious wearable devices, including wristbands and mobile phones, have offered a way

to track physical activity throughout the day. Such devices can be used in ambulatory

conditions by individuals or in clinical settings to monitor patients’ physical activity.

Many of these devices use an accelerometer-based method to predict energy expen-

diture [34, 35, 36]. However, these methods are limited in precision [37]. In order to

begin adressing this, we propose a model based on simple physical arguements, and

the model parameters are fit to data from a treadmill experiement.

Finally, we explore the behavioral dynamics of interceptive walking [4, 38]. In

particular, we use the model to examine the behaviors of pedestrians crossing a road

between moving vehicles. This problem is one of public health interest, as pedestrian

accidents take up a large proportion of traffic-related accidents, particularly in areas of

high population density [39, 40]. A quantitative study of the behavioral dynamics of

road crossing may help develop strategies to prevent accidents [40, 41, 42]. A model

for simple interceptive walking is proposed based on the principle of least action from

Lagrangian mechanics. The model is used to extract statistical information from the

data, and implications for pedestrian safety are discussed.
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Biological systems are inherently unpredictable and contain a high degree of ran-

domness. Order that does emerge can be described by mathematical models that ignore

irrelavent details. Such models inherently have high uncertainty, but they are valuable

in that they can capture the essential features of a phenomena.

The five topics under study all ask vastly different questions, and the models are

taylored to describe specific phenomena at different scales. However, we observe some

connections between the studies. The behavioral study of interceptive walking (chap-

ter 6) assumes that effort is proportional to the metabolic energy consumption. The

predictive model of energy consumption during walking in chapter 5 tells us that the

metabolic energy consumption is proportional to v
2, where v is the walking speed. This

suggests that the effort function might change when the walking surface has a slope,

and this connection can guide generalizations of the behavioral model. In chapter 4,

we explore macroscopic oscillations of the brain that lead to the 24 hour sleep-wake

cycle. The autophagy model of chapter 2 also exhibits intracellular oscillations mod-

ulated by up- and down-regulation of autophagy depending on stress levels. In real

systems, these oscillations are linked and interacting. As both autophagy and sleep is

linked to a myriad of diseases, a study of their interactions may provide hints towards

understanding each. In particular, sleep disorders have also been linked to neurodegen-

erative disease such as AD.

The connections between the models studied reflect the flow of information be-

tween multiple scales in biological systems. When a renormalization group is applied

to a model, information about relavent parameters is preserved while those about ir-

relavent parameters are lost [43]. A unified understanding of biology requires an un-

derstanding of how information flows not only from one component of the system to

another, but also how it flows through a wide range of spatial and temporal scales.
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Chapter 2

Autophagy and its effect on amyloid-b peptide levels

2.1 Background

In this chapter, we explore the effect of autophagy on amyloid-b (Ab ) levels in the

extracellular fluid of the brain. Autophagy efficiently delivers toxic substances along

the unusually large architectures of axons and dendrites to lysosomes, which are con-

centrated in the cell body, while old (deteriorated) neurons have reduced autophagic

degradation efficacy. It is becoming increasingly evident that the autophagic degrada-

tions of aggregate-prone proteins in neurons are highly substrate-selective [44]. This

specificity seems to rely on the specific interactions between substrates and autophagy

receptors/adaptors to sequester certain substrates within autophagosomes, and then

the substrates proceed to the same degradation machinery as non-selective (bulk) au-

tophagy [45, 46, 47, 48]. The modulation of substrate–receptor/adaptor interactions

has been suggested as a new therapeutic strategy for neurodegenerative disorders [44].

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, and it is expected

to become for prevalent with the aging population [49, 50]. The neuropathological

hallmarks include deposition of extracellular plaques and formation of intracellular

neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), which predominantly consist of amyloid-b peptides

(Ab ) and tau proteins, respectively [51]. According to the amyloid hypothesis, an
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accumulation of Ab is the primary factor for the onset and progression of AD and the

rest of the process including the NFT formation is the secondary effects of the Ab

toxicity [22, 52, 53]. Increased intracellular Ab level is observed prior to the onset of

extracellular plaque formation.

Ab consists of 36 to 43 amino acids and is intracellularly generated by specific pro-

teolytic cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), an integral membrane protein

which is concentrated in the synapses of neurons. An altered balance between gener-

ation, degradation, secretion (from the intra to the extracellular space of a neuron),

and clearance (from the extracellular space) of Ab is responsible for the intracellular

accumulation and extracellular plaque formation. It has been reported that the Ab gen-

eration rate is abnormally high in the early and late stages of AD [54]. Ab is degraded

preferentially via autophagy; yet during late stages of AD autophagosomes fail to fuse

with lysosomes [54]. In addition, the Ab secretion rate depends on the autophagy ac-

tivity [55, 56, 57]: the secretion rate is reduced in mice lacking autophagy-related gene

7 (Atg7) [56]. On the other hand, the autophagic activity is influenced by the intracel-

lular Ab concentration [54, 59, 60, 61]. The Ab clearance rate in the extracellular space

varies with the Ab concentration in a biphasic manner [62]. The AD patient is associ-

ated with a decrease in clearance by roughly 30%, which may lead to toxic levels of

Ab accumulation in the extracellular space over about 10 years [63].

Although many individual mechanisms have been studied for decades, the associ-

ation of Ab kinetics with autophagy activity and the roles of autophagy in the patho-

genesis of AD remain elusive. In this study, we develop a mathematical model for

autophagy with respect to Ab kinetics, integrating various individual molecular and

cellular data sets, in hope of providing a unified framework for understanding the

complex dynamics between autophagy and Ab pathways. Simulations are performed

to identify the quantitative relationship between autophagy activity and Ab kinetics,

including the intra and extracellular levels, secretion, clearance, and autophagic degra-

dation. This may provide a starting point for understanding the effects of autophagy
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on the pathogenesis of AD and implications of pharmacological autophagy modulation

for AD therapy and prevention.

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the model system. The rounded rectangles with

white borders illustrate the four compartments of the model: intracellular protein, au-

tophagosome, autolysosome, and extracellular Ab peptide.

2.2 Mathematical model

The model assumes a four-compartment description of the autophagy process, includ-

ing 1) intracellular protein (including normal/abnormal protein and intracellular Ab ),

2) autophagosome, 3) autolysosome, and 4) extracellular Ab compartments (Fig. 2.1).

The model includes a nonlinear relationship between autophagy activity and in-

tracellular and extracellular Ab levels. Autophagy degrades intracellular Ab and influ-

ences the Ab secretion from the inside to the outside of the neuron (i.e., extracellu-
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lar space) and the concentration-dependent biphasic Ab clearance in the extracellular

space. Conversely, the intracellular Ab level regulates the autophagy induction step

(i.e., autophagosome formation or protein sequestration). The dynamics of these rela-

tions are described by twelve coupled differential equations which are solved via the

5th order Runge-Kutta method for very high precision.

Dynamic equations Intracellular proteins are classified as resident proteins S1 which

conduct normal functions in a cell, abnormal proteins S2 including damaged proteins

and those abnormally transcribed or translated, and Ab peptide S3. We write the equa-

tions for the dynamics of their respective concentrations CS1, CS2, and CS3 as follows:

dCS1

dt
= (1� ↵)RS � �CS1 �Rg1CS1 �Rd1 � �CS1, (2.1)

dCS2

dt
= ↵RS + �CS1 �Rg2CS2 �Rd2, (2.2)

dCS3

dt
= �CS1 �Rg3CS3 �Rd3 �RsecCS3, (2.3)

where RS represents the (total) protein synthesis rate (from DNA) and ↵ is the fraction

of S2, namely, S1 and S2 are produced at the rates of (1–↵)RS and↵RS , respectively. �

is the rate constant for deterioration of S1 (i.e., transformation from S1 to S2). Rgi and

Rdi represent the specific rates of autophagosome formation and the non-autophagic

degradation of Si (for i = 1, 2, and 3), respectively. � denotes the rate constant for Ab

generation and Rsec is the Ab secretion specific rate from the intra to the extracellular

space. The dynamics of the Ab concentration in the extracellular space CES3 reads:

CES3

dt
= RsecCS3 �RclrCES3, (2.4)

where Rclr denotes the specific clearance rate for Ab in the extracellular space.

Variations of the intracellular autophagosome concentration with time are determined

by the difference between the autophagosome formation specific rate Rgi and the au-

tolysosome formation specific rate Rli (i = 1, 2, and 3 for S1, S2, and S3, respectively).
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With Cgi denoting the concentration of autophagosome originating from Si (i = 1, 2,

and 3), the dynamics of the concentration is governed by the following equation:

dCgi

dt
= RgiCSi �RliCgi. (2.5)

The intracellular concentration Cli of autolysosomes originating from Si (i = 1, 2,

and 3) is determined by the difference between Rli and the intralysosomal hydrolysis

specific rate Rhi (i = 1, 2, and 3). The equation governing the dynamics takes the

form:

dCli

dt
= Rli(t� ⌧)Cgi(t� ⌧)�RhiCli. (2.6)

Note that the autolysosome concentration at time t is affected by the autophago-

some concentration at time t–⌧ , earlier by the delay time ⌧ , which is taken to be eight

minutes (⌧ = 480 s) [64, 65, 66].

The dynamics of intracellular amino acids, the concentration of which is denoted

by Ca reads:
Ca

dt
= µaRhi

3X

i=1

Cli + µd

3X

i=1

Rdi +Ra � µsRS . (2.7)

The first and second terms on the right-hand side correspond to the supply of amino

acids due to the autophagic intralysosomal hydrolysis and non-autophagic protein

degradation, respectively, with appropriate constants µa and µd describing the average

numbers of amino acids produced from autophagic and non-autophagic degradation,

respectively. The third term represents the rate of amino acid supply from extracellular

fluid into cells that is assumed to be proportional to the metabolic demand (i.e., protein

synthesis rate RS) and the loss of protein (i.e., secretion rate of Ab , given by RsecCS3)

such that Ra = µcRS + µ�RsecCS3 with appropriate constants µc and µ� . The last

term describes the reduction of amino acids due to protein synthesis with the constant

µs, the average number of amino acids in a protein molecule.
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The dynamic equation for intracellular ATP concentration CA reads:

CA

dt
= ⌫aRhi

3X

i=1

Cli + ⌫d

3X

i=1

Rdi +RA � ⌫sRS . (2.8)

where ⌫a and ⌫d are the average numbers of ATP molecules produced from autophagic

degradation and from non-autophagic degradation, respectively. The net intracellular

ATP generation rate RA is assumed to be RA = ⌫cRS + ⌫�RsecCS3 that is associated

with the metabolic demand and the loss of protein, with appropriate constants ⌫c and

⌫� . The last term corresponds to the reduction of ATP due to protein synthesis, where

µs gives the average number of ATP molecules in a protein.

An average protein molecule in a cell is assumed to be composed of 500 amino acid

residues; in other words, 500 amino acids are consumed in unit protein synthesis (i.e.,

µs = 500). Considering that elongation of one amino acid during translation requires

approximately four ATP molecules, we have assumed that 2000 ATP molecules are re-

quired for the synthesis of a protein (⌫s = 2000). However, the numbers of amino acids

and ATP molecules per degradation of one protein via autophagic or non-autophagic

protein degradation have been set to be less than those required in the protein synthe-

sis, because the efficacy of protein recycling is expected to be less than 100%; this

yields µa = µd = µ� = ⌫a = ⌫d = ⌫� = 300, µc = 200, and ⌫c = 1700.

Details of the autophagy-related rates in Eqs. (2.1) to (2.8) are given in the follow-

ing subsections. The parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Autophagosome formation

We take the autophagosome formation specific rates Rgi from Si (for i = 1, 2, and 3),

which depend on the intracellular concentrations CS3 of Ab [54, 59, 60, 61], CA of
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ATP [67, 62], and Ca of amino acids [69] as follows:

Rg1(CS3, Ca, CA) =rg1(!gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1)

C
4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

a
8
g

C8
a + a8g

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
, (2.9)

Rg2(CS3, Ca, CA) =rg2(!gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1)

C
4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
, (2.10)

Rg3(CS3, Ca, CA) =rg3(!gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1)

C
4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
, (2.11)

where rgi is the rate constant for autophagosome formation from Si (for i = 1, 2, and

3), with appropriate constants !g, ⇣g,  g (for Ab ), kg, pg (ATP), ag, �g, and ⇠g (amino

acids). Intracellular Ab affects the mTOR signaling, which negatively regulates au-

tophagy induction, exhibiting a nonlinear relationship: The mTOR activity increases

(i.e., suppressing autophagosome formation) with the Ab level until reaching a certain

threshold ( 0.5 µM ) and then the activity gradually decreases (restoring autophago-

some formation) above the threshold concentration [54, 59, 60, 61]. This nonlinear

relationship has been included in Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11) as a simple algebraic equation in

the form of !gC
⇣g
S3 +  gCS3 + 1.

The remaining part of the right-hand side contains the ATP and amino acid depen-

dency of the autophagosome formation step. Under normal conditions, it appears that

S2 and S3, abnormal proteins and Ab , are preferentially degraded by autophagy. How-

ever, as the intracellular energy/nutrient reduces due to, e.g., starvation or increased

metabolic demand, all the proteins (S1, S2 and S3) are degraded non-selectively for the

rapid supply of essential energy molecules (e.g., ATP) and metabolic building blocks

(i.e., amino acids) [48, 47, 70, 71]. Therefore, it is assumed in this model that the au-

tophagosome formation rate from resident proteins S1, which is lower than that from

abnormal proteins and Ab (S2 and S3) under normal conditions, becomes gradually

equal to those of S2 and S3 as the amino acid concentration is decreased [72, 73, 74,
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75].

Autolysosome formation and intralysosomal hydrolysis

The autolysosome formation specific rate Rli reads (i = 1, 2, and 3 for S1, S2, and S3)

Rli(CA) = rli
C

4
A

C
4
A + k

4
l

p
1
l 2

C
1
A2 + p

1
l 2

, (2.12)

where rli denotes the rate constant for autolysosome formation from Si with appropri-

ate constants kl and pl for ATP, based on biological experiments [67, 68].

The intralysosomal hydrolysis specific rate Rhi is taken as a function of the intra-

cellular ATP concentration (i = 1, 2, and 3):

Rhi(CA) = rhi
C
�h
A

C
�h
A + k

�h
l

, (2.13)

with appropriate exponent �h and constant kh for ATP, where rhi is the rate constant for

intralysosomal hydrolysis [67, 68]. Further details of the equations for autolysosome

formation and intralysosomal hydrolysis can be found in literature [12, 76, 77, 78].

Secretion and clearance of amyloid-b

Considering that Ab secretion from the intra to extra cellular space of a neuron is

positively correlated with the autophagy induction level [55, 56, 57], we assume the Ab

secretion specific rate Rsec to be proportional to the degree of amino acid- and ATP-

dependent autophagosome induction, as defined in Eqs. (9)-(11), with an appropriate

constant rsec:

Rsec(Ca, CA) = rsec
C

4
A

C4
a + k4g

p
1
g2

C
1
A2 + p1g2

⇣
1 + �ge

�⇠Ca
⌘
. (2.14)

The concentration-dependent biphasic Ab clearance rate Rclr in the extracellular

space is assumed, on the basis of biological experiments [62, 63, 79], to take the form:

Rclr(CES3) = rclr(CES3 + !ext), (2.15)
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where rclr denotes the rate constant for Ab clearance, with an appropriate constant

wext. The rate of Ab clearance varies with the concentration according to the measure-

ment on Alzheimer’s mouse model [62]: While the half-life is very short at high con-

centrations of extracellular Ab , it grows longer as the concentration decreases. Equa-

tion (15) captures qualitatively this biphasic nature of Ab clearance and its value lies

within a reasonable range consistent with the state-of-the-art measurements [63, 79].

Protein synthesis and non-autophagic degradation

The (total) protein synthesis rate RS which depends on intracellular concentrations Ca

of amino acids and CA of ATP reads [80]

RS(Ca, CA) =

8
><

>:

rs
Ca

Ca+ks
exp[CA]�1

exp[C
(m)
A ]�1

for CA < C
(m)
A

rs
Ca

Ca+ks
for CA < C

(m)
A

(2.16)

th appropriate constant ks for amino acid, where C
(m)
A is the ATP concentration

corresponding to the maximal protein synthesis rate and rs denotes the rate constant

for the protein synthesis. Further details of the protein synthesis can be found in liter-

ature [12, 76, 77, 78].

The non-autophagic protein degradation machinery such as the ubiquitin-proteasome

system has been considered in the model. We assume that the amount of protein degra-

dation by autophagy constitutes 80% of the total amount of protein degradation and

the non-autophagic protein degradation machinery is responsible for the remaining

20% [81]. Accordingly, we take the rate of non-autophagic degradation Rdi (i = 1, 2,

and 3) to be 25% of autophagic degradation:

Rdi =
1

4
RhiCli. (2.17)
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Parameter Value Unit Description

r
(0)
gi 1.12⇥ 10�5 s�1 Rate constant for autophagosome formation of Si (i = 1, 2,

3) (normal value)

↵ 1.00⇥ 10�2 1 Fraction of S2 in protein synthesis rate RS

�(0) 5.56⇥ 10�10 s�1 Rate constant for Ab generation (normal value)

� 4.00⇥ 10�7 s�1 Rate constant for deterioration of S1

!g �9.43⇥ 10�1 mM�0.1 Constant for autophagosome formation (Ab dependency)

⇣g 1.00⇥ 10�1 1 Constant for autophagosome formation (Ab dependency)

 g 1.01⇥ 102 mM�1 Constant for autophagosome formation (Ab dependency)

kg 2.83 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (ATP dependency)

pg 3.00 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (ATP dependency)

ag 4.50 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (amino acids de-

pendency)

ag 4.50 mM Constant for autophagosome formation (amino acids de-

pendency)

⇠g 7.49⇥ 10�2 mM�1 Constant for autophagosome formation (amino acids de-

pendency)

r
(0)
li 2.47⇥ 10�5 s�1 Rate constant for autolysosome formation of Si (i = 1, 2,

3) (normal value)

kl 2.43 mM Constant for autolysosome formation (ATP dependency)

pl 3.00 mM Constant for autolysosome formation (ATP dependency)

r
(0)
hi 1.39⇥ 10�5 s�1 Rate constant for intralysosomal hydrolysis of Si (i = 1, 2,

3) (normal value)

� 7.24⇥ 10�1 1 Exponent for intralysosomal hydrolysis (ATP depen-

dency)

kh 2.99 mM Constant for intralysosomal hydrolysis (ATP dependency)

rs 1.48⇥ 10�5 mM · s�1 Rate constant for protein/organelle synthesis

ks 1.77⇥ 101 mM Constant for protein/organelle synthesis (amino acids de-

pendency)

C
(m)
A 2.00 mM ATP concentration corresponding to maximal pro-

tein/organelle synthesis rate

rsec 4.67⇥ 10�9 s�1 Rate constant for Ab secretion

rclr 2.23⇥ 10�1 mM�1 · s�1 Rate constant for Ab clearance

!ext 6.34⇥ 10�5 mM Rate constant for Ab clearance

Table 2.1: Nominal parameters for the autophagy model describing the essential au-

tophagy dynamics of a neuron.
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2.3 Model dynamics

Ab kinetics under normal and pathological conditions

In Fig. 2.2, the relation of intracellular (CS3) and extracellular (CES3) Ab levels with

the respective Ab fluxes under normal conditions (i.e., for basal parameter values) are

shown, providing kinetic and dynamic insights into the Ab regulation. As illustrated

in Fig. 2.1, CS3 (the second row of the first column) is determined by the difference

between influx (i.e., Ab generation flux, denoted by Fgen, the concentration of Ab

generated per unit time given in units of mM/s) and efflux rates such as autophagic

sequestration Fseq (the concentration of intracellular Ab sequestered into autophago-

somes per unit time, i.e., Fseq = Rg3CS3 ), non-autophagic degradation Fnap (the

concentration of intracellular Ab degraded via the non-autophagic mechanism per unit

time, i.e., Fnap = Rd3), and secretion Fsec (the concentration of intracellular Ab se-

creted from the inside to outside of a neuron per unit time, i.e., Fsec = RsecCS3).

CES3 (the third row of the second column) is governed by Fsec and the clearance flux

Fclr (the concentration of Ab removed from the extracellular space per unit time, i.e.,

Fclr = RclrCES3).

Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 compare values of CS3 and CES3, respectively, under the nor-

mal, early stage (i.e., abnormal increase in Ab generation), and late stage AD (i.e.,

increased Ab generation together with decreased autophagic lysosomal degradation)

conditions [54]. The simulations have been performed with the basal value �(0) of the

Ab generation rate constant, i.e., � = �
(0), for the normal condition, while data for the

early and late stage AD conditions have been obtained at an extremely high Ab gener-

ation rate, � = 100⇥ �
(0). Further, in the late stage case, the specific rate constants of

autolysosome formation and intralysosomal hydrolysis have been set to be 10% of the

basal values.

It is observed that CS3 and CES3 are significantly higher in AD conditions than in

the basal condition—CS3 is higher at the early stage than at the late stage AD (Fig.
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Figure 2.2: The basal steady-state Ab concentrations and fluxes.
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Figure 2.3: Intracellular Ab concentrations under normal and pathological conditions.

The intracellular Ab concentration CS3 displays oscillatory behaviors depending on

the parameters.
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Figure 2.4: Extracellular Ab concentrations under normal and pathological conditions.

The extracellular Ab concentration CES3 displays oscillatory behaviors depending on

the parameters.
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2.3) while CES3 is higher at the late stage AD (Fig. 2.4). In both pathological con-

ditions, autophagy induction (i.e., a 20-fold increase in the autophagosome formation

rate constant: rg3 = 20⇥rg3) significantly reduces CS3 and CES3. In addition, the early

and late stage AD exhibit asymmetric oscillating patterns. CS3 increases gradually and

then drops rapidly; conversely, CES3 increases rapidly and drops gradually. Under the

basal condition they exhibit relatively symmetrical oscillation patterns.

Figure 2.5: Ab secretion and clearance fluxes in normal and pathological conditions.

Fsec and Fclr denote the Ab secretion flux (from the intracellular to the extracellular

space) and Ab clearance flux in the extracellular space, respectively. The results in

the second column have been obtained under 20-fold increase in the autophagosome

formation rate constant, with other parameters kept unchanged.

Both Ab secretion flux Fsec and clearance flux Fclr are significantly promoted in

the early and late stage AD cases compared to those in the basal condition (the first
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column of Fig. 2.5). The peaks of Fsec in early AD are sharper and higher but stay

at the near-zero rate for a longer period than in late AD. In contrast, Fclr exhibits

higher peaks in late AD than in early AD. Autophagy induction (i.e., rg3 = 20⇥ rg3)

significantly reduces those fluxes, close to the basal levels. In what follows, autophagy

dynamics corresponding to the normal and AD conditions are presented, including

steady-state concentrations of autophagosome, autolysosome, and autophagic fluxes.

Dynamics of autophagy and implications in the Ab regulations

Protein sequestration (i.e., autophagosome formation) flux Fseq, autophagosome mat-

uration (i.e., autolysosome formation) flux Fmat, and intralysosomal hydrolysis flux

Fhyd in both early and late stage AD are significantly increased compared with those

on the basal condition (the first, third, and fifth rows of Fig. 2.6). The peaks of Fseq

and Fmat in early stage AD are sharper and higher than those in the late stage. The

steady-state concentrations of autophagosomes and autolysosomes, Cg3 and Cl3, in

the AD cases are greater than those in the basal condition case: the values at the late

stage of AD are about ten times greater than those at the early stage (the second and

fourth rows of Fig. 2.6).

In the cases of early and late stage AD, autophagy induction significantly decreases

Fseq and Fmat, while it increases Fhyd (Fig. 2.6). The steady-state autophagosome

concentration Cg3 is decreased while the autolysosome concentration Cl3 is increased

upon autophagy induction (the second and fourth rows of the second and third columns

of Fig. 2.6). Under the basal condition, the oscillatory patterns of autophagic fluxes

and steady-state concentrations of autophagosomes and autolysosomes are not signif-

icantly affected by the autophagy induction, compared to the AD cases.

As shown above, autophagy induction (i.e., rg3 = 20 ⇥ rg3) significantly reduces

CS3 and CES3. Increasing rg3 beyond this rate further reduces the Ab levels until they

reach basal levels. However, the required value of rg3 to bring the basal levels may

vary depending on the stage of AD and the activities of the other autophagic steps.
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Fig. 2.7 presents a three-dimensional surface plot, exhibiting step-specific and

combined effects of the autophagy pathway on Ab levels for a moderately high Ab

formation rate �/�(0) = 10 (first column) and an extremely high formation rate

�/�
(0) = 100 (the second column). The vertical axis measures the autophagosome

formation rate relative to its normal value (i.e., rg3/r
(0)
g3 ) and the two horizontally

placed axes represent the autolysosome formation and the intralysosomal hydrolysis

rates relative to the normal values, spanning the range from highly induced activity

(rl3/r
(0)
l3 = rh3/r

(
h30) = 30 ) to normal (rl3/r

(0)
l3 = rh3/r

(
h30) = 1 ) and extremely

reduced activity (rl3/r
(0)
l3 = rh3/r

(
h30) = 0.1 ). The surfaces designate time-averaged

intracellular Ab concentration hCS3i (top) and extracellular Ab concentration hCES3i

(bottom) for basal parameter values (i.e., under normal conditions); regions above and

below the surface correspond to Ab concentrations lower and higher than the basal

values, respectively.

For both Ab synthesis rates (�/�(0) = 10 and 100), hCS3i and hCES3i decrease

with rg3 in a log-normal manner,

hCi(rg3/r
(0)
g3 = x) = (�/(x�

p
2⇡)) exp a[�(log xµ)2/2�2, (2.18)

where hCi denotes hCES3i or hCES3i and �, �, and µ are adjustable parameters (Fig.

2.8). When rl3 is decreased from 1 to 0.1, hCS3i decreases while hCS3i increases. In

contrast, when rl3 > 1, the concentrations are relatively independent of rl3. The effects

of rh3 generally follow the trend.

The surface shape of Fig. 2.7 reflects the combined effects of the three-autophagy

steps. A greater vale of rg3 is required to return to basal values in the case �/�(0) =

100 compared with the case �/�(0) = 10. At rl3/r
(0)
l3 < 1 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 < 1 both

concentrations change greatly compared with the case rl3/r
(0)
l3 > 1 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 > 1,

indicating that reduction of autolysosome formation and/or intralysosomal hydrolysis

has greater impact on the Ab concentrations than promotion of these steps. Above

rh3/r
(0)
h3 = 45.21 (for �/�(0) = 10) and rh3/r

(0)
h3 = 11.1 (for �/�(0) = 10),

the oscillations of proteins (CS1, CS2, CS3, CES3), ATP (CA), and amino acids (Ca)
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Figure 2.6: Ab concentrations depending upon activities of three autophagy steps. The

surfaces specify time-averaged intracellular Ab concentration hCS3i (first row) and

extracellular Ab concentration hCES3i (second row) for basal parameter values; regions

above and below the surfaces correspond to Ab concentrations lower and higher than

the basal values. The first and the second columns correspond to �/�(0) = 10 and

�/�
(0) = 100, respectively. Computations were performed with rl3/r

(0)
l3 and rh3/r

(0)
h3

varied in increments and the mixed cubic and quintic spline interpolation applied. On

the surfaces in purple the Ab concentrations display oscillations while oscillations are

absent on the green surfaces.
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disappear, converging to stationary values (green surfaces in Figs. 2.7 and 2.9). In the

stationary region, the effects of rl3/r
(0)
l3 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 are minimal, as manifested by

the flatness of the green surface.

Figure 2.7: Log-normal relations between average Ab concentrations and rg3/r
(0)
g3 .

Log-log plots of hCS3i (top) and hCES3i (bottom) versus rg3/r
(0)
g3 for rl3/r

(0)
l3 =

rh3/r
(0)
h3 = 1 (left column) and 0.1 (right column). Data were obtained at �/�(0) = 10.

Squares indicate average values obtained via simulations and lines depict the least

square fit of the log-normal relation.

2.4 Discussion of the autophagy model

In this chapter we have investigated via modeling and simulations how autophagy

activity affects Ab kinetics such as the intra and extracellular levels, secretion, clear-

ance, and autophagic degradation. The mathematical model is extended from the multi-

compartment autophagy model originally developed by Han and Choi [12, 76, 77, 78]
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Figure 2.8: Effects of rl3 and rh3 on Ab concentrations. Average intracellular Ab con-

centration hCS3i (first and third rows) and extracellular Ab concentration hCES3i (sec-

ond and fourth rows) at �/�(0) = 10 (upper two rows) and �/�(0) = 100 (lower two

rows), depending upon changes of rl3/r
(0)
l3 (first column), rh3/r

(0)
h3 (second column),

and rl3/r
(0)
l3 and rh3/r

(0)
h3 together (third column). At data points in purple, oscillations

of Ab concentrations are observed; at green data points, concentrations are stationary.
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to incorporate Ab kinetics, accommodating the current working hypothesis and the

experimental mechanistic studies on the relationship between autophagy activity and

Ab kinetics. Such multi-compartment frameworks are especially useful for testing

biological hypotheses regarding the selective autophagy including Aggrephagy (i.e.,

autophagic degradation of protein aggregates), Mitophagy (for mitochondria), and

Xenophagy (for microbes) [82] because the model can be easily modified to incorpo-

rate new substrates for selective degradation in each compartment. This approach can

be further improved by including detailed mathematical descriptions of autophagy-

related cellular signaling pathways, which have been extensively explored in recent

years [84, 84, 85, 86, 87].

In the examination of autophagy dynamics under normal and pathological condi-

tions (Fig. 2.6), the autophagic fluxes and the concentrations of autophagosome and

autolysosome in both early and late stage AD are significantly increased than in the

basal condition. Cg3 and Cl3 are about ten times greater in late stage AD than in early

stage AD. This implies that at the late stage AD the increased concentrations due to

reduced maturation and intralysosomal hydrolysis may clog neurons, which would fur-

ther reduce the autophagic Ab degradation efficacy. Under normal conditions the basal

autophagy level is sufficient for removing intracellular Ab as the mTOR activity is

tightly regulated. However, during early and late stage of AD, an increase in soluble

Ab levels leads to mTOR hyperactivity, which should in turn suppress autophagosome

formation (i.e., reduced Ab sequestration) (for details see Autophagosome formation

in Mathematical model). Reduced autophagosome formation would increase further

the Ab levels, creating a vicious cycle.

The influence of each autophagic step on the intracellular and the extracellular

Ab concentrations (CS3 and CES3) was examined, providing insight into disease and

potential effects of drugs targeting specific steps in the autophagic pathway. The au-

tophagosome formation activity plays a significant role in regulating average values

of CS3 and CES3 via a log-normal relation: promoting the autophagosome formation
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step decreases both Ab levels. As the autolysosome formation and intralysosomal hy-

drolysis rates are decreased, as expected in late stage AD, CS3 decreases but CES3

increases. It is thus disclosed that the progress from early to late stage AD leads to

higher CES3 levels, which could contribute to the deposition of extracellular plaques.

On the other hand, CS3 decreases along the pathway to late stage AD (i.e., autophagic

Ab degradation is defective in addition to the increased Ab generation).

The model successfully reproduced the oscillatory behavior of autophagy activity

concerning the autophagy-related fluxes and the concentrations of Ab , autophago-

some, and autolysosome (Figs. 2.2-6). Such simulated “autophagy oscillations” are

qualitatively similar to those observed via biological experiments [88, 89, 90, 91, 94,

93, 94, 95, 96, 97]. However, mechanisms underlying the phenomena have only be-

gun to be explored [96, 97, 98]; the oscillations may be tightly controlled via the

autophagy-related signaling pathways to keep the autophagy activity within physio-

logical levels that is important for cellular homeostasis. The simulations presented

here exhibit two interesting features: 1) In the early and late-stage AD asymmetric os-

cillating patterns of CS3 and CES3 are exhibited, while symmetrical patterns were seen

under the basal condition. 2) Above certain activity levels of autolysosome formation

(rl3) and intralysosomal hydrolysis (rh3) for Ab , the oscillations of proteins (CS1,

CS2,CS3, and CES3), ATP (CA), and amino acids (Ca) disappear.

These findings are expected to be useful for the design of future studies and may

give insight to maintaining physiological regulation of the Ab levels. Defects arising

in different steps of the autophagy process would influence in a different way the Ab

kinetics, which will give rise to distinct AD pathology. This suggests that pharmaco-

logical modulations of the different autophagy steps may have different implications

for AD therapy and prevention.

There is much room for refinement of the model. While the current model de-

scribes autophagy in the general neuron, for a more complete picture of the role of

autophagy in neurodegenerative disorders, cell type-specific modeling must be done.
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Different types of neurons may respond differently to stress. Moreover, non-neuronal

cells such as microglia cells and astrocytes may have drastically different autophagic

responses to stress compared to neurons, and they may play a crucial role in pathol-

ogy [99]. Microglia in particular can contribute to Ab clearance by digesting extra-

cellular Ab via endocytosis, and an impaired microglial response may be a factor in

AD [100]. A complete picture of the effects of autophagy on Ab levels will thus in-

clude such factors. We leave this to a future study.
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Chapter 3

Aggregation of amyloid-b peptides in Alzheimer’s dis-

ease

3.1 Background

Although Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has many contributing factors, the amyloid hy-

pothesis currently stands as the dominant model of AD pathogenesis [101, 102, 21,

22, 23]. According to this model, the key initiating event in AD is the aggregation

of the amyloid-b peptide (Ab ), a naturally occuring peptide consisting of 36 to 43

amino acids generated from proteolytic cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein

(APP). AD-causing mutations in APP and in presenilins 1 and 2 alter the active cleav-

age sites of APP, elevating the relative levels of the more aggregate-prone species

Ab42 [103, 104, 105]. The apolipoprotein E (ApoE) ✏4 allele, the strongest known

genetic risk factor for AD [106], exhibits an increase in amyloid plaques and de-

posits [107, 108], likely due to chronically impaired Ab clearance [109]. ABCA7,

a more recently found risk factor [110], has also been shown to be involved in Ab

clearance [111]. Ab dyshomeostasis and its subsequent aggregation is thus a central

process in AD, and understanding the precise aggregation features of Ab is important

in identifying therapeutic targets.
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A large part of the difficulty in studying the precise pathological mechanisms of

Ab is its diverse structure [112] The AD-relevant Ab42is more hydrophobic and ag-

gregate prone compared to Ab40and forms soluble oligomers through a distinct path-

way [113]. While the highly ordered fibrillar structures were thought to be necessary

for amyloid toxicity, mounting evidence points towards soluble oligomers as the pri-

mary toxic species [114, 53] Ab42oligomers can lead to a decrease in synapse density

and cause memory loss [115, 116]. Plaque cores isolated from AD brains and washed

do not impair long term potentiation, but the diffusible Ab42oligomers that are released

from them do [117]. A separate study has also shown that plaques have a penumbra

of soluble Ab oligomers in which the synaptic density is low [118]. While the plaque

sizes do not seem to change over time [119], plaque-associated toxicity has also been

shown to increase over time [120]. A recent study of the nanoscale structure of amy-

loid plaques also found a higher concentration of soluble oligomers around plaques of

autosomal dominant AD patients [121].

In systems containing elements across multiple length scales, size distributions

contain information about the underlying formation process [122, 25]. In vitro studies

of of oligomer size distributions have reported skewed distributions, sometimes fit to

log-normal curves [113, 24]. Interestingly, skewed size distributions in large plaques

in post mortem brains also exhibit a skewed distribution [123, 119] Mouse models also

exhibit skewed plaque size distributions [124].

The previous chapter examined the relation between the autophagy process of a

generic neuron and the secretion of Ab in to the extracellular space. This chapter seeks

to characterize the aggregation of Ab into oligomers by modeling the size distribution

of aggregates.
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3.2 Merging model

We define the size distribution function f(x, t), defined as the concentration of oligomers

of size x at time t. The time evolution of f(x, t) is given by

df(x; t)

dt
= [Rsec(g(t))g(t)�Rclr(f(1; t))f(1; t)]�(x� 1)

+
X
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(3.1)

Here Rsec is the secretion rate of Ab into the extracellular space, Rclr is the clearance

from the extracellular space, �(↵, x) is the merging rate of polymers of size x with

those of size (↵ � 1)x. The summation is over all ↵ such that ↵x spans all positive

integers (in numerical integrations, up to some maximum size Nmax. r(�, x) is the

disossiation rate from polymers of sizes x to sizes of �x and (1� �)x.

�(↵, x) = �0e
�(↵�1)x/A (3.2)

r = r0e
B(��1)

We first consider the case in which we begin with a solution of only monomers,

and observe their aggregation. We assume negligible disossiation rate r(�, x) = 0 and

no secretion or clearance, hence having

df(x; t)

dt
=

X

↵


��(↵, x)f(x; t)� �(↵, x)

↵� 1
f

✓
x

↵� 1
; t

◆
+
�(↵, x/↵)

↵
f

⇣
x

↵
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⌘�

With initial condition f(x, t = 0) = c�(x � 1). The rate constants are set to �0 =

0.01 mM/h, r0 = 0.1 mM/h, A = 20.0 mM, B = 20.0 (Table 3.1). This results in the

distribution described in Figure 1.

The figure also shows fits of the Weibull and lognormal distributions to the nu-

merical solution. The log-normal fit parameters are µ = 4.4662 ± 0.0002, � =
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Parameter Description Value

�0 rate of association 0.01 nM/h

A exponential factor of association 0.01 nM/h

r0 rate of disassociation 0.0 nM/h

B exponential factor of disassociation 0.0 nM/h

xn fibril nucleus size 6

cn ”critical concentration” 90nM

Table 3.1: Table of Ab aggregation model parameters.

0.5026± 0.0002. The log-normal distribution is given by

f(x) =
A

x�
p
2⇡

e
�(log x�µ)2/�2

(3.3)

We find that the merging/disassociation model gives rise to a distribution very close

to a log-normal distribution, as found in [24]. This model is structurally similar to the

binary fission model [25], which in the simplest case results in a Weibull distribution.

Interestingly, the addition of multiple ratios b and �, along with the exponential forms

in Eq. 3.2, result in a distribution closer to the log-normal distribution. The log-normal

distribution also emerges from a self-replicating growth process.

3.3 Toxicity of aggregate size distributions

Recent studies suggest that the toxic amyloid species are middle-sized oligomers. Fig-

ure 3.2 shows the resulting distribution after 10 years of monomers secreted by a neu-

ronal cell as established in chapter 2. The magenta points inicate basal autophagy rates.

The red points indicate early AD, while the blue indicate late AD. We observe a slight

shift towards larger oligomers in late AD compared to early AD, and a significant shift

towards larger species for both early and late AD when compared with the basal levels.
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Figure 3.1: Numerical solution of model in equations 1 and 2, along with Weibull and

log-normal curve fits (left). Data curves of solutions at times t = 10, 50, 100 hs (right).

When autophagy is induced during this time, we have the distribution plotted in

green Figure 3.3. This exhibits a significant shift towards small, non-toxic oligomeric

species. This indicates the potential clinical effects of autophagy induction in reducing

Ab42buildup.

3.4 Size distribution of plaques

The merging model was fit to in vitro data and describes oligomer formation. This

resulted in a log-normal distribution, as found in experiments. Ab oligomers and fibrils
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Figure 3.2: Size distribution of a monomer population after ten years in basal, early

AD, and late AD conditions.
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Figure 3.3: Autophagy shifts the distribution away from the toxic species.

further aggregate into plaques, dense macroscopic structures composed of entangled

fibrils and oligomers.

Here we use Equation (3.1) to mimic an in vivo situation in which there is Ab

secretion and clearance. The delta function in the first line of Eq. (3.1) indicates that

only monomers are subject to secretion and clearance. It should be noted that in reality,

oligomers up to a certain size can be subject to clearance by proteolysis or microglial
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Figure 3.4: Effect of higher Ab production on size distribution of aggregates after ten

years. Magenta indicates the normal rate, while green indicates AD. The size is in
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endocytosis. However, aggregates beyond a certain size are no longer able to be re-

moved. The current model serves as a first approximation of such a situation.

We assume that Ab secretion and clearance levels are such that f(1, t) is constant,

with the value 0.00019 mM in the basal case and 0.0022 mM in AD with higher Ab

production, according to the results of the previous chapter. The results are shown in

Figure (3.4). Here we see a log-normal-like peak in the higher sizes superposed with

decaying curve starting from the monomer population.

3.5 Discussion: Towards a multi-scale model of Alzheimer’s

disease

Despite great efforts to treat Alzheimer’s disease by targeting Ab aggregation, such

therapeutic methods have seen limited efficacy [129]. This has led to some researchers

to turn to other targets. While it is important to explore other avenues treatment, our

understanding of the effects of Ab is incomplete, and gaining a better understanding

of Ab aggregation could lead to new ways to target aggregation.

While preliminary, the results of this chapter provides a starting point to quanti-

tatively model the aggregation of Ab into oligomers and further on into plaques. The

form of Figure (3.4) represents a complete size distribution including oligomers and

larger aggregates, albeit with a simplified model. Future studies should used data from

in vivo samples that analyze the size distribution more completely than found in pre-

vious studies, which focus either on oligomers or plaques and rarely both.

Future work will also seek to perform Monte Carlo simulations of aggregation.

While the current merging model can compute size distributions, it does not comtain

information about aggregate morphology. Simulations can reveal how microscopic ag-

gregation mechanics lead to the range of structures seen in postmortem histology data

(e.g. diffuse plaques, dense core plaques, etc.).
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Chapter 4

Disruption of the circadian rhythm and recovery via

light treatment

4.1 Background

As a result of the 24 hour light-dark cycle of the earth, organisms have evolved to

have biological oscillations that are collectively termed circadian rhythms [130]. In the

case of mammals, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), located in the hypothalamus,

orchestrates these circadian rhythms, playing the role of a central pacemaker [26]. The

SCN has an intrinsic cycle of near-24 hours with some individual variation. It gives

various cues throughout the brain, acting as a master clock.

The evolutionary advantage of the circadian pacemaker is its ability to allow the

body to anticipate periodic events of the environment. While period of the SCN is

not exactly 24 hours, it adjusts its phase in response to the environment, becoming

entrained to the daily cycle in normal circumstances. While entrainment can be due to

multiple environmental cues, one of the most significant ones is the light-dark cycle.

Information on light intensity is transmitted via the retinohypothalamic tract to the

SCN [132, 133]. With a strong enough light-dark cycle, the SCN is locked to the 24-h

cycle of the environment, ensuring that we are active during the day and at rest during
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the night [134, 135]. One of the most significant ways in which the SCN regulates

the body is surely its influence on the sleep-wake cycle. The SCN apples increasing

sleep pressure as the clock approaches subjective night [131]. The monoamine nucleus

(MA), ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO), homeostatic (H) regulators including

adenosine, and orexenergic (ORX) neurons along with the SCN interact to consolidate

a stable 24-hour sleep-wake cycle [136, 137, 138, 139, 131].

The SCN may, however, fail to be entrained to the environment. This often co-

incides with sleep disorders [27]. When the SCN is desynchronized with the envi-

ronment, one may experience drowsiness during the day and sleeplessness during the

night. These sleep disorders are associated with psychiatric disorders such as depres-

sion [28] and bipolar disorder [29], as well as neurodegenerative disorders such as

Alzheimer’s disease [30].In all of these cases, the causal relation is not clear. In order

to model the phenomenon of circadian entrainment and how it may fail, we model

the brain at a macroscopic scale. We consider the essential regions of the brain in-

volved in the regulation of the sleep-wake cycle and circadian rhythm, and quantita-

tively model their interactions with physiological evidence. Indeed, for centuries such

mathematical models for sleep-wake dynamics have accompanied experimental dis-

coveries [140, 141, 142]. For our purposes, we borrow the framework of the Phillips-

Robinson (PR) model [143, 144], which models the sleep-wake system as a flip-flop

switch between mutually inhibiting neuronal populations [138]. The PR model has

been used to successfully describe the main features of sleep, and can be fit to quanti-

tative observations. Previous studies have examined esponses of the model to external

impulses [145] and noise [146]. The model has been extended to stud specific phe-

nomen including sleep deprivation [147], caffeine [148], narcolepsy [149], and shift

work [150].

In this chapter, we extend the PR model to incorporate the effects of both orexin

and a circadian oscillator. We show the interdependent effects of both an imbalanced

orexin level and insufficient light on the stability of the 24-h period lock. This pro-
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vides a way to examine the effects of orexin and light on the circadian system together,

whereas previous research has focused on the effects of just one or the other. The ef-

fects of orexin on sleep stability was examined by a previous study [149] but did not

explore the question of entrainment. A circadian oscillator model was developed to

study circadian disregulation in a shift work setting, but physiological factors such as

orexin were not considered [150]. This combined model allows us to examine the ef-

fects of orexin, a neurotransmitter implicated in many of the aforementioned disorders,

together in and conjunction with light. We also simulate light treatment, and seek to

offer a more complete picture of the efficacy of such procedures, providing insight into

optimal treatment.

4.2 Model of the sleep-wake system coupled with the circa-

dian oscillator

We base our model on the PR model [143]. At the center of the model is the flip-

flop switch consisting of two mutually inhibiting neuronal populations, the VLPO and

the MA. The dynamical variables Vv and Vm of the model represent the average cell

body potentials of the VLPO and MA, respectively. In addition, ORX neurons are

incorporated with cell potential Vo, following the previous model of narcolepsy [149].

The MA represents the ascending arousal system; when it is activated, it sustains the

wake state. The VLPO’s role is to measure sleep pressure and, when it is high enough,

inhibit the MA, thereby causing sleep. The ORX plays a role in stabilizing the wake

state by exciting the MA neurons during wake, preventing random fluctuations causing

a transition into sleep. The following coupled differential equations describe their time
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evolution:

⌧v
dVv

dt
= �Vv + ⌫vmQm + ⌫vhH + ⌫vcC +Av

⌧m
dVm

dt
= �Vm + ⌫mvQv + ⌫moQo +Am (4.1)

⌧o
dVo

dt
= �Vo + ⌫ovQv + ⌫ocC +Ao

Here, ⌧j is the characteristic time of population j (= v,m.o) and ⌫ij (for i, j =

v,m, o, c, h) total strength of the connection between j to i, with its sign indicating

whether it is an excitatory or inhibitory connection [151]. ⌫ij is hence proportional to

the average number of synapses from neurons of region j to neurons of region i [152].

In particular, ⌫mo is positive; this reflects the stabilizing effect of orexin by exciting

the MA, thus promoting wake. ⌫mo, dubbed the orexin level, is interpreted to be the

amount of orexin neurotransmitters in the brain.

The firing rate Qj of population j has the form

Qj =
Qmax

1 + exp[(⇥� Vj)/�]
, (4.2)

where Qmax is the maximum firing rate, ⇥ the mean firing threshold, and (⇡/
p
3)�

the standard deviation of the firing threshold. In Eq. (4.1), Av, Am, and Ao are con-

stants while H and C denote the homeostatic sleep drive and the circadian sleep drive,

respectively.

The homeostatic sleep drive H is described by

�
dH

dt
= �H + µm

Q
2
m

⌘h +Q2
m

(4.3)

where � is the characteristic time of its decay. Hence, H increases during wake (when

Qm large) and decreases during sleep (when Qm is close to zero). The second term

on the right-hand side describes the saturation behavior of H for larger values of Qm,

with appropriate constants µm and ⌘h [149].

The sleep-wake switch is coupled with the SCN, which has previously been mod-

eled with a modified van der Pol oscillator subject to photic and non-photic influ-

ences [153]. A previous work combined this with the PR model to study adaptation to
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shift work [150]. The equations for the circadian oscillator are

1

⌦

dx

dt
= xc + �

✓
1

3
x+

4

3
x
3 � 256

105
x
7

◆
+B +Ns

1

⌦

dxc

dt
= qBxc � x

�
�
2 + kB

�
, (4.4)

which can be derived via the Liénard transformation of the Van der Pol equation [153].

Here x is the component directly related to the circadian sleep drive while xc is a

complementary variable. Their ratio gives the circadian phase �x according to the

formula tan�x = x/xc. ⌦, the characteristic frequency, scales the equation to the

24-hour period. � is the oscillator’s stiffness constant while q and k are constants

modulating the strength of the effect of light via B. Finally, � represents the intrinsic

period of the oscillator relative to 24 hours. We here set the intrinsic circadian period to

24.2 h [154], or � = (24⇥3600)/(24.2⇥3600⇥0.997) = 0.994, where the correction

factor 0.997 accounts for the nonlinearity of the oscillator.

The sleep drive C is defined simply to be C = x while the photic and non-photic

influences B and Ns on the circadian oscillator are

B = G↵(1� n)(1� ✏x)(1� ✏xc)

Ns = ⇢

✓
1

3
� s

◆
[1� tanh(rx)]. (4.5)

Here G, ✏, and r are constants and dynamical variable n is the fraction of photore-

ceptor cells that are activated. The first equation in Eq. 4.5 characterizes the varying

sensitivity of the circadian oscillator to light throughout a day. Here ⇢ is the rate con-

stant while s is a binary state variable indicating wake (s = 1) or sleep (s = 0). Hence

s = ✓(Vm � V
th
m ), where ✓ is the Heavyside step function and V

th
m = �2mV is the

threshold mean potential above which the system is defined to be in the waking state.

The rate of conversion of the photoreceptors from the ready to the activated state

is given by
dn

dt
= ↵(1� n)� �n (4.6)
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where I is the light intensity and

↵ = ↵0

✓
I

I0

◆p
I

I + I1
, (4.7)

where � is the rate of conversion from the activated state to the ready state. The form

of ↵ and constants ↵0, I0, I1, and p are borrowed from [153], in which they were

calibrated to fit the intensity response curve in a wide range of intensities. At low

intensities, ↵ increases with the light intensity in proportion to I
3/2, and it intensities

much higher than I1 it does in proportion to I
1/2. The light intensity I(t) affecting the

photoreceptor cells is a function of the environmental light eI(t) along with the gating

effect:

I(t) = seI(t). (4.8)

The photic driving force is thus gated by the sleep-wake state. The tilde sign on eI will

henceforth be omitted for simplicity.

It should be noted that Eqs. (4.4) to (4.8) are not present in Ref. [149], which as-

sumed a fixed sinusoidal sleep drive C. This is reasonable when modeling narcolepsy,

a state of unstable sleep-wake patterns. The purpose of the current model is to probe

the effects of orexin on a different kind of instability, circadian disruption, and hence

the addition of a circadian oscillator is necessary. The oscillator model adopted accu-

rately describes the human phase-response curve to light [153], and we have found

that the phase-response curve remains nearly unchanged in the integrated model. The

above model is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.1, which exhibits the components of

the model and interconnections between them.

Nominal Parameters and Light Input

Table 1 displays the nominal parameters of the model. We have taken parameters

involving the sleep-wake switch and homeostatic sleep drive from Ref. [149] and

those involving the circadian oscillator from Ref. [150], with a few adjustments, e.g.

� = 40 h to produce a stable 8-hour daily sleep bout with the 24-hour period.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the connections between compenents of the model.

Pointed-ends represent excitatory connections, while flat-ends represent inhibitory

conncetions.
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Sleep-Wake Switch Circadian Pacemaker

Parameters Values Units Parameters Values Units

Qmax 100.00 s�1 ⌦ 7.2722⇥ 10�5 s�1

⇥ 10.000 mV � 0.13000 �

� 3.000 mV q 0.60000 �

⌫vm �2.1000 mVs k 0.51000 �

⌫mv �1.8000 mVs � 0.9944 �

⌫vc �0.3000 mV � 0.0070000 s�1

⌫vh 1.0000 mV ↵0 0.100000 s�1

⌫oc 1.0000 mV p 0.5 �

⌫mo 0.30000 mVs I0 9500 lux

⌫ov �1.0000 mVs I1 100 lux

⌧v , ⌧m 10 s G 2220.0 s

⌧o 120 s ⇢ 0.032000 �

� 40.000 h ✏ 0.40000 �

µm 17.000 � r 10.000 �

⌘h 2.3000 s�2 Id 600 lux

Av �8.5000 mV In 150 lux

Am 0.52000 mV Td 11.000 h

Ao 1.0000 mV

Table 4.1: Nominal parameter values of the sleep-wake model.

The environmental light is described by a simple square wave,

I(t) =

8
><

>:

Id for 12 h � Td/2  t
⇤
< 12 h + Td/2

In otherwise,
(4.9)

where t
⇤ is defined to be tmodulo 24 h and corresponds to the day time. I(t) is given

by a 24 h-periodic square function with Td hours of daylight of intensity Id and 24 �

Td hours of dim light of intensity In. The dynamical equations then exhibit periodic

oscillations, corresponding to the 24-hour day-night cycle. For our nominal parameter

set, we select Id = 600 lux, In = 150 lux, and Td = 11 h (see Table 4.1).

Figure 4.2 exhibits the resulting oscillations of the seven dynamical variables: the

fraction n of activated photoreceptor cells, circadian oscillator variables x and xc,
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Figure 4.2: Limit-cycle dynamics of the model for nominal parameters, plotted for

48 h. Entrainment due to the light input I (in units of lux) is exhibited as seen in the

period-locked oscillations of cell potentials Vv, Vm, and Vo (in units of mV) as well as

the seven dynamical variables n, x, xc, and H (unitless).
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sleep drive H , and cell potentials Vv, Vm, and Vo of VLPO, MA, and ORX neurons,

respectively, are plotted, together with the input light intensity I .

The circadian phase is related to the core body temperature (CBT) minimum via [153]

tCBT,i = t�,i + td, (4.10)

where tCBT,i is the time of the CBT minimum on the ith day and t�,i is the time at

which the circadian phase takes the value �x = �170.7� on the same day i. The time

lag between the two is given by td = 0.97 h. We then define the average phase shift

between CBT minima of successive days to be

� ⌘ 1

N � 1

N�1X

i=1

[tCBT,i+1 � tCBT,i] , (4.11)

where N is the number of days under calculation.

4.3 Period Locking Zone

We now study the dynamics of the model by means of simulations, employing the

4th-order Runge-Kutta method. Numerical integration of the equations describing the

model with the nominal parameters in Table 1 results in a stable 24-hour limit cycle,

which is interpreted as successful light entrainment: The circadian oscillator is coupled

well to the light Zeitgeber, via the term B in Eq. (4.4), and the circadian oscillator in

turn fixes the sleep-wake cycle [Eq. (1)], so that sleep occurs during the dark phase

and wake occurs during the light phase.

Performing simulations in the absence of light (Id = In = 0), we find that the

system exhibits a limit cycle with a period of 24 hours and 22 minutes. Hence if the

strength of light is weakened, the intrinsic period of the system will overcome the

effects of light and there will be a constant phase delay. The critical daylight intensity

at which the stable state disappears corresponds to the period-locking bifurcation point.

On the other hand, when the orexin level ⌫mo is varied, this intrinsic period is

altered by the change in the phase and length of the non-photic influence Ns: A higher
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values of ⌫mo leads to a longer period. This is an alternate way in which stability can

disappear.

We carry out simulations of the model using a range of values of ⌫mo and Id. To

be specific, we sweep the ⌫mo-Id parameter space, and take values of ⌫mo ranging

from 0.2 mV s to 0.35 mV s with increments of 0.0002 mV s and of Id from 150 to

16,000 lux with increments of 10 lux. For each pair of parameters, simulations have

been performed for the duration of 60 weeks, of which the data for the first 20 weeks

are discarded for equilibration. Accordingly, the average phase shift � in Eq. (4.11)

is obtained via averaging over the last 40 weeks (i.e., N = 280 days). The resulting

heatmap plot of the phase shift � is given in Fig. 4.3a. The red region indicates the

period-locked zone, where no phase shift arises (� = 0).

The boundaries of this zone are depicted in Fig. 4.3(b) for two different values

of daytime duration Td. When the total exposure to bright light is low as in winter

(Td = 9 h), the stability region is observed to be reduced appreciably. On the other

hand, extended duration of daytime (Td = 11 h) tends to widen the stable region.

Figure 4.3 manifests that there are three routes to the loss of the 24-h period: (1) by

decreasing the daytime duration Td, which shrinks the area of the period-locked zone;

(2) by lowering the daylight intensity Id, which amounts to moving left on the ⌫mo-Id

parameter plane; and (3) by changing ⌫mo, which corresponds to moving up or down

on the parameter plane.

The sleep-wake system maintains a stable 24-hour cycle by means of its phase-

resetting response to light. When daylight is insufficient, the photic driving force is

not enough for entrainment to occur. This is the case in routes (1) and (2) above.

However, route (3) shows that an imbalance in orexinergic neurons can cause circadian

disruption even when daylight is typically sufficient. The mechanism by which this

occurs is due to the wake-promoting nature of ORX. When ⌫mo is increased, sleep

and wake onset times are delayed with respect to the phase of the circadian oscillator.

Due to the gating effects present in the photic drive B, this causes more light to enter
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Figure 4.3: (a) � (average shift of the CBT minimum) obtained via simulations with

Td = 11 h, in the ⌫mo-Id parameter space. (b) Period-locking zone boundaries for

Td = 9 h and 11 h. Circle indicates the point representing normal conditions, square

indicates seasonal disorder, and triangle indicates non-seasonal disorder. The arrows

indicate shifts from the normal state to the disordered states. Note that in simulations

the shift to seasonal disorder (leftward arrow) is accompanied by a change in Td from

11 h to 9 h. The area enclosed in the the dotted box is enlarged in the inset.
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the system at subjective night and less to enter in the subjective morning. The human

phase response curve is such that morning light causes phase advance and evening

light causes delay. In consequence the increase in ORX causes phase delay. Similar

effects are observed when a constant excitatory stimulation term is added to ORX; this

may be achieved simply by increasing the constant Ao.

4.4 Diseased States and Light Treatment

 0

 7
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 21

 28

 35

 42
12:00 0:00 12:00

d
ay

time of day

ORX inc.   

Treatment   

Figure 4.4: Simulations of non-seasonal affective disorder: black lines indicate daily

sleep times and colored dots indicate CBT minima. On day 7, ORX is increased, as

indicated by an arrow, causing instability. Morning light treatment of 10,000 lux for

1.5 hour daily is administered starting on day 14, also indicated by an arrow. Periods

of light treatment are labeled yellow. Note the gradual return to normal phase.

The above results show that both lack of daylight and high orexin levels can cause

destabilization in the timing of the onset of sleep. The former is thought to be the case
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in seasonal affective disorder while the latter is regarded as a possible mechanism for

non-seasonal affective disorder. Here we examine the effects of light treatment on such

diseased states.

We first simulate bright light treatment in the case of insufficient light, which con-

sists in artificial exposure to strong white light for a short time (e.g., 1.5 h). Simulations

begin in the limit cycle of the model with nominal parameters; then the daylight length

Td and intensity Id are reduced linearly, from 11 to 9 hours and from 600 to 520 lux,

respectively. This is intended to simulate a rapid change into winter light conditions,

inducing circadian phase shifts to become increasingly misaligned with the light input.

We then consider the treatment by applying light of intensity Itr in addition to

the underlying (environmental) light in Eq. (4.9). During four days into full winter,

light treatment is applied daily by taking Itr = 10, 000 lux for an hour and half each

day. Light treatment protocols vary across studies; here the intensity and duration of

light has been adopted from the study of light treatment as an antidepressant [155].

Treatment begins at time t0 of each day, which we set to 7 am unless stated otherwise.

If the time tCBT of the CBT minimum drifts towards a stable time within an hour from

its initial value, we consider the system to be recovered.

In winter simulations, the wake onset time is retarded under the winter conditions

and becomes desynchronized with light in the absence of light treatment. When light

treatment is applied, the wake onset is advanced from the delayed phase and settles

into the value near its initial phase of 10 pm, indicating recovery.

Next, we simulate a diseased state under normal light circumstances, where the

instability is caused by an abnormal value of ⌫mo. We see in Fig. 4.3 that there are

two ways in which this can happen: one by a large value of ⌫mo, where sleep timing

is constantly delayed, and the other by a low value of ⌫mo, where sleep is advanced.

Here we illustrate the former case only.

Figure 4.4 presents the result of the non-seasonal case. Starting on day 10, we raise

⌫mo from 0.3 to 0.31 mV s, which lies above the stable zone in Fig. 4.3(a), while keep-
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ing Id and Td in their nominal values. As in the seasonal case, stability is restored when

light treatment is applied and the system returns to a normal sleep-wake cycle. Thus

the model shows that light treatment has stabilizing effects even when the instability

does not arise from the lack of environmental light.

Optimal Light Treatment Times

We now explore how the efficacy of bright light treatment depends on the timing of

treatment. Figure 4.5(a) demonstrates the sensitive dependence of the recovery time

tr, i.e., the time duration of treatment required for a return to the initial phase, on

the beginning time t0 of light treatment in the case of non-seasonal depression, for

two values of ⌫mo. Note that in the case of ⌫mo = 0.31mV s, recovery occurs in the

two limits of the treatment timing: one in the morning and the other in the afternoon.

When ⌫mo = 0.315mV s, the recovery time for morning recovery is increased while

afternoon recovery ceases to work.

It is suggested in Fig. 4.5(a) that in the case of phase-delay instability, both morn-

ing and evening bright light treatments are effective although morning treatment will

be efficacious in a larger range of parameters. To make clear the difference in the ef-

ficacy between morning and afternoon treatments, we select two representative values

of t0 corresponding to morning (t0 = 7:00) and afternoon (t0 = 15:00) treatments.

For each treatment time, we calculate the light treatment intensity Itr at which recovery

occurs for varying orexin levels.

This leads to a phase diagram on the Itr-⌫mo plane, which is shown in Fig. 4.5(b). It

is observed that for all values of ⌫mo, the required treatment intensity is much larger for

afternoon treatment. It is also observed that the required treatment intensity Itr grows

rapidly with ⌫mo. Specifically, at ⌫mo = 0.32mV s, the intensity Itr becomes unreal-

istically large, indicating that only morning treatment is feasible. As ⌫mo is increased

further, e.g., to ⌫mo = 0.34mV s, this light treatment scheme becomes unfeasible at

any intensity.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Recovery time tr (in days) verses treament timing t0. tr indicates the

number of days of treatment required for recovery from the circadian instability caused

by orexinergic imbalance. Plotted for two values of ⌫mo. Interpolation has been used

to produce a smooth curve. (b) Itr-⌫mo phase diagram for morning treatment (t0 = 7

am) and afternoon treatment (t0 = 3 pm). Recover occurs above the curves.
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Effects of Noise

Noise is an important aspect of a realistic biological system. Here we consider the

effects of noise by modifying the VLPO and MA equations of Eq. (4.1) in the following

way:

⌧v
dVv

dt
= �Vv + ⌫vmQm + ⌫vhH + ⌫vcC +Av +D⇠v(t),

⌧m
dVm

dt
= �Vm + ⌫mvQv + ⌫moQo +Am +D⇠m(t), (4.12)

where the added terms ⇠j (j = v,m) are Gaussian white noise characterized by

h⇠j(t)i = 0 and h⇠j(t)⇠j(t0)i = �(t � t
0) with noise strength D. Following existing

studies [149, 156], we choose not to add noise to the ORX equation; we expect that

doing so would bring additional noise in the MA neurons and not affect significantly

the results.

Starting from the periodic solution, we perform simulations for 90 days, so as

for the circadian system to settle possibly into its new equilibrium. We then simulate

additional 40 days and observe whether circadian phase shifts occur. This process

is repeated 50 times with new random seeds. Initially, the noise level is taken to be

D = 0.01mV, and the entire process is repeated with D increased in increments of

0.01 mV.

Figure 4.6(a) shows the distribution of the CBT minimum time tCBT,i over the last

40 days of simulations for the range of D considered. It is observed that the circadian

phase shifts to earlier timings as the noise level is increased. Moreover, noise tends

to provoke the CBT timing (specified by tCBT,i) to spread: For instance, the standard

deviation of tCBT,i takes the value of about 7 minutes at D = 0.1mV. When the noise

level is low (D < 0.21mV), the system settles into a new equilibrium within 90 days

and the distribution of tCBT,i does not change significantly over the next 40 days. In

other words, periodicity, albeit fluctuating, is preserved. At D = 0.21mV, however,

there appears a slight advance, which, for D > 0.21mV, increases substantially; this

indicates that circadian disruption occurs at D = 0.21±0.01mV. When D is increased
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Figure 4.6: (a) Core body temperature minimum time tCBT,i versus noise level D,

obtained from simulations. The averages and standard deviations are plotted for the

90th, 110th, and 130th days (blue, green, orange) for D = 0.01mV to 0.25 mV. (b)

Light treatment simulations for ⌫mo = 0.33mV s, treatment time t0 = 7:00, and

Itr = 10, 000 lux, in the presence of noise D = 0.1mV. As in the case without noise,

recovery to the normal phase is observed.
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further to the order of 1 mV, noise dominates the sleep-wake switch and drives the

system to switch erratically between sleep and wake.

Due to the phase advance effect described above, we expect the stability land-

scape of Fig. 4.6(a) to change with the introduction of noise. Setting D = 0.1mV,

we perform simulations with ⌫mo varied about its nominal value in increments of

0.001 mV s, and find that circadian entrainment occurs in the range 0.244 mV s 

⌫mo  0.321 mV s, below/above which continuous phase advance/delay is observed.

This range is to be compared with that in the absence of noise (D = 0mV), namely,

0.229 mV s  ⌫mo  0.305 mV s. Such a shift of the stability region toward higher

orexin levels indicates that the addition of noise offsets some of the phase-delaying ef-

fects of orexin. Finally, we simulate morning bright light treatment with D = 0.1mV,

⌫mo = 0.33mV s, t0 = 7:00, and Itr = 10, 000 lux, to find that the system undergoes

recovery to the normal phase [see Fig. 4.6(b)].

4.5 Discussion

The results of the integrated sleep-wake model provides a mathematical basis for many

results established as to circadian entrainment. For example, many blind individuals

experience a cyclic sleep disorder: They experience normal sleep-wake behavior for

days to weeks at one time, followed by difficulty in sleeping at night and staying awake

during the day for a period of time. Observation of such patients discloses that they

experience continuous phase delay [157, 158]. Such patients are not entrained to light

because they lack stimulation via the retinohypothalamic tract. Assuming nominal pa-

rameters otherwise, we should expect behavior corresponding to the upper left-most

region in Fig. 4.3(a), which does indicate continuous phase delay.

In sighted individuals, failure of entrainment results in non-24-h sleep-wake syn-

drome, similar to the above case. On the other hand, there are cases where the circa-

dian phase is period-locked but at an abnormal time. This is the case in delayed sleep
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phase syndrome or advanced sleep phase syndrome, where the patient has a 24-hour

circadian rhythm but with a phase significantly late or early relative to the socially ac-

ceptable time. Namely, the system locates on the right of the curves in Fig. 4.3, but has

a late or early phase due to an abnormal orexin level or inadequate exposure to light.

Previous studies reported that delayed sleep phase syndrome arises in both circadian

and sleep homeostatic systems [159]; our model offers a way to examine the interplay

of those contributions, and although this issue is not explicitly explored in this study,

it should be explored in the future.

Circadian rhythm disruption is known to be important in seasonal affective disor-

der, where change in the intensity and duration of light exposure is involved [160, 28].

In our model, we have seen that this corresponds to moving to the left on the parameter

plane of Fig. 4.3(b) and shrinking the period-locking curve. The restoration of entrain-

ment via bright light treatment as seen in our model is a possible mechanism behind

the reported efficacy of bright light treatment as an antidepressant in seasonal affective

disorder [160, 161]. Note here that lack of light exposure is not the only cause of circa-

dian instability and that there is there is also evidence for the effectiveness of the bright

light therapy in treatment of nonseasonal mood disorders [162, 163]. Relatedly, ORX

neurons are implicated both in sleep disorders and in mood disorders [164]; our model

study has shown that circadian disruption is a channel through which these effects may

occur.

Our results thus demonstrate two different channels through which circadian dis-

ruption can occur: lack of light and orexin imbalance. Moreover, it shows that bright

light treatment can be effective in restoring a normal circadian rhythm in both cases.

In the case of orexin imbalance, Fig. 4.4 shows that the there are two time windows

during which bright light treatment is effective, with morning treatment being effective

for a wider range of circumstances. This result is consistent with the fact that morn-

ing bright light treatment is generally more effective than evening treatment in clinical

studies. For example, Ref. [165] studied changes in the Hamilton Rating Scale for De-
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pression (HRSD) scores after bright light treatment in winter depression, and found

that morning treatment resulted in significantly higher remission rates compared with

evening treatment. With refinement, our approach can be used to predict the efficacy of

bright light treatment in specific circumstances and to guide practical applications. In

that regard, it would be desirable to have more rigorous fitting to experimental results,

based on, e.g., systematic investigation of the noise effects on entrainment conditions

and the efficacy of bright light treatment.
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Chapter 5

Predicting expenditure during gradient walking

5.1 Background

Physical inactivity, despite its well-known health risks [31, 32], continues to be a seri-

ous public health issue [33]. Recently, various wearable devices, including wristbands

and mobile phones, have offered a way to track physical activity throughout the day.

Such devices can be used in ambulatory conditions by individuals or in clinical settings

to monitor patients’ physical activity. Many of these devices use an accelerometer-

based method to predict energy expenditure [34, 35, 36]. However, these methods are

limited in precision [37]. A basic, common assumption used is that the calorie con-

sumption rate is proportional to the walking velocity. A GPS tracker can then be used

to measure the walking distance and then compute the total energy consumption. How-

ever, this method is limited in accuracy and may not be feasible indoors.

The energetics of human locomotion has been closely studied for decades. Early

studies focused on energy expenditure during walking [166, 167, 168, 169, 170] and

running [171, 172, 173, 174], and made comparisons with the energy expenditures of

other animals [175]. Most relevantly, studies on walking energetics found a propor-

tional relationship between energy expenditure and the square of the velocity. These

early studies showed that reasonable accuracy can be attained with simple relations,
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despite the complexity of the act of walking. More recently, detailed models of walk-

ing dynamics have been presented that examine more closely the mechanics of walking

[18-24][176, 177, 178, 179, 180, ?, 182]. These biomechanical models aim to explain

human gait patterns via energy minimization. Also studied have been movements of

the arm [183, 184] and the head and trunk [185], as well as gait patterns in special

groups of interest [186, 187]. Such models have also been used in the field of robotics

in developing walking robots [188]. Previous studies were primarily of academic in-

terest, although inexpensive commercial devices have recently been made available for

personal or clinical use. Such devices offer noninvasive ways to measure daily caloric

consumption, and they have been assessed by numerous validation studies in the litera-

ture [189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194]. The most common types of commercially available

products include the wrist-worn accelerometer and devices based on heart rate moni-

tors. Although these devices are good predictors of the number of steps and heart rate,

accurate prediction of energy expenditure is yet to be achieved [195]. These validation

studies test for various settings; however, they usually lack a discussion of the model

or algorithm used in their predictions.

This study proposes a model of walking energetics applicable to a range of slopes.

The model is based on a simple equation and uses data from a wearable device. The

method uses a foot monitoring system that can sense footsteps, which allows for direct

measurement of step frequency. We found that a high-accuracy model can be devel-

oped for a range of upward and downward slopes. The fact that it is based on a direct

measurement of footsteps allows the device to be versatile and applicable to diverse

walking situations. The ability to track expenditure while walking on sloped surfaces

is helpful for sloped outdoor ground and also indoor use of stairs or sloped treadmills.
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5.2 Data collection

For model development and validation, an experiment was devised in which 73 healthy

participants (34 female, 39 male) walked on a treadmill. The participants had a mean

age of 43.6 (SD 15.0) years, mean height of 168.3 (SD 10.5) cm, and mean weight of

68.1 (SD 12.1) kg. Participants were selected from healthy volunteers (age 20 to 60

years) who registered in the department of Sport Science, Pusan National University,

Busan, Korea. We excluded participants who had cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, or

neurological disorders to avoid any confounding factors or biases. The participants

were asked to walk on a treadmill at various values of the incline angle, ✓, and speed,

v. Specifically, the angle was taken to be 0° (indicating no incline); 4°, 9°, and 14°

(uphill); and �4°, �9° , and �14° (downhill). It was observed that calorie consumption

took approximately 30 seconds to stabilize to a linear rate while walking. Each walking

measurement lasted approximately 5 minutes to ensure a sufficiently long sample.

Calorie consumption was measured with a COSMED K4b2 portable gas analyzer

system. This indirect calorimetry, based on the gas analyzer system, measures oxygen

consumption, from which energy expenditure is computed. This method has been val-

idated as an accurate measure through numerous comparative studies [196, 197, 198]

and is used as a criterion measure in many validation studies [189, 190, 191, 193, 194,

195]. The gas analyzer was worn during the treadmill experiment, and it recorded a

time series of cumulative calorie consumption. To eliminate noise associated with the

beginning and end of the experiment, we discarded data for the first 50 seconds and

the final 10 seconds before computing the energy consumption rate. Then the basal

metabolic rate [199] was subtracted to obtain the energy expenditure associated with

walking, which is denoted by P .

Each participant also wore a foot monitoring system, consisting of shoe insoles

equipped with eight pressure sensors. The insole used was a prototype developed by 3L

Labs (Seoul, Korea), and provided to us for research purposes. A Fitbit Surge, a wrist-

worn accelerometer device, was also worn by each participant to compare the accuracy
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of its caloric consumption prediction. This study was approved by the Institutional

Review Board of Pusan National University, Busan, Korea. All participants provided

written informed consent (PNU IRB/2015 33 HR).

A value of 0, 1, or 2 indicated the pressure on each of the pressure sensors and

was recorded with a frequency of 10 Hz, which resulted in an array of 16 integers for

each time step of 0.1 s. A snippet from example data is shown in Fig. 5.1. From the

pressure sensor data, we were able to extract the step frequency, f . We performed this

by examining the sum of the pressure sensor values at each time step. An example is

shown in Fig. 5.2.

Although it is natural to consider the foot to be off the ground when this sum is

0, this can result in erroneous results if one or more of the pressure sensors remain

at a value above 0 throughout the entire step cycle, either due to a faulty sensor or

residual pressure. We found that better accuracy was achieved when high and low

thresholds were used. This was done by first assigning the on-ground status to the first-

time step, and then sequentially assigning either the on-ground or off-ground status to

each following time step. If the previous time step was on-ground and the pressure

sum was below the lower threshold, we assigned the off-ground status to that time

step; if the threshold was not crossed, the time step was left in on-ground status. If

the previous status was off-ground, the on-ground status was assigned if the pressure

sum was above the upper threshold, and the off-ground status was assigned otherwise.

Threshold values between 1 and 10 were tested and compared with manually assigned

steps. Lower and upper threshold values of 2 and 5, shown in Fig. 2., were found to

produce accurate results.

After assigning a status to each time step, we counted the number of transitions

from the on-ground to off-ground status and divided it by the time interval to obtain

the frequency. As with the gas analyzer data, we omitted data for the first 50 s and the

final 10 s. Only one shoe insole is required to calculate the step frequency; however,

we used the average of both sides in this study.
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Figure 5.1: A sample of 4 seconds of raw data from the pressure sensors. The vertical

position of each number of the array indicates the time, ordered from top to bottom at

an increment of 0.1 seconds. Each column denotes a sensor, with left foot and right

foot separated. The colored portions indicate when our algorithm decided the foot was

off the ground.
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Figure 5.2: Graph of total pressure from the left foot sole over an interval of 10 seconds

obtained from the foot monitoring system from the same data as presented in Fig. 5.1.

The two dashed lines indicate the upper and lower thresholds used to calculate the step

frequency.

5.3 Model construction

Our model was constructed from considering the energy changes involved in walking.

Suppose a participant with body mass M is walking with average speed v on a surface

inclined by ✓ from the horizontal. The participant is swinging their legs with frequency

f . The energy consumption rate, P , is given by

P =

8
><

>:

�PK + b0PU + P0 if✓ � 0

�PK + b0PU + b1P
�1
0 P

2
U + P0 if✓ < 0

(5.1)

Here positive and negative values of the slope, ✓, of the walking surface correspond

to walking uphill and downhill, respectively. PK and PU are rates of changes in the

kinetic energy and in the potential energy, respectively, whereas coefficients �, b0, b1,

and P0 are parameters to be determined empirically from the data. The energy change
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rates for PK and PU are given by

PK = 2Mv
2
f, (5.2)

PU = Mgv sin ✓ (5.3)

In the following, we give an explanation of each term in consideration of energy.

Kinetic energy component

We first consider walking on a horizontal surface (ie, ✓ = 0). When walking on a

treadmill, the upper body moves in a relatively constant velocity, with the moving legs

supporting this movement. The legs swing back and forth relative to the upper body’s

position, undergoing an acceleration-deceleration cycle. We postulated that the energy

expenditure was proportional to the kinetic energy change of the legs. The work done

on the legs during each walking cycle is given by

W = 4⇥ 1

2
mv

2
0 (5.4)

Here m is the mass of each leg, v0 is the maximum speed of each leg’s center of mass,

and the factor of 4 accounts for the two legs each undergoing acceleration and then

deceleration. This differs from the assumption that the legs swing like a pendulum, in

which case gravity would do the work.

Since we usually have no way to easily measure leg mass or leg velocity, we de-

fined two ratios: (1) the ratio ↵ of the leg mass, m, to the body mass, M ; and (2) the

ratio � of the maximum velocity, v0, of the leg to the average walking speed, v, as

follows:

↵ ⌘ m

M
, � ⌘ v0

v
(5.5)

This allowed us to rewrite Eq. 5.3 as W = 2↵�M2
v
2, giving an expression for

the work done per cycle. Assuming that the human body converts chemical energy

into kinetic energy with efficiency ⌘K , the energy consumption rate due to the kinetic
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energy is given by
1

⌘K
Wf = 2�Mv

2
f = �PK . (5.6)

In writing the right-hand side of Eq. 5.5, the measurable terms are grouped into

PK as in Eq. 5.2, whereas the rest are grouped into dimensionless coefficient �, given

by

� ⌘ ↵�
2

⌘K
(5.7)

Potential energy component

When walking on a horizontal surface perpendicular to the direction of gravity, there

is no net change in potential energy. It changes when the subject is walking up or

down a slope. We first considered upward inclines. When one walks up a slope of

angle ✓ at speed v parallel to the surface, their potential energy, U , changes at a rate
dU
dt = PU , given by Eq. 5.2. For simplicity, we further assumed that when walking up a

slope, additional energy proportional to this term is required. Accordingly, the energy

expenditure rate associated with the changing potential energy is given by b0PU , where

b0 is the inverse of the efficiency, ⌘U , (Eq. 5.7) with which the body converts stored

energy to potential energy.

One might consider simply using the same formula for downhill inclines, in which

case the term b0PU = b0Mgv sin ✓ becomes negative. This would imply that when

walking downslope, the change in potential energy can be converted into kinetic en-

ergy, thereby subtracting from the total energy cost. However, this leads to a nonsen-

sical result for higher slopes, as it can lead to negative energy consumption. When a

downhill slope is steeper than a certain angle, the subject would need to exert a fric-

tional force to prevent from falling forward or walking too fast. Therefore, b0PU does

not provide an adequate description of the energy expenditure in this case.

Figs. 5.3 present scatterplots of the data in the three-dimensional space (PK , PU ,

P ) for women and men, respectively. This visualization shows that P first decreases

then increases as PU is decreased from zero. Such a parabolic shape indicates the
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presence of a quadratic term; thus, we added to P a term proportional to P
2
U . The

energy expenditure associated with potential energy in the case of downhill walking

is given by Eq. 5.8. The second term is multiplied by P
�1
0 so that the coefficient b1

is kept dimensionless. In other words, b1 is the coefficient of the quadratic term in the

case of downhill walking in units of P0. This leads to the full model, described by

Eq. 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Three-dimensional scatterplot of data (dots) and model prediction (lines)

of P versus PU and PK for (a) women and (b) men.
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Figure 5.4: Boxplots of the percent errors of predictions made by the model and Fitbit

Surge. Errors have been estimated via Eq. 5.9.
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Figure 5.5: Step frequency f multiplied by height h plotted against average walking

speed v. Least squares fit line fh = 0.52v + 1.02 (m/s) is also shown.
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Coefficient Units Women Men

� 1 0.662 0.517

b0 1 1.591 1.694

b1 1 0.575 1.086

P0 kcals/s 0.0042 0.058

RMSD kcals/s (kcal/min) 0.016 (0.96) 0.016 (0.96)

Table 5.1: Coefficients for the full model reported with the RMSD on comparison with

data.

Linear Regression

The preceding model described leaves parameters �, b0, b1, and P0 to be determined.

We obtained these parameters by first taking data for flat and uphill surfaces (✓ �

0) and performing multiple linear regression through the use of the first equation in

Eq. 5.1 with �, b0, and P0 as fitting parameters. The adjusted R
2 value for the fits of

both women and men was .83. Then b1 was obtained via fitting the second equation

of Eq. 5.1 to flat and downslope data (✓  0). During this secondary fit, �, b0, and

P0were set constant at the values obtained earlier.

5.4 Fitting results

The full set of coefficients, obtained through linear regression, is given in Table 5.1.

The dependency of P on PK and PU is represented by the surfaces in Fig. 5.3. Due

to the piecewise functional form of the model (Eq. 5.1), the prediction plane has no

curvature for PU > 0 but does in the region PU < 0.

in a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.96 kcal/min for both women and

men. A boxplot of the percentage errors of all trials is given in Fig. 5.4, in which

the errors have been calculated according to Eq. 5.9. Here P is the prediction by the
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method whereas P 0 is the standard given by the gas analyzer. The median errors were

16.9% for women, 11.2% for men, and 12.4% for both groups. These errors are sub-

stantially lower than those found in a validation study for multiple commercial devices,

which yielded median accuracies of 28.6% to 35.0% across devices for walking [195].

The predictions made by Fitbit Surge had an RMSD of 2.58 kcal/min (2.7 times

that of the model) and a median percent error of 37.3% (3 times that of the model).

However, this high error was mostly due to inaccuracies in sloped walking. When

restricted to flat surfaces, the Fitbit Surge’s accuracy increased dramatically, whereas

the model’s accuracy increased moderately. The Fitbit Surge’s RMSD on flat surfaces

was 1.82 kcal/min (2.3 times that of the model, 0.79 kcal/min), and the median percent

error was 18.4% (1.6 times that of the model, 11.2%). Distributions of percent errors

are portrayed with boxplots in Fig. 5.4.

Before discussing the implications of these results, we note that the variables v and

f are not independent. If l is the average length of a step, then v = fl. Assuming the

approximate relation h ⇡ l, where h is the subject’s height, we obtain

v ⇠ fh. (5.8)

This relation was observed in the data, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

Equation 5.7 implies that ⌘U = 0.547 for women and 0.596 for men. In principle,

� depends on ↵, �, and ⌘K . We assumed the average value of ↵ = 0.185 for women

and 0.165 for men, obtained from an anatomical reference [200], and that ⌘K = ⌘U .

Taking these values and the fitting result for �, we obtained from Eq. 5.6 the ratio

� with values 1.47 for women and 1.36 for men. This difference in the average may

reflect the difference in the average height between women and men. Specifically,

Eqs. 5.4 and 5.10 imply � = v0/v ⇠ v0/fh. The ratio of the value of � for women

to that for men equaled 1.08, whereas the ratio of the average height of men to that of

women equaled 1.11.
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5.5 Discussion

We developed a model based on rates of change in kinetic and potential energies. In

general, it predicts linear dependence of the energy consumption on these rates; in par-

ticular, it predicts quadratic dependence of the energy consumption on the potential

energy change in the case of downhill walking. The method, used in conjunction with

a foot monitoring system, predicts energy expenditure with an RMSD of 0.98 kcal/min

and a median percent error of 12.4%, lower than those of wrist-worn commercial de-

vices in predicting energy expenditure for walking. With one simple piecewise func-

tion, the model adequately predicts energy expenditure for walking in a wide range of

the gradient. Notice the differences in parameter values between women and men. The

appreciable difference in the value of b1 between men and women may result from

the difference in walking posture; this is beyond the scope of this work and left for

future study. In principle, the parameters are fit for each individual and should vary by

subject. Thus, Table 1 presents average values of the coefficients within each gender.

Even so, it is remarkable that a high degree of accuracy is observed.

Although the model accounts for varying body mass and step frequency (cadence),

this does not account for additional individual variations in parameter values due to

walking gait and body dimensions. There may be ways to account for such variations

without complicating the model. In addition, because the treadmill incline lies between

14° uphill and 14° downhill, we are not able to validate the model for more extreme

slopes [201]. In addition, the method has not been tested and calibrated for outdoor

walking or variable temperatures and altitudes. However, we believe that our pilot

study provides a groundwork for follow-up studies under more ambulatory conditions.

Prior studies have noted the strong correlations between P and v
2 for level walk-

ing [168]. The authors have also similarly considered additional energy expenditure

when walking uphill, attributing it to vertical lift work. In contrast, our study proposes

a simple formula that predicts energy consumption reasonably well for horizontal, up-

hill, and downhill surfaces within a unified framework. In addition, Ref. [167] made
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use of individual measurements, including resting metabolic rate and leg length. Our

model shows that high accuracy can be achieved via reasonable assumptions used in

conjunction with a wearable, mobile device.

Other existing studies have studied energy expenditure during uphill and down-

hill walking [201, 202]. The authors reported a minimum energy cost when walking

10° downhill, which is consistent with our results. These studies did not incorporate

varying walking speed and body weight, and relied on regression analysis with those

variables kept constant. Our study offers a simple formula that applies to various walk-

ing speeds and subjects, while also accounting for the surface gradient.

Our method fits separately for women and men. Prior validation studies have found

differences in the accuracy of devices between the two genders. A comparative vali-

dation study found that gender was one of the strongest predictors for accuracy, with a

rate significantly higher for men than for women [195]. Our results suggest that similar

error rates for both genders can be achieved.

In conclusion, we have developed a model that predicts energy expenditure during

walking on a gradient surface between 14° uphill and 14° downhill, with an RMSD

of 0.98 kcal/min. The model has been used in conjunction with a wearable device,

the foot monitoring system, which directly measures footsteps. Thus, it offers an ac-

cessible method of measuring energy expenditure in realistic walking settings, where

gradient walking is common. Future work may test Eq. 5.1 in a wider range of val-

ues in the PK`PU space. Testing the method on outdoor walking is also desirable for

further validation. Although not yet explored, the device could also be used in con-

junction with other activity monitoring devices, such as wrist-worn ones, to produce

more accurate measures of energy expenditure.
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Chapter 6

Behavioral dynamics of interceptive walking

6.1 Background

In this chapter, we explore the walking trajectories of pedestrians crossing a road be-

tween vehicles. When pedestrians cross a road with moving vehicles, a situation that

can commonly arise in countries where traffic laws are not strictly obeyed, they are

intercepting a gap between the cars. Thus we may formulate the problem as one of

interceptive walking. This problem is one of public health interest, as pedestrian ac-

cidents take up a large proportion of traffic-related accidents, particularly in areas of

high population density [39, 40]. A quantitative study of the behavioral dynamics of

road crossing may help develop strategies to prevent accidents [40, 41, 42].

The crossing task involved an act of avoidance [41, 204] as well as intercep-

tion [205, 206, 207]. One possible strategy that people employ to intercept moving

objects is the constant bearing angle strategy [205, 206, 207], connected to how walk-

ing is visually controlled [214, 208, 209, 210]. In addition, the concept of affordance

has also been utilized in the study of such tasks, where affordance is the range of

possibilities for action constrained by the environment and physical conditions of the

actor [211, 212, 213]. Other studies have provided statistical analyses of pedestrian

inter-vehicle gap acceptance rates, which were shown to be related with the pedestri-
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ans’ perception of affordance [215]. However, these studies do not provide a dynamic

model of interceptive walking. We thus need an approach that describes the essential

components of walking. To do this, we look for inspiration in the principle of least

effort, a widely used idea in studies of human activity. It was first used to explain the

rank-frequency distributions of words in the English language[216], and subsequently

a diverse range of phenomena such as crowd behavior [217], and even mental ef-

fort [218]. These studies have found predictable patterns within the unpredictability of

human behavior. The principle of least effort has precendence in the principle of least

action in classical mechanics, and other such principles in theories of physics (e.g. in

quantum mechanics [219] and general relativity [220]). The interceptive walking task

considered here, while not without variability, is simple enough to reveal regularly

chosen crossing trajectories that can be modeled quantitatively. We may thus take the

approach of Lagrangian mechanics and perhaps model the individual trajectories of

pedestrians.

In the following section, we develop such a model by following the procedure of

Lagrangian mechanics. We define a Lagrangian and solve the resulting Euler-Lagrange

equation, which yields the path of stationary action. We postulate that the Lagrangian

is a function of effort (taking inspiration from the principle of least effort) as well

as a quantity we call security. Two specific forms of the Lagrangian are proposed

and their equations of motion are derived. We verify the model by fitting them to

positional time series data from a virtual reality crossing experiment. The experiment

simulates a road crossing situation in which a pedestrain crosses a road between two

moving vehicles [221, 42, 203]. We find that both forms of the model describe the data

accurately.

In the next section, we take one of the models and apply it to data from a wide

range of experimental parameters. The best fit parameters contain information about

the essential characteristics of each crossing event. We examine the dependence of the

average value of each parameter on the crossing conditions. We examine the effects
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of the gap size and the initial distance as well as the pedestrian’s age, vehicle speed,

and vehicle type. We also derive an inequality among the parameters that must be

satisfied for successful crossing to occur, hence describing the affordance [212, 213],

and also discuss the bearing angle hypothesis within the context of the model.

6.2 Model based on a least action principle

We take inspiration from Lagrangian mechanics, where the Lagrangian is defined as

L = T � U with kinetic energy T and potential energy U . Here, we consider a La-

grangian of the form

L = E � S, (6.1)

where E denotes the effort and S the security. It is well established that the energy

expenditure during walking is proportional to the square of the walking speed [167,

217, 3]. We thus assume that the effort for walking is proportional to v
2, and write, up

to multiplicative and additive constants,

E =

✓
v

vm

◆2

, (6.2)

where vm is a scaling constant, making E dimensionless. It will be seen that it is the

maximum walking speed.

We reason that security is related to the motivation of the pedestrian to reach a goal

while avoiding danger, depends on the walking speed and acceleration. The pedestrian

should feel safe when she or he can quickly crosses the gap. Measuring the speed in

units of vm, we thus assume that the drive to move forward is described by v/vm (< 1),

neglecting higher-order terms. We also assume a biomechanically preferred degree of

acceleration. The pedestrian thus feels unsafe at low accelerations and prefers either

to keep a constant speed or to accelerate quickly. This effect is taken into account by a

function g(a) (again up to multiplicative and additive constants), which we presume to

be a function with zeros at a = 0 and am which is convex in between so that g(a) < 0
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when 0 < a < am, thus preferring either zero or high accelerations. This results in

S =
v

vm
+ g(a). (6.3)

We discuss two different forms of g(a) below. The Lagrangian is then given by the

difference between Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.3).

The Lagrangian is naturally independent of the position y and depends only on

the speed ẏ ⌘ v, and of the acceleration ÿ ⌘ a. We may assume v > 0 without

loss of generality by choosing a reference frame in which the pedestrian is moving

forward. Further, we suppose that the pedestrian does not decelerate until crossing,

which implies a � 0.

We now derive a form of the Euler-Lagrange equation that will simplify the calcu-

lations of each specific Lagrangian form. The stationary path for a Lagrangian of the

form L = L(y, v, a) obeys the Euler-Lagrange equation

@L

@y
� d

dt

@L

@v
+

d
2

dt2

@L

@a
= 0. (6.4)

We use the fact that @L/@y = 0 and integrate with respect to time t, reducing Eq. (6.4)

to
@L

@v
� d

dt

@L

@a
+ c1 = 0 (6.5)

with an integration constant c1. The chain rule, together with the fact @L/@t = @L/@y =

0, yields dL/dt = @L/@t + v@L/@y + a@/L@v + ȧ@L/@a = a@L/@v + ȧ@L/@a ,

which we substitute into Eq. (6.5) to obtain

dL

dt
� ȧ

@L

@a
� a

d

dt

@L

@a
+ c1a =

d

dt


L�

✓
a
@L

@a

◆
+ c1v

�
= 0 (6.6)

Integrating Eq. (6.6), we have

L� a
@L

@a
+ c1v � c2 = 0, (6.7)

where integration constants c2 and c1 may respectively be absorbed into L as an overall

additive constant and as an multiplicative coefficient of the linear velocity term in
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Eq. (6.3). We may therefore set c1 = c2 = 0, which gives us

L� a
@L

@a
= 0. (6.8)

We next discuss two forms of g(a) and solve the resulting Euler-Lagrange equations.

Case 1: Quadratic form

We first consider a quadratic equation g(a) = (a/am)(1 � a/am), resulting in the

Lagrangian

L =

✓
v

vm

◆2

� v

vm
+

a

4am

✓
1� a

am

◆
, (6.9)

where we have included a factor 1/4 on the second term Substituting Eq. (6.9) into

Eq. (6.8) results in
dv

dt
= 2am

s
v

vm

✓
1� v

vm

◆
. (6.10)

Eq. (6.10) has fixed points at v = 0 and vm which are unstable. In the range 0  v 

vm, we have the solution

v(t) = vm cos2
✓

t

4⌧
� ⇡

4

◆
, (6.11)

where ⌧ ⌘ vm/4am. Eq. (6.11) oscillates between the fixed points and ⌧ corresponds

to the duration of each acceleration and deceleration region. With boundary conditions

such that the pedestrain begins at rest and intercepts a target at constant speed, the least

action path can be constructed as a piecewise functions with the two fixed points and

Eq. (6.11) during a time interval centered at time t = ta, resulting in:

v(t) =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

0, t� ta  �⇡⌧

vm cos2((t� ta)/4⌧ � ⇡/4), �⇡⌧ < t� ta < ⇡⌧

vm, t� ta � ⇡⌧

(6.12)
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Integrating Eq. (6.12) gives us

y(t) =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

y0, t� ta  �⇡⌧

y0 +
⌧vm
2

�
⇡ + t�ta

⌧ � 2 cos
⇥
t�ta
2⌧

⇤�
, �⇡⌧ < t� ta < ⇡⌧

y0 + vm(t� ta), t� ta � ⇡⌧

(6.13)

Eq. (6.12) and Eq. (6.13) obey the Euler-Lagrange equation at all points. However,

they exhibit singularities in the higher derivatives at times t = ta ± ⇡⌧ .

!0.3
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0 v
m

L

v

(a)

0

0.1

0 a
m

L

a

(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) Dependence of the Lagrangian L on the speed v (in the absence of

acceleration, a = 0). (b) Dependence of L on a (for v = 0) for the quadratic form

(blue) and the logarithmic form (red).
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Figure 6.2: Top-down diagram of the crossing environment at time t = 0. The two

boxes on the road depict two vehicles facing the right, which move forward at a con-

stant speed. The circle depicts the pedestrian, who begins at rest and is facing in the

direction the arrow. Labeled are experimental parameters lg, y0, and the bearing angle

to the crossing point ✓c.

Case 2: Logarithmic form

As a second case, we take g(a) = (a/am) log(a/am), giving us

L =

✓
v

vm

◆2

� v

vm
� a

4am
log

✓
a

am

◆
, (6.14)

again with a factor of 1/4. Unlike the quadratic equation, this form of g(a) is asym-

metrical and steeper on the left side. Plugging into Eq. (6.8) results in the logistic

equation
dv

dt
=

4amv

vm

✓
1� v

vm

◆
, (6.15)

which carries the solution for the speed:

v(t) =
vm

2


tanh

✓
t� ta

2⌧

◆
+ 1

�
, (6.16)

where ⌧ is defined the same way as above and again measures the duration of accel-

eration, and the integration constant ta determines the timing of acceleration. Note in
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Eq. (6.16) that vm indeed corresponds to the maximum walking speed; further, differ-

entiation of Eq. (6.16) with respect to t manifests that the maximum acceleration is

given by am. Integrating Eq. (6.16) also gives the position as a function of time:

y(t) = y0 + vm⌧ log


1 + exp

✓
t� ta

⌧

◆�
. (6.17)

Unlike Eq. (6.13), Eq. (6.17) is free singularities. But the velocity never reaches exactly

0 or vm, and so has the disadvantage of being an approximation (albeit with an error

that decays exponentially).

Hamiltonian formulation

The definition of a Lagrangian immediately suggests that a Hamiltonian can also be

constructed. The proposed Lagrangian differs from those typical in classical mechanics

in that it contains a derivative of order higher than one. Lagrangians of such form have

been studied, and instabilities that arise from unavoidable linear terms in their Hamil-

tonian functions have been cited as reasons that nature is not described by higher-order

Lagrangians in fundamental theory[223, 224]. We appeal to the phenomenological na-

ture of the model and ignore these instabilities here. We construct a Hamiltonian by

using Ostrogradsky’s construction for third order Lagrangians:[222]

Q1 ⌘ x

Q2 ⌘ ẋ (A1)

P1 ⌘
@L

@ẋ
� d

dt

@L

@ẍ

P2 ⌘
@L

@ẍ
.

Then the Hamiltonian is obtained by performing the Legendre transform,

H(Q1, Q2, P1, P2) = P1Q2 + P2A(Q1, Q2, P2)� L(Q1, Q2, A), (A2)

where A is the acceleration function written in terms of the canonical coordinates.
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In the quadratic case, this results in a Hamiltonian of the form

H =
Q2

vm
� Q

2
2

v2m
+Q2P1 �

am

2
P2 � a

2
mP

2
2 +

3

16
, (A3)

while in the logarithmic case, we have

H =
Q

2
2

v2m
� 1

4
e
�4amP2�1 +Q2P1 �

2Q2
2

v2m
� 1

vm
. (A5)

The Hamiltonians obtained are indeed conserved quantities.

Data Collection

To verify the validity of each case of the model, we make a comparison with the data

obtained from a virtual reality road-crossing experiment. In this experiment, human

participants walked on a customized treadmill (of dimensions 0.67 m wide, 1.26 m

long, and 1.10 m high) with four magnetic counters that track movements. A Velcro

belt connected to the treadmill was worn for suppression of vertical and lateral move-

ments, and a handrail was placed for safety. Each participant wore a commercial virtual

reality headset connected to a standard desktop PC. The headset portrayed a realistic

view of a typical crosswalk in Korea in 1280⇥ 800 resolution stereoscopic visual im-

ages which shift in real time according to the participant’s steps and head turns. Sixteen

children (of age 12.2 ± 0.8 yrs, i.e., mean age 12.2 years and standard deviation 0.8

years) and sixteen adults (of age 22.8 ± 2.6 yrs) with normal or corrected-to-normal

vision were recruited for this experiment. Informed written consent was obtained from

every individual participant. The protocol was approved by the Kunsan National Uni-

versity Research Board. Details of the experiment can be found in Chung et al. [203]

Fig. 6.2 presents a schematic diagram of the crossing simulations viewed from

above. While the two parallel vehicles are moving at equal constant speed vc =

30 km/h, the pedestrian attempts to cross the road in the perpendicular direction. The

paths of the pedestrian and of vehicles intersect at the crossing point. The pedestrian

is instructed to cross between the two vehicles if possible. The empty space between
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the two vehicles, called the gap, is set to be lg = 25m in length. The distance between

the midpoint of the gap and the intersection point, denoted by xg, has the initial value

33.3 m, so that the gap center reaches the crossing point in 4 s. The position of the

pedestrian is measured by the distance y from the crossing point taken as the origin,

and is recorded to generate positional time series. The initial position y0 is set to be

�4.5m.

Fitting Results

Eq. (6.13) and Eq. (6.17) were fit to the data, making use of vm, ⌧ , and ta as fitting pa-

rameters. When Eq. (6.13) was fit to the data, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)

turned out to be 0.052 m on average, with the standard deviation 0.022 m and the max-

imum RMSD of 0.10 m. Meanwhile, when Eq. (6.17) was fit to the data, the RMSD

was 0.056 m on average, with the standard deviation 0.024 m and the maximum RMSD

of 0.12 m. It was thus concluded that each model function makes a description of each

individual crossing with high accuracy, and no significant difference between the two

was found. All time series are plotted in Fig. 6.4, which manifests that overall, data

(thin gray lines) fit closely to the model.

There were individual variations in the slope vm and the acceleration timing ta,

resulting in a spread of the data as seen in Fig. 6.4. Taking the average of the position

data in 0.25 s increments, we obtain the average behavior of each collective group, and

plot the averages and standard deviations also in Fig. 6.4. The thick red and blue lines

depict Eq. (6.13) and (6.17) fitted to the averaged position data, with the fitting param-

eters given in Table 6.3. Note first that the averaged data also display a good fit to both

cases of the model. By plotting the two age groups separately, we observe a differ-

ence in the slope. Accordingly, vm takes different fitting values: The adult group has a

higher value by 0.24 m/s (see Table 6.3). Other parameters do not differ significantly.
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Figure 6.3: Fitting results and data for (a) adults and (b) children, displaying the posi-

tion y (in meters) versus time t (in seconds). Circles and error bars indicate averages

and standard deviations of positions, respectively. Blue and red lines correspond to the

quadratic and logarithmic models fitted to the averaged data, respectively. The blue

and red lines overlap significantly. Individual data time series are plotted in grey and

rectangles represent vehicles.
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Model Age group vm (m/s) ⌧ (s) ta (s) am (m/s2)

quadratic
adults 1.94 0.54 1.50 0.90

children 1.70 0.59 1.55 0.72

logarithmic
adults 1.94 0.43 1.51 0.32

children 1.70 0.47 1.57 0.27

Table 6.1: Fitting parameters vm, ta, and ⌧ for the averaged data, together with La-

grangian constant am, using each model and fit to each age group.

Discussion of the model

We have presented a model for goal-directed human walking behavior, based on a prin-

ciple of least action. The approach can be considered as generalization of the princi-

ple of least effort, incorporating another term called security. Walking behavior results

from the assumption of three simple terms making up effort and security. The resulting

equations have been found to fit experimental data from a virtual reality road-crossing

experiments.

It is not conceivable that our simple model captures the full complexity of the com-

plex biomechanics and psychology involved in walking. The model treats the walker

as a self-propelling particle and thus provides rather a coarse approach compared with

biomechanical studies [225]. However, we presume that the form of Eq. (6.1) should

contain all the essential features of goal-directed walking, including psychological fac-

tors. This approach may thus be useful in the study of pedestrian trajectories.

In validating the model, an experimental setup was employed which imposed a

gap interception task on the participant. The results show that the participant choose

the path of least action as defined by the model. However, while the initial conditions

are constrained, the experiments force the participants not into a single point but into

a spatiotemporal range (the gap). Accordingly, there are individual variations in the
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end point the participant chooses. In addition, we expect that physiological differences

lead to differences in constants vm and am, which could result in variations in the least-

action path even with the same boundaries. This is made apparent in the difference in

vm between the age groups, which is manifested by different values of vm and am in

the Lagrangian.

One may note the limitations of using a treadmill, which may change walking be-

havior and also constrains the participant to walk in a straight line. Additional walking

simulations have been done in which the participants walk freely in a room, with sen-

sors used to detect their positions. The results were again consistent with the model

(data not shown). However, an additional dimension is added due to the freedom in

the walking direction. There were no interesting features in the dynamics of the angle,

which was generally held constant. The choice of the angle exhibits also individual

variations; this is beyond the scope of the current model.

The model has been also limited to the case of positive acceleration (a > 0).

The quadratic Lagrangian (Eq. (6.9)) can already describe negative accelerations, as a

piecewise function can be constructed with a deceleration event from velocity vm to 0

due to the oscillatory form of Eq. (6.11). For the logarithmic Lagrangian of Eq. (6.14),

if negative acceleration (a < 0) is allowed, we may assume that the security feeling of

the pedestrian should depend only on the magnitude (regardless of the sign), and put

the absolute value |a| in place of a in equation (6.3). This time-reverses the solution:

The speed begins at vm, then decreases to zero. These solutions describe the deceler-

ation event after the pedestrian has reached a destination. Under some experimental

conditions not shown here, the participant walked forward, stopped, and then acceler-

ated again to cross the gap. The stopping behavior between walking can be seen as a

deceleration event described by the model with a < 0. For simplicity, this is treated in

a later section.

We note that the present model has similarity with other models of pedestrian

behavior, e.g., in Guy et al,[217], which also defines effort as the metabolic energy
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Participant group Number of participant

Children 16

Young adults 16

Elderly 14

Experimental parameter Values used

y0 (initial distance) �3.5, �4.5, �5.5, �6.5 m

tg (gap time) 2.5, 3, 4 s

vc (vehicle speed) 30, 60 km/h

vehicle type sedan, bus

total configurations 48

Table 6.2: Table summarizing age groups and experimental parameters.

consumption. Our model differs from those previous models in that it includes addi-

tional terms (security) affecting the trajectory and also in that it produces an analytical

solution for the entire walking trajectory, which is possible due to the simplicity of the

walking task. Guy et al instead simulate collision avoidance in crowds by restricting

the direction of movement based on the environment at each simulation step.

There is much room for refinement of the present model. For instance, the model

may be extended further to include a second dimension and/or interactions with other

pedestrians. This is left for future study. A detailed examination of the effects of vari-

ous other crossing conditions (e.g. the initial position of the pedestrian, the gap length,

and the vehicle speed) on fitting parameters using one of the models developed here is

given next.
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6.3 Recasting the model to describe bearing angle and affor-

dance

The position and velocity data from the logarithmic form are here called the simple

crossing model. We use this to analyze the crossing data. The velocity is reproduced

below,

v(t) = vmax
exp[(t� ta)/⌧ ]

1 + exp[(t� ta)/⌧ ]
, (6.18)

which, upon integration, results in the position as a function of time:

y(t) = y0 + vmax⌧ log{1 + exp[(t� ta)/⌧ ]}. (6.19)

Equation (6.19) is plotted in Figure 6.4a (red line). Constants ta, ⌧ , vmax are fitting

parameters whose meanings can be understood as follows: The measurement begins

at time t = 0. Assuming ta � 2⌧ > 0, we have the initial position and velocity of the

pedestrian, y(t=0) ⇡ y0 (< 0) and v(t=0) ⇡ 0, respectively. Then, the pedestrian

accelerates smoothly until the maximum velocity vmax is reached. The parameter ⌧

then serves as a measure for the duration of this acceleration, the midpoint between

which is given by ta. Note that, at time t = ta�2⌧ , the velocity in Equation (6.18) be-

comes v(t = ta�2⌧) = vmax e
�2

/(1+e
�2) ⇡ 0.1 vmax. While Equation (6.18) never

gives v = 0 exactly, in practice, we may define td ⌘ ta � 2⌧ to be the time at which

the pedestrian begins to accelerate forward. If preferable, one may take alternatively

td ⌘ ta � 3⌧ , which corresponds to v(t = td) ⇡ 0.01 vmax.

A second model, called the two-step crossing model, is used to analyze crossings

that have more than one acceleration event and thus do not fit the simple crossing

model (Figure 6.4b). The two-step crossing model is discussed in the Appendix.

Each piece of data classified as a simple crossing is fit to Equation (6.19) by min-

imizing RMSD with respect to the fitting parameters. We probe the effects of gap

characteristics by examining how the distributions of parameters change with the vari-

ation of certain features of the gap, and discuss the results in Section 6.4. Those data
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displaying the two-step pattern are fitted separately to the extended model, and the

results are discussed in the Appendix.

Affordance

Affordance stands for the range of possible actions that the environment offers to the

acting agent. In the crossing task, the affordance is determined by how long the gap

overlaps with the participant’s walking trajectory. Assuming the simple crossing model

(i.e., Equations (6.18) and 6.19), the affordance of the gap is described by the inequal-

ity

tf�⌧ log[e(�y0�w/2)/vmax⌧ � 1] < ta

< tb � ⌧ log[e(�y0+w/2)/vmax⌧ � 1]. (6.20)

Here, tf ⌘ |x0 + lg/2|v�1
c corresponds to the time at which the back bumper of

the leading vehicle passes the intersection point and tb ⌘ |x0 � lg/2|v�1
c corresponds

to the time at which the front bumper of the trailing vehicle passes the point, while

w denotes the width of the vehicles and equals 1.5 m in our experiment. tf is hence

manifested in Figure 6.4a by the time coordinate of the right side of the box to the left

(2.5 s), while tb is by that of the left side of the box to the right (5.5 s). Equation (6.20)

thus describes the condition under which the pedestrian’s trajectory passes between the

two boxes in Figure 6.4a.

In general typical values of ⌧ are smaller than the time scale of crossing, e.g., com-

pared with (�y0 ± w/2)/vmax. (Note that y0 < 0 in our coordinate system.) Accord-

ingly, we may take the limit ⌧ ! 0, and reduce Equation (6.20) to

tf � 1

vmax

⇣
�y0 �

w

2

⌘
< ta < tb �

1

vmax

⇣
�y0 +

w

2

⌘
. (6.21)

This provides a simpler inequality involving two fitting parameters.
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Figure 6.4: Pedestrian position-time plots illustrating typical crossing patterns. Black

traces indicate example data; red traces indicate the corresponding model fits. Left

and right boxes indicate the temporal and spatial area that the leading and the trailing

vehicles occupy, respectively. Intersecting one of the box lines would indicate a col-

lision. In both examples, the conditions are described by y0 = �3.5 m, tg = 3.0 s,

and vc = 30 km/h, with the vehicle type set to be a sedan. (a) an example of the sim-

ple cross with a single acceleration event followed by constant speed walking; (b) an

example of the two-step cross with two acceleration events.
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Bearing Angle

Dynamics of interceptive movement are often described in terms of the bearing an-

gle [206, 207], which refers to the angle between the velocity vector of the human

subject and the line of sight between the subject and the object she/he hopes to in-

tercept. In brief, this model asserts that people intercept a moving object by choosing

such a trajectory that the bearing angle is kept constant.

Our case of crossing a road may be cast into an interception task: The pedestrian

must “intercept” the empty gap between the vehicles [221]. We may hence apply the

bearing angle approach to our crossing experiment and model. One difficulty with

this approach is that the gap is not a point but a moving area. As an obvious choice,

we may simply use the gap center xg(t), with respect to which the bearing angle is

✓g(t) = arctan [xg(t)/y(t)]. However, the pedestrian may not cross the gap center;

it is thus more appropriate to examine the bearing angle with respect to the point within

the moving gap that the pedestrian actually crosses. With t
⇤ denoting the crossing time,

we have y(t⇤) = 0 and let the position of the gap center at the crossing time be �x,

i.e., xg(t⇤) = �x. We then define the crossing point,

xc(t) = xg(t)��x = x0 ��x+ vct = vc(t� t
⇤), (6.22)

and consider the angle with respect to xc:

✓c(t) = arctan


xc(t)

y(t)

�
. (6.23)

Taking the time derivative of Equation (6.23) results in

✓̇c =
xcy

x2c + y2

✓
ẋc

xc
� ẏ

y

◆
. (6.24)

Assuming that y follows the simple crossing model (i.e., Equation (6.19)), |ẏ| is

small when t < ta. Considering the signs of variables (especially, xc < 0 and ẋc > 0),

we thus have that ✓̇c < 0, indicating a decreasing bearing angle. When t > ta + 2⌧ ,

the speed approaches the maximum: ẏ ⇡ vmax, so that we have

ẋc

xc
� ẏ

y
⇡ vc

vc(t� t⇤)
� vmax

vmax(t� t⇤)
= 0, (6.25)
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which, upon substituting into Equation (6.24), yields ✓̇c = 0 or a constant bearing

angle. The model thus predicts that the bearing angle should decrease at the first stage

of crossing and remain constant thereafter. The constant value ✓⇤c that the bearing angle

approaches can be estimated by

lim
�t!0

✓c(t
⇤��t) = lim

�t!0
arctan

✓
vc�t

vmax�t

◆

= arctan

✓
vc

vmax

◆
. (6.26)

6.4 Fitting results
Data Analysis

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the percentage of successful crossings in this group and the

proportions of two-step crossings to the total successful crossings. The success rate

drops significantly when the gap length is made small at 20.8 m but still stays above

80%. The highest proportion of two-step crossings occurs when the gap is the shortest

and the walking distance is the furthest.

Successful Crossings

y0 (m)

lg (m)
20.8 25 33.3

�3.5 88% 100% 100%

�4.5 100% 100% 100%

�5.5 100% 94% 100%

�6.5 82% 94% 100%

Table 6.3: Proportion of successful crossings to all crossing attempts for several values

of y0 and lg, when vc = 30 km/h and vehicle type is sedan.

Equation (6.19) was fit to simple crossings with an average RMSD of 0.068 m.
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Two-Step Crossings

y0 (m)

lg (m)
20.8 25 33.3

�3.5 42% 25% 6%

�4.5 31% 0% 0%

�5.5 0% 26% 0%

�6.5 15% 6% 0%

Table 6.4: Proportion of two-step crossings to all successful crossings for several val-

ues of y0 and lg, when vc = 30 km/h and vehicle type is sedan..

The low RMSD values indicate that the model accurately describes the majority of

crossings. Two-step crossings were also found to be accurate, and are discussed in the

Appendix. Examples of the model equations fit to simple and two-step crossing time

series are given in Figure 6.4a,b, respectively.

Behavioral Response to Gap Features

Restricting the analysis to simple crossings, we consider the variations of the parame-

ters to changing crossing conditions. Experimental parameters y0 and lg affect directly

the affordance of the gap by changing the temporal window of the gap or the distance

the pedestrian needs to traverse to reach the gap. Effects of the experimental param-

eters on the three fitting parameters vmax, ta, and ⌧ have been examined; only ta has

turned out to respond significantly. Figure 6.5 shows the distribution of ta obtained for

several values of y0 and lg. It is observed that ta generally increases as y0 approaches

zero. This can be understood intuitively as follows: Recall that y0 denotes the distance

the pedestrian must traverse to reach the gap. The larger the distance, the earlier they

must begin walking. However, when the initial position is farther, namely, when y0
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is made larger, this trend disappears and ta tends to stay at slightly over one second

(ta & 1 s). This is likely to result from the minimum response time. Namely, the pedes-

trian may not cross earlier than the earliest timing at which they can reasonably begin

to walk. On the other hand, an increase in the gap size appears to lower ta. This in-

dicates that, when the gap is accessible earlier, the pedestrian tends to cross earlier.

The distributions of the other two parameters vmax and ⌧ have also been examined.

While the average value of vmax tends generally to increase with y0, the trend is not

statistically significant. No significant trends have been observed for ⌧ .

Contrary to y0 and lg, the vehicle speed vc and the vehicle type are manipulated

without changing the gap affordance. These experimental parameters affect the visual

perception of the gap without changing its temporal window of availability. Figure 6.6

displays the effects of the vehicle speed and type on ta when the gap time tg is set to be

3 s and y0 to be �3.5 m. Doubling the vehicle speed results in a significant increase in

ta. Moreover, in several cases, buses resulted in a greater value of ta than sedans did.

On the other hand, when the same comparison is made for data with y0 < �3.5m,

there arises no significant shift in ta or td upon changing the vehicle type. For y0 <

�4.5m, no significant shift is observed upon changing the vehicle speed as well. This

suggests that, when the initial distance is sufficiently far, pedestrian’s judgement of the

gap is hardly affected by the vehicle type or speed.

Finally, we examine differences among age groups. According to the Mann–Whitney

U test, the difference in the distribution of vmax is found to be significant (p < 0.05)

when either the young adult group or the elderly group is compared with the child

group. Both the young adult and elderly groups consistently have higher average val-

ues of vmax across all crossing conditions, by about 0.3 m/s. While children have gen-

erally slightly lower values of ta, perhaps a sign of earlier start up times to compen-

sate for their lower speeds, the differences are not found to be statistically significant.

The young adult and elderly groups do not show significant differences.
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Figure 6.5: Distributions of parameter ta for varying y0 and lg. Here, vc = 30 km/h

and vehicle type is sedan. Columns indicate the average values of ta in the data for

given experimental conditions while error bars represent standard deviations. Pairs

of samples, marked with asterisks, are presumed to belong to different distributions

(p < 0.05) according to the Mann-Whitney U test. (Note here that not all such pairs

are marked.)
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Figure 6.6: Distributions of parameters ta (left) and td (right) for varying vehicle

speeds vc and for two vehicle types. Other parameters are set to tg = 3 s and

y0 = �3.5m. Columns indicate the average values in the data for given experimen-

tal conditions while error bars represent standard deviations. Pairs of samples, marked

with asterisks, are presumed to belong to different distributions (p < 0.05) according

to the Mann–Whitney U test.
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Parameters Fall within Affordance

Due to the accuracy of the simple crossing model, we expect Equations (6.20) and

(6.21) to hold for the fitting parameters derived from the data. Figure 6.7a presents

the affordance boundaries in the 3D parameter space. The curved surfaces depict the

boundaries specified by Equation (6.20), and each data point plots the parameters cor-

responding to a single crossing. For comparison, data for two-step crossings (crosses)

as well as simple crossings (circles) are displayed. It is observed that the circles, cor-

responding to simple crossings indeed lie within the volume between the boundaries.

In contrast, most of the crosses are located outside, above the higher surface. This in-

dicates that the subject is on route to collide with the leading vehicle and therefore

deceleration is necessary.

Plotting Equation (6.21) on the 2D parameter plane (vmax, ta) corresponds to the

projection of the 3D plot in Figure 6.7a onto the plane defined by ⌧ = 0. This re-

sults in Figure 6.7b, where two more cases have been included in addition to the case

of the gap length lg = 25m and the initial position y0 = �3.5m presented in Fig-

ure 6.7a. Namely, to probe how the distribution of parameter values shifts with lg and

y0, we consider the data for a larger gap lg = 33.3m and for a farther initial posi-

tion y0 = �6.5m. Accordingly, Figure 6.7b presents data for three sets of the gap

length and initial position together with the corresponding boundaries (lines instead

of surfaces in Figure 6.7a) determined by Equation (6.21). Specifically, the cases of

(lg = 33.3m, y0 = �3.5m) and (lg = 25m, y0 = �6.5m) are plotted in red and in

blue, respectively, as well as the case of (lg = 25m, y0 = �3.5m) plotted in black.

It is observed that, as the gap is widened, the average behavior (designated by red

triangles) shifts toward smaller ta and larger vmax. This reflects the tendency of the

pedestrian to cross early before the gap center when possible. On the other hand, in the

case that the initial position becomes farther from the intersection point, the pedestrian

must compensate by either beginning to walk earlier or walking faster. Data in blue

indeed exhibit on average a decrease in ta and a slight increase in vmax (which is,
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Figure 6.7: Data plotted with boundaries representing the affordance of the gap. (a)

data plotted with surfaces in the three-dimensional parameter space (⌧, vmax, ta) de-

fined by Equation 6.20. Data points for lg = 25m and y0 = �3.5m are plotted for all

age groups; dots represent simple crossings and crosses represent two-step crossings;

(b) data plotted with boundaries on the two-dimensional plane (vmax, ta) defined by

Equation 6.21. To illustrate the effects of a shift in affordance, data and boundaries for

lg = 25m and y0 = �3.5m (black) are plotted with those for lg changed to 33.3m

and for y0 changed to �6.5m are shown in red and in blue, respectively. Triangles

indicate average parameter values.
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however, not statistically significant). We remark that Figure 6.7b corresponds directly

to Figures 3C and 3D of [213] while Figure 6.7a is a generalization.

Bearing Angle Analysis

Finally, we examine the bearing angle of the data and compare it with the model pre-

dictions. Figure 6.8 shows the bearing angle as a function of time for two sets of data

(colored lines). The bearing angle tends to decrease in the first few seconds of cross-

ing and to remain constant thereafter, as predicted by Equation (6.26). In addition,

the analytical results given by Equation (6.23) are plotted with the average parameter

values (black line). Both the theory (analytical result from the model) and the experi-

ment (result computed from data) show that a constant bearing angle is held once the

pedestrian starts moving at a nearly constant speed. It is shown in Figure 6.8 that the

time interval during which the constant angle is observed is significantly shorter for

y0 = �3.5m (red) than for y0 = �6.5m (cyan). This reflects the smaller value of ta

in the latter case, when the initial position is farther from the interception point.

We note that the fluctuations of the data in Figure 6.8 are due to measurement error,

which is magnified immediately before the pedestrian meets the crossing point. This

can be seen in Equation (6.22) by considering that y(t) ! 0 as t ! t
⇤, causing the

error in the argument of the arctan function to become magnified.

6.5 Discussion

In this study, we have proposed a model for pedestrian crossing and utilized it to ex-

tract information from experimental data. The model fit the data with high accuracy,

allowing for applications of different methods. In particular, the model allows us to

visualize the affordance of each gap and see whether the data lies within it. The model

also predicts a constant bearing angle, which has been observed in the data.

The fitting parameters of the model, ta, vmax and ⌧ , provide a physically intuitive
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Figure 6.8: Time evolution of the bearing angle ✓c, defined by Equation 6.23. The gap

length is lg = 25m and the initial position is y0 = �3.5m and �6.5m for red and

cyan lines, respectively. Colored lines are computed from data, while black lines show

the analytical results using average parameter values. The time axis is given in terms

of time before crossing t� t
⇤, so that the zero point is equal to the intersection time of

the run (i.e., the time at which y(t) = 0).
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interpretation of the data. Analysis has revealed that pedestrians respond to shifting gap

affordances primarily by timing their accelerations, rather than changing their walking

speeds, as shown by the distributions of ta. Moreover, shifts in ta have been observed

in response to the speed of the gap and the size of the surrounding vehicles, even

if the gap affordance remains the same, indicating that these environmental factors

can change the visual perception of the gap. However, this trend disappeared when

the initial distance was greater, suggesting that a greater distance from the road tends

to offer a more accurate visual perception of the gap. It has also been observed that

children’s lower walking velocities indirectly shrank the affordances of the gaps and

in certain situations failed to compensate.

Due to the simplicity of the equations, this methodology offers a versatile method

to analyze pedestrian behavior. While the velocity equation does not necessarily need

to follow a logistic function in particular, the high accuracy with which the equation

fits the data and its ease of manipulation makes it an ideal tool for such an analysis.

It should be noted that the accuracy of affordance judgments in virtual environ-

ments has been questioned in previous studies [226]. In addition, it is not straight-

forward to measure walking speeds on treadmills, and a different method was pro-

posed [227]. These factors should be considered when interpreting the results, but we

expect them to affect neither qualitative results nor the efficacy of the model. More-

over, it would be desirable to include more general walking scenarios where the pedes-

trian is not constrained to walk in a straight line. This is left for future study.

Analysis of two-step crossings

In order to model two-step crossings in which there are two acceleration events (Fig-

ure 6.4b), we extend the model in the following way: We first take the acceleration

equation

ÿ =
ẏ

⌧

✓
1� ẏ

vmax

◆
, (A1)
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which is equivalent to Equations 1 and 2 with appropriate initial conditions. In the

two-step crossing, after acceleration (i.e., at time t > ta + 2⌧ ), the pedestrian will

decelerate at a point ys and stop until she/he accelerates again at time ts. This behavior

may be described by adding two terms in Equation A1, which leads to

ÿ =
ẏ

⌧

✓
1� ẏ

vmax

◆
� rsẏ exp


�(y � ys)2

�2s

�
✓(ts � t)

+ vs�(t� ts), (A2)

where the second and the third terms of the right-hand side represent repulsion and im-

pulse force, respectively. The repulsion is centered at position ys with range �s; ys may

be interpreted as the point beyond which the pedestrian perceives to be unsafe, due to

the incoming traffic. Accordingly, ys is the position of the flat region of the curve in

Figure 6.4b, i.e., ys = �2.3m in this example. The Heaviside step function ✓(ts � t)

effectively ”turns off” the repulsion force at time ts, thus removing the potential for

collision after the vehicle has passed. The parameter rs adjusts the overall strength of

the repulsion. The impulse term is necessary for the model to undergo sharp accelera-

tion from rest, so that the pedestrian starts to walk again at time ts. In the example of

Figure 6.4b, the time at which the subject begins the second acceleration is given by

ts = 2.0 s. The magnitude vs of the impulse is a fraction of vmax, and determines how

quickly the model regains the maximum velocity.

We fit Equation A2 to the data for the case y0 = �3.5m and lg = 25m, yielding

ys = �2.29±0.22m. This implies that participants who performed two-step crossings

walked forward about 1.2 m before stopping, which amounts to about 1.5 m from the

path of the vehicles. We also have the impulse magnitude vs/vmax = 0.67 ± 0.22

and time ts = 2.41 ± 0.26 s, which corresponds to the time for the pedestrian to

start walking again. This range includes the time (about 2.5 s) at which the leading

vehicle passes the interception point. Other parameters, repulsion strength rs and range

�s, which suffer from large fluctuations due to the very limited sample number, are

obtained as rs = 520± 480 s�1 and �s = 0.26± 0.24m. However, the sample size of
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two-step crossings was insufficient to derive statistically meaningful results. A possible

behavioral interpretation of this type of crossing is as exchanging the additional energy

required for deceleration and acceleration in favor of more safety or security.
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